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1. Introduction
Context and Motivation: Cybersecurity, Challenge and Opportunity
While the digital transformation has a strongly increasing and positive impact on our society and our economy,
the lack of adequate cybersecurity in our systems, platforms and services can lead to major dangers, risks and
problems. More and more information is being collected and analyzed, leading to significant efficiency gains
and new applications. In cyber-physical systems, this results in far-reaching automation with, among other
things, autonomous robots, cars and drones. The entire infrastructure of society is also being transformed; we
get smarter cities (smart cities), smart transport systems (smart transport) and smart electricity grids (smart
grids), smarter hospital facilities, etc.
This transformation affects all sectors, both within the government (general policy, education and health,
infrastructure, police, defense) and within the private industry: critical infrastructure, transport,
manufacturing, financial sector, media, health sector. They are and will all be more competitive and
strengthened thanks to digital transformations, but they are also vulnerable. In addition to the far-reaching
and limitless possibilities, this digital transformation indeed brings important new risks. Addressing these
cybersecurity risks will be essential for economic success in the forthcoming decades.
The cybersecurity risks continuously increase because of the following evolution:
(1) As cybercrime becomes more and more attractive and rewarding for malicious organizations, its impact
grows with the size of the digital economy. Consequently, the attacks and attackers become more specialized.
The cybercrime threat has evolved from break-ins carried out by individuals with simple tools, to sophisticated
attacks carried out by organized crime, hacktivists, specialized companies, and nation states. This is not
restricted to the passive collection of information (for industrial espionage, among other things) but also
actively hacking into systems and creating physical damage (e.g., Wannacry, and attacks on the electricity
network in Ukraine in 2015), as well as global hybrid threats. A complex ecosystem has developed in which
malicious actors specialize in various aspects of cybercrime.
2) Cybercriminals exploit large scale attack infrastructures. By using networks and mechanisms for automatic
distribution, it becomes feasible to attack a large number of systems from any location (e.g., the 2016 Mirai
botnet). Attribution is very complex. There is also an important problem of proliferation: attacks with
sophisticated malware executed by nation states may leave traces. Subsequently, organized crime or other
nation states can exploit such malware.
(3) The digital platforms, services and assets that we need to protect also increase in complexity – which
obviously makes protection more difficult. Modern digital services are very complex and interdependent
systems, created through a complex and international supply chain. This means that it is impossible to make
such systems perfectly secure: due to the complexity and the dynamism there are always minor errors, which
necessitates regular updates that require a complex governance. At the same time, many systems contain
deliberate loopholes.
(4) The societal challenge goes far beyond the battle between attackers and defenders/guardians. The
explosion of the use of computer systems and networks (smartphones, smart cameras, industrial IoT,
implantable medical devices, ...) and the sharply decreasing cost of collecting and processing information
result in important new privacy risks. For example, the number of data leaks increases exponentially1. These
risks are not only a threat to human rights (the right to privacy is recognized by Article 8 of the European
Convention on Human Rights and Article 7 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union), but
also the democracy and the rule of law (interference of nation states in elections via social media). In addition,
they also pose a security problem: data protection is essential to guarantee safety for citizens as well as
governments.
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Internationally leading cybersecurity competence is available in Flanders (see Annex 1). Flanders can
therefore meet this challenge, also in the context of a growing international competition. Fortunately,
cybersecurity does not only present a challenge, but it also creates an opportunity with economic benefits.
As a starting point, the creation of a secure infrastructure (for transport, communication, data storage, etc.) is
essential for the economic development of Flanders and becomes an important competitive advantage. The
industry is increasingly evolving towards a model that strongly relies on the combination of online services,
software and hardware: cybersecurity becomes an essential component of all products and services, but it is
also of great importance to prevent the theft of intellectual property.
To meet the complex challenges, there is a need for intensive cooperation according to the triple helix
innovation model: academia, government and industry each have an important role to play.
The challenges mentioned above necessitate investments in research, development and implementation,
application, innovation and valorization – the entire chain from basic research to effective services in the
market – and far beyond common practice. This is illustrated by the realizations and policy decisions in our
neighboring countries.
Specifically for this case of cybersecurity, there are a number of important elements:
1) Studies have shown that there are major market failures2 in the area of cybersecurity and privacy: this
means that technology users are not prepared to pay more for more secure solutions and the industry
investments are insufficient. This implies that the government must intervene, or at least play a supporting
and leading role, by playing an active role in stimulating advanced research and innovation.
A Cybersecurity Programme for Flanders must therefore further develop, manage, distribute and share highlevel competence in cybersecurity. In an advanced research program, specialized and critical cybersecurity
knowledge must be continuously enhanced and maintained, transformed and proven applicable in
collaboration with industry, and disseminated with specialized stakeholders.
2) The cybersecurity problem is an international phenomenon. The Flemish economy relies for a large part on
hardware, software and ICT services that are produced abroad. We cannot solve the problems locally /
regionally – but we can be a strong player and play a central role in the larger European picture.
A Cybersecurity Programme for Flanders must strengthen the core competences, stay comprehensive (“we
leave no flank unprotected”) while reaching out to industry to ensure applicability of knowledge and
technology, and to operate with an up-to-date prioritization of topics in cybersecurity. At the same time,
collaboration and synchronization with other leading labs in Europe will ensure that Flanders invests in its
strengths in cybersecurity, while creating synergy and collaboration with other leading centers in Europe thus
avoiding unproductive duplication of efforts.
3) A number of studies show that there is an important shortage of experts in cybersecurity in all countries.
This seems only the beginning of a dangerous evolution. Where this is a (possibly personal) economic
opportunity for the limited group of experts in the short term, this will represent a dramatic social and
economic risk in the long term. That is why we advocate strengthening knowledge and expertise in an
environment where education and training are part of the core business.
A Cybersecurity Programme for Flanders will therefore invest in a rich portfolio of cybersecurity trainings
building an offering for different audiences in terms of existing competence levels, as well as focus areas. This
training must be backed by state-of-the-art knowledge and competence made available by the top-level
academic groups that are present in Flanders.
The aim of this document is to present at a high-level, the Strategic Programme for Cybersecurity Research in
Flanders. This Programme has to deliver impactful solutions to real-world challenges, while starting from and
building upon academic excellence. The execution of the Programme has to strengthen existing core
competences in cybersecurity research, while delivering building blocks and solutions that will benefit
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cybersecurity in industry. At the same time, a strong cybersecurity research program will attract international
talent and will enable the creation and extension of cybersecurity training programs.

A Strategic Research Programme
The Strategic Research Programme includes four Tracks (Figure 1-1).
• Track 1 addresses Application and Software Security and aims to support all stakeholders that analyze,
develop and deploy new application software, while using an evolving set of technologies in the context
of secure software development.
• Track 2 includes Strategic Security Services, such as authentication, authorization and services for data
protection. The overall idea is that many security specific building blocks (reusable components or
services that are typically offered as security middleware) will not be built from scratch in new
applications, and should be evolving with new demands and expectations – typically reaching beyond the
state-of-practice in industry offerings.
• Track 3 covers System and Infrastructure Security. Here one expects stable, secured technology that is
packaged as a black box in an operating system or in network layers. Software and service developers
rely on the robustness of these lower layers – yet we all know that additional research is essential to meet
the promise.
• Track 4 covers the Technology Building Blocks for Security: secure hardware, cryptography and secure
cryptographic implementations. Needless to state this is of strategic importance.
Many topics and subdomains of cybersecurity can be considered, possibly emerging from a broad survey of
academic literature. The specific approach has been to leverage upon available excellence, and therefore on
proven Track record, thus maintaining focus and enabling the rapid development of new research results.
Figure 1-1 sketches a helicopter view on the Strategic Research Programme. The Consortium has chosen to
model the work as a technology stack, not so much for the elegance of the research representation per se,
but to ensure that the programme can be communicated and shared using a comprehensive overview, that
can be presented elegantly to industry stakeholders. In fact, many industry stakeholders have a specific
interest in one or two of the proposed Research Tracks that are aligned with their business models.

Figure 1-1 A Strategic Programme with four Research Tracks

A further breakdown of these Tracks has been created by identifying and incorporating research themes that
are essential for the proposed programme. The proposed structure is not a goal in its own right; themes in
each of the Tracks depend on and interact with themes in other Tracks. These dependencies will be
documented in the description of each of the Tracks.
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Section 1.3 briefly elaborates on the core principles that have been applied while creating the Strategic
Programme.

Principles
The Strategic Research Programme has been defined based on the following principles.
(1) First, the Consortium will address problems and challenges that have been identified in the cybersecurity
and ICT security research communities. While describing the research Tracks and the research themes that
belong to such a Track (in Chapters 2 to 5), the proposed Programme refers to relevant research from the
state-of-the-art. This background information documents the relevance of the proposed work and highlights
the starting points for the research Tracks and themes. Notice though that this document does not have the
ambition to present an elaborate survey of the scientific and technical literature.
(2) Secondly, the Consortium is built from research groups with a strong and proven track record. The goal
is to strengthen existing teams, groups and activities and make progress as fast as possible and feasible. This
perspective has some consequences. The selected research themes and topics of the Programme are – in
principle – limited by the available expertise in Flanders – even though this does definitely not yield a narrow
scope of the research program. This is not a problem but an opportunity. Especially in the European context,
existing partnerships and good relationships with scientific peers enable connecting to the right type of
additional expertise when and if needed. Annex 1 to this proposal describes the Consortium in detail, by
sketching each of the research groups involved, including the faculty members and permanent research staff
who work on cybersecurity.
(3) Last but not least, the research themes are driven by a strong interest in industry and by industry
demand. The Research Tracks have been identified and confirmed in dialogue with industry and the relevance
of each of the proposed research themes has been confirmed by many industry stakeholders. In particular, an
elaborate feedback session with a representative group of industry stakeholders has been organized on April
2, 2019. This one-day workshop was of great value in finishing this proposal.

Related to the third principle, it should be noticed that the value and applicability of research results will be
pursued by building quality prototypes that will be combined in industry relevant platforms. The Strategic
Research Programme will therefore deliver practical assets that enable exploration and discovery of new
security solutions. This will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Outline of the Document
The further description of the Research Programme is structured as follows. The next chapters (Chapters 2 to
5) each contain a high-level overview of one Research Track:
•
•
•
•

Chapter 2 presents the Research Track on Application and Software Security.
Chapter 3 discusses the Research Track on Strategic Security Services.
Chapter 4 covers the Research Track on System and Infrastructure Security.
Chapter 5 addresses the fourth Research Track. It covers Technology Building Blocks for Security: Secure
Hardware, Cryptography and Secure Implementations.

Each of the Research Tracks includes a collection of strategic Research Themes that are proposed in light of
the principles sketched above. Next the scope of each Research Track is summarized. Subsequently each of
the Research Themes is introduced by presenting the state-of-the-art, illustrating industry demand and by
introducing the Research Activities (RA) that will be performed by members of the Consortium . The related
objectives are presented by defining expected outcomes that will be delivered by the end of one and two
years of research activity.
Chapter 6 complements the above by discussing in more detail how the strategic research activities that have
been defined in Chapters 2-5 contribute to prototypes and platforms that will facilitate technology transfer
and adoption in industry.
The final chapter is a conclusion. It summarizes the headlines of the proposal and discusses some of the
important actions being taken while preparing for a start on September 1, 2019.
Three annexes complete this work: Annex 1 is an elaborate overview of the Consortium. In fact, the
researchers listed in Annex 1 have all contributed to this document. Annex 2 includes the headlines of the
budget breakdown. Annex 3 is an overview of all Tracks, Themes and Research Activities in this Research
Programme.
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2. Research Track 1: Application and Software Security
Contributing Authors: Bart Jacobs, Coen De Roover, Dimitri Van Landuyt, Dominique Devriese, Elisa Gonzales
Boix, Frank Piessens, Koen Yskout, Lieven Desmet, Vincent Naessens, Wolfgang De Meuter, Wouter Joosen

Scope
Many security incidents in ICT start from the abuse of software vulnerabilities – be it in mobile devices, webbased desktop applications or services that run in an enterprise, in the cloud or in a hybrid deployment
environment. Strategic basic research must therefore invest in capabilities that help improve the security
posture of software. In this context, the quality of all software modules that cover the application logic is
important – not just the software that is of direct use in a security solution.
The research agenda sketched below contributes to three major challenges: (1) Supporting a comprehensive
set of security methods to be utilized throughout the life cycle of software and applications. (2) Delivering
verification and security testing technologies that can enhance guarantees for essential security-critical
properties of software. (3) Enhancing core technology at the level of programming language and compilation
technology, thus aiming towards a long term goal of inherently improving software security.
These three research themes follow in further detail. In the software development life cycle, the programme
aims for early stages of the engineering process (“by-Design”). In the context of security testing and
verification, the programme aims for fundamental improvements that can in the long run contribute to highquality certification. In the context of programming language research, the aim is to radically improve the
robustness of future code.

Secure SDLC – Secure Software Development Life Cycle
Creating and deploying (cyber)secure software systems is an inherently hard problem. Vulnerability lists, such
as MITRE’s CVE list, clearly illustrate the difficulty of such an endeavor. Fortunately, the increased attention
to security has naturally led to efforts in improving software security. Multiple improvements are targeted at
addressing different aspects of secure software engineering, though the main focus is on the early stages of
the life cycle. The techniques developed in this context aim to resolve the inherent tension between
practicality (thus relative low cost) on the one hand, and thoroughness on the other hand. This comprises:
1. Improvements in modeling vulnerabilities, threats, attack scenarios and abuses;
2. Improvements in modeling secure solutions (e.g., in the context of Security-by-Design and Privacy-byDesign, for example based on security and privacy patterns);
3. Improvements in techniques that start from existing software artifacts (such as source code) to enable
systematic security analysis at the design level.
The application of the corresponding techniques is in itself often part of other efforts focused on the
development lifecycle (e.g., Secure Software Development Life-Cycle (Secure SDLC)), or maturity models. A lot
of security knowledge has been documented in principles and bodies of knowledge for reuse and reference.
Many enhancements are essential, in combination with a well-orchestrated application of these new
techniques. The full lifecycle of software and services demands for many activities, some of these (but
obviously not all) focusing on cybersecurity. Many of such best of breed techniques will be combined in
practice. Depending on the maturity of the software development organization, and on the perceived or
estimated business risk, this will lead to agile security or to intensive processes that include full-fledged
security testing and certification.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
Ultimately, security and privacy must be built into every software system from the start (Security-by-Design
and Privacy-by-Design), for example for GDPR compliance. Currently, however, security and privacy are often
dealt with in a primarily reactive way (e.g., through patching discovered/reported vulnerabilities, penetration
testing, or code inspection tools), or by addressing challenges that are relevant for the application’s
Track 1 | Page 11
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infrastructure (e.g., by applying application firewalls, monitoring and intrusion detection, etc.), yet ignoring
the application software itself. Gartner’s Application Security Hype Cycle (2018) corroborates that a majority
of the included technologies follow this philosophy. There are a few noteworthy exceptions, though, which
are at the center of the research theme of secure software and applications. Yet many stakeholders in the ICT
industry strongly demand for methods and techniques to develop secure software in a systematic way, backed
by best of breed techniques. This demand has been shared by many actors, including financial industries
developing mobile applications, providers of critical services, on-line businesses such as ticket sales, auctions
and e-commerce, to name but a few.
Application security requirements and threat modeling is currently taking up a pivotal role in the Secure SDLC,
but exhibits a need for more efficient methods and procedures that demand for less skills and expertise and
thus yield a better cost/benefit ratio. The privacy by design approach (which, by necessity, also includes
security by design) is emerging, yet remains relatively vague and is not yet backed by clearly articulated,
practical techniques – even now, after the EU legislations of GDPR. Security and Privacy by Design are
therefore in need of practical recommendations and guidelines. Code-based techniques such as (interactive)
application security testing are maturing, yet lack support for an overall and holistic view of the application.
By fully embracing agile development and the DevOps movement, the software engineering discipline is in
need of efficient, automated, repeatable, and integrated solutions for achieving a satisfactory level of security
and privacy, connected to the source code of the application and offering end-to-end traceability. This will in
the near future be essential for compliance and assessments that yield some form of certification. This leads
to a tension between faster development cycles, thereby reducing the time-to-market, and performing an
early-stage and holistic security analysis, which requires security expertise and sufficient resources for
producing a high-level design of the system.
The techniques developed for the Secure SDLC research theme aim at resolving this tension, by finding a
balance between pragmatism and practicality on one hand, and completeness and thoroughness on the other
hand. This potential can be achieved, yet only by maximally leveraging upon reusable knowledge and tool
support.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
Threat modeling [SHOSTACK14] is a fundamental activity to determine the security requirements of a system,
to assess the risks to which the system is exposed, and to determine suitable countermeasures [TURPE17]. It
is one of the cornerstone practitioner-oriented activities for Security by Design (STRIDE [SHOSTACK14]) and
Privacy by Design (LINDDUN [DENG11]). Several reports on empirical evaluations and experiences (e.g.,
[SCANDARIATO15, DHILLON11]) have concluded that balancing completeness, relevance, and effort spent to
obtain an effective threat modeling approach is still challenging but absolutely necessary.
To mitigate the discovered threats, software developers rely on bodies of reusable knowledge and security
expertise. In practice, this knowledge is available in practitioner-oriented resources such as OWASP’s cheat
sheets and Application Security Verification Standard (ASVS) project, or collections of secure design principles
[IEEE14], for example. Security and privacy patterns (e.g., [FERNANDEZ13]) are a prime candidate for collecting
such design knowledge in a concrete, high-level, reusable manner. Despite their long and active research
history, systematic evaluations such as [YSKOUT15] reveal limitations that must be addressed in order to reach
the full potential of reusable security design.
Ultimately, the security of software is strongly dependent on source code. For many existing code bases, highlevel design documentation is outdated or non-existent. This makes analyzing the security of the software
much more complex and resource-intensive. Automated reconstruction of the architectural design from code
has a long history [DUCASSE09]. For security in specific, research has delivered work towards automatically
identifying architectural security tactics from code (e.g., [MIRAKHORLI16]) or towards predicting the occurrence
of vulnerabilities based on source code (e.g., [SCANDARIATO14]). Other approaches have been developed to
extract the security architecture from applications (e.g., [BERGER13]). Yet these are mainly designed for
monolithic applications on a specific platform, and cannot merge information that is spread over different,
distributed modules.
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Main Areas of Work
The execution of this research theme comprises developing both methods and bodies of knowledge for
Security-by-Design, focusing on security requirements (RA 1.1.1), secure design solutions (RA 1.1.2), and highlevel security analysis starting from existing source code (RA 1.1.3). Overall, this research theme aims for
improvements that can be gradually embraced by practitioners, rather than depending on radical change.
(RA 1.1.1) Cybersecurity requirements
The role of security requirements is to capture precisely the security goals of the system-to-build.
Unfortunately, devising a sufficient yet realistic set of security requirements proves to be difficult in practice.
Pragmatic threat modeling methodologies such as STRIDE already exist and are being used successfully for
this purpose. Nevertheless, successfully carrying them out is labor-intensive and requires significant security
expertise. Automated techniques, on the other hand, often results in a large set of threats, many of which are
irrelevant.
The goal of this activity is to identify the sweet spot for security requirements and threat modeling by making
an affordable trade-off between rigorous and systematic approaches on the one hand (to improve accuracy
and completeness), and pragmatism on the other hand (to reduce cost and effort). This opens the door for
the development of automated, practical, intelligent methods that can be applied with limited effort, while
maximizing the relevance of the discovered requirements.
(RA 1.1.2) Cybersecurity-by-Design solutions
Security and privacy must be built in every software system from the start (Security-by-Design and Privacy-byDesign), for example (but not only) for GDPR compliance. Currently, security and privacy are often dealt mainly
in a reactive way (e.g., through discovered/reported vulnerabilities, penetration testing, or code inspection
tools). Moreover, security expertise is rare among many/most software engineers.
Transitioning towards a more proactive treatment requires the development of a structured, easy-to-access
library of practical knowledge (including processes, methods, and solution patterns), and tools that maximally
support the exploitation of this knowledge. The goal of this research activity is to gather, validate, and assess
relevant knowledge for Security-by-Design and Privacy-by-Design, and making it available in a uniform and
automated matter.
(RA 1.1.3) Security analysis for existing applications
Green-field development is rare; often, the code for which a security analysis must be done already exists.
Also, many security (improvement) projects aim for enhancing an existing application or system: the starting
point then is an existing code base. Reconstructing the high-level design of the code (e.g., on a whiteboard) is
a challenging activity, further complicated by the conflicting understanding and assumptions that exist among
stakeholders. High-level views are inevitable, though, to efficiently and thoroughly analyze the design-level
security of an application, and it is generally understood that design-level security flaws are the costliest to
manage and resolve.
The goal of this research activity is to further develop techniques that can extract and link secure design
information from existing code, such that the security of the design can be analyzed. Such techniques should
take into account the reality that a modern application consist of different parts, for example written in
different languages or running on multiple platforms. Where full automation is impossible, developers should
be able to provide assistance, for instance through code annotations.

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
For (RA 1.1.1), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a catalog of relevant security & privacy threats and design
flaws for specific application types (e.g., web, Cloud, IoT or Mobile). The second expected outcome (Y2)
incorporates these threats in a tool-supported method in order to identify and prioritize them based on a
high-level system description.
For (RA 1.1.2), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a catalog of privacy design patterns, which incorporate
strategies to achieve GDPR compliance. The second expected outcome (Y2) is a catalog of concrete and
uniform secure design knowledge, focused on resolving the flaws that have been identified in RA 1.1.1.
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Finally, for (RA 1.1.3), the first expected outcome (Y1) is advice and selection guidance on existing tools and
approaches for code-based security analysis, based upon their strengths and limitations. The second expected
outcome (Y2) is a prototype tool that is able to extract secure design information from source code for a
specific class of applications.
In the midterm, further extensions of these outcomes (e.g., towards different application types) will lead to a
general, consolidated, and widely applicable body of knowledge and to a practical toolset, backed by solid
technical research yet aimed directly at application by practitioners. In the long run, the Consortium wants to
demonstrate that these tools and prototypes can be combined with best of breed techniques and tools that
are delivered by the industry community.

Program Verification and Security Testing
For most of the security-sensitive components in software, and for critical software in general, scalable
program verification is needed. Such verification enables software developers to prove the absence of
implementation faults, vulnerabilities and security problems at a reasonable cost – in terms of manpower.
Static program analysis automatically infers information about the behavior of application software by
operating on the source code in order to identify weaknesses and undesired behavior. A number of key
strategic challenges remain to be addressed: (1) achieving precision and scalability in the context of nondeterministic programs; (2) delivering guarantees in the context of mandatory quality controls (reviews); (3)
achieving scalability in a context of changing source code (updates) in order for cost to remain proportional
to the change – and not to the size of the overall system.
Dynamic program analysis complements static analysis. Programs are executed to observe behavior, to control
behavior and to harness the program in light of threats and weaknesses. The most important challenges in
this respect include the combination of transparency (not influencing behavior), completeness and support of
dynamic, composite applications that include third party components that may have been integrated at run
time (such as for example in the client side of web applications).

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
To this day, critical components of most computer systems are written in the programming languages C and
C++, even though it is well known that writing secure programs in these languages is extremely difficult. The
reason is that more secure languages generally impose run-time overhead in terms of performance and
memory usage, and offer less fine-grained control over and access to low-level aspects of the execution
environment. As a result, infrastructural components such as operating systems and device drivers, basic
services such as database management systems and web service frameworks, programming platforms,
libraries, and runtimes, and even many applications are still written in these languages. Consequently, security
vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows continue to be discovered at an alarming rate, enabling adversaries to
exfiltrate private data from, corrupt, or even gain full control of systems ranging from cloud infrastructure and
applications to mobile and embedded devices. While tools and techniques exist that help C and C++ software
developers find bugs, clearly these are insufficient. Much more needs to be done to enable developers to
produce software that is secure and delivers optimal performance and low-level control.
At the same time, teams developing software in more secure languages such as Java, too, face formidable
correctness challenges. For example, programs running on a smart card such as a debit card or an identity
card are often written in Java and as a result are not susceptible to many typical attacks such as buffer
overflows; nonetheless, programming errors that cause the programs to crash and the cards to stop
functioning could still lead to very costly incidents. Similarly, programming errors in a company’s smartphone
app, written in Java, could still cause users to be unable to access the company’s services, leading to lost
revenue and reputation.
It goes without saying that the abovementioned challenges create headaches for software developers in many
businesses and vertical segments, including financial services and healthcare applications, but also and
probably most prominently in embedded software-oriented domains, such as automotive, avionics and ICS
(industrial control systems), for example.
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State-of-the-art: Highlights
For securing the most safety-critical applications, machine-checked manual proofs provide the highest level
of assurance. However, this assurance comes at an enormous cost in terms of highly skilled labor. The
L4.verified microkernel, for instance, was proven correct [KLEIN14] at the cost of 20 PhD-years. The CompCert
effort (a verified C compiler) [LEROY09] was of a similar scale.
Research in semi-automated formal verification (FV) therefore seeks to provide the same conclusive results
at a reduced cost. Manual intervention only happens in the form of source code annotations, rather than by
having to interact with a tool for constructing mathematical proofs. Approaches in the semi-automated formal
verification category include VCC [COHEN09], Frama-C [CUOQ12], Dafny [LEINO17], and VeriFast [JACOBS11,
PHILIPPAERTS14, PENNINCKX15, HAMIN18, JACOBS18], which the research activities on formal verification will build
upon.
When the cost of manual interventions is deemed too high, the most advanced industry players deploy fullyautomated Static Application Security Testing (SAST) tools such as Coverity, AppScan, Semmle, or the Clang
Static Analyzer instead. These can be effective at uncovering common security vulnerabilities. Facebook, for
instance, uses its own Infer [CALCAGNO15] tool to check for bugs in its mobile apps. In the interest of
performance, however, many industrial SAST tools perform but a superficial scan of the source code and may
therefore leave vulnerabilities lingering (i.e. false negatives). Semantics-based SAST tools (e.g., [GUARNIERI09,
ARTZ14, JOHNSON15]), and in particular those constructed according to the theory of abstract interpretation
[COUSOT77], feature the highest recall of vulnerabilities but often at the cost of precision loss (i.e. warnings
need to be inspected manually for false positives). Research in semantics-based SAST tools therefore generally
strives to improve performance and precision, in particular for complex application domains such as mobile,
web and distributed applications. The research activity on SAST described below will build on process-modular
abstract interpretation [STIÉVENART19] for the incremental checking of distributed applications.
In order to secure the whole software development life cycle, it is important to complement both semiautomatic formal verification (FV) and Static Application Security Testing (SAST) with Runtime Application
Security Protection (RASP). The latter monitors deployed applications for policy violations at run time. Policy
enforcement can be plugged in as part of the target runtime by relying on virtual machine modifications, e.g.,
ConScript [MEYEROVICH10], JSFlow [HEDIN14]. However, the adoption of such approaches in the web context is
very limited due to the many browser and backend implementations for JavaScript. Alternatively,
enforcement can be achieved by code instrumentation and rewriting, e.g., CoreScript [KIKUCHI08], If-transpiler
[SAYED18], GIFC [SCULLPUPO18B], but this has a negative impact on (real-time) performance. Real-time
processing of large-scale event streams is the subject of lots of research [ZAHARIA10, TOSHNIWAL14, NOGHABI17]
which is still unable to detect the complex event patterns [HINZE15] needed in incident monitoring. Systems
which do offer expressive pattern languages in which infringements can be specified [APACHE18] do not offer
strong performance guarantees.

Main Areas of Work
The execution of this research line includes activities on semi-automated formal verification (RA 1.2.1), static
application security testing (RA 1.2.2), and run-time security protection (RA 1.2.3).
(RA 1.2.1) Formal Program Verification
Realizing the promise of program verification requires advances both at the level of the underlying program
logics that enable concluding properties of a program from properties of its components, and at the level of
the algorithms, notations, and tooling that support the application of these logics to programs at an industrial
scale.
While great progress has been made in recent years in the power of program logics for proving safety
properties of programs, even when they involve fine-grained concurrency, higher-order programming, and
behavioral (I/O) properties, the equally important area of liveness properties has so far received much less
attention. One goal of this activity is to extend the power of state-of-the-art program logics, so that they can
deal with all important security-relevant program patterns and properties, including liveness properties such
as fairness and the absence of certain kinds of Denial of Service vulnerabilities, and real-time properties such
as the schedulability of a set of real-time tasks.
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Applying a program logic to an industrial-scale program requires algorithms, notations, and tooling that
support the programming languages, platforms, and frameworks and development processes used, and that
minimize the cost of the manual intervention needed to complete the verification, both in terms of the
number of person-hours needed, and in terms of the required level of training. The second goal of this activity
is therefore to make program verification technology applicable more widely and more cost-effectively;
challenges include supporting some of the complex programming language constructs that are not yet
supported well by the state of the art, such as C++ templates, and reducing the quantity and the complexity
of the source code annotations that developers need to insert into their programs.
(RA 1.2.2) Incremental Static Application Security Testing (SAST) for Distributed Applications
When semi-automated verification is infeasible because of an application's complexity, or because of the
frequency at which it is changed and hence needs to be re-verified, fully-automated Static Application Security
Testing (SAST) can be effective at identifying common security weaknesses and policy violations before the
application is deployed. Semantics-based approaches to SAST (i.e., those performing abstract interpretation
or symbolic execution) generally achieve the highest recall but come at a computational cost that precludes
their use within contemporary SDLC pipelines ––in particular for distributed applications where the possibility
of alternative communication orders as well as failures needs to be accounted for.
The goals of this activity are two-fold. First, to move semantics-based SAST approaches within the scope of
SDLC pipelines by rendering their analysis engines incremental, and therefore scalable in the size of a
committed change. Second, to tailor these analysis engines to the domain of distributed applications by
steering their search towards security issues that linger along cross-process execution paths. Key challenges
include determining the impact of code changes on previous analysis results, and deriving ordering and
multiplicity information about distributed communication as required for the detection of security issues in a
sufficiently precise yet scalable manner.
(RA 1.2.3) Efficient Runtime Application Security Protection (RASP) for Distributed Applications
Once deployed, distributed applications still need to be monitored for policy violations, e.g., to detect
unauthorized flows of sensitive data, or to detect malicious user behavior in terms of sequences of applicationlevel events, RASP solutions typically monitor the behavior of an application transparently to intercept and
report any incident or uncovered policy violations. The goals of this research activity are three-fold: 1) design
efficient programming techniques to support the run-time verification of advanced security properties in a
transparent manner; 2) improve the capabilities of RASP techniques to the point where security experts can
specify fine-grained security policies (e.g., access and information flow control) in one expressive yet familiar
specification language so that policies can then be checked continuously upon every commit (and even
verified at runtime); and (3) develop an expressive security monitoring language that combines ideas from
Complex Event Processing (CEP) and reactive programming to enable expressing behavioral patterns (e.g.,
complex event sequences) and connecting those to reaction logic.
Runtime monitoring and verification of security policies is challenging for distributed applications in general
(cf. above), and full-stack web applications in particular. First, it is important the system itself cannot be
successfully attacked in production, which is challenging in the context of a modern language with advanced
features like reflection. Moreover, the monitoring infrastructure should have very low overhead such that
information gathering for analysis can be always enabled without any noticeable delays in production. Finally,
an incident monitoring language should be able to express the envisioned infringement patterns, yet be
sufficiently restricted (in a way that is statically known) in order to be guaranteed to run perpetually.

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
For (RA 1.2.1), the first expected outcome (Y1) is an approach for adding support for C++ in general, and for
C++ templates in particular, to a tool for modular formal verification of C programs such as VeriFast, to support
typical use cases such as the C++ Standard Template Library. The second expected outcome (Y2) is a program
logic for modular verification of end-to-end fairness properties of applications, such as the property that a
server is responsive to each of its clients.
For (RA 1.2.2), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a systematic method for rendering modular static analyzes
incremental. We start from modular abstract interpreters for concurrent [STIÉVENART19] and higher-order
[NICOLAY19] languages, and investigate how and to what extent they enable scoping the impact of changes to
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lexical modules on the analysis results. The second expected outcome (Y2) extends and applies the resulting
prototype into an incremental SAST tool capable of detecting at least one representative category of common
intra-process security vulnerabilities in a continuous manner. The third expected outcome (Y3) revises the
modular and by now incremental abstract interpretation engine so that it computes the inter-process
communication information required for detecting inter-process vulnerabilities in a precise yet scalable
manner. The remaining outcomes will generalize the incremental SAST tool towards detecting vulnerabilities
and policy violations specified by developers, such as in a subset of the language developed in RA 1.2.3.
For (RA 1.2.3), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a first design and prototype implementation of a lowoverhead instrumentation platform for monitoring applications in production, and the design of a static
analysis method for inferring upper bounds on the resource requirements of a security incident monitoring
system. We start from work on client-side run-time verification [SCULLPUPO18A, SCULLPUPO18B] of web
applications to support the aforementioned developer-specified application-level security policies, and from
strongly reactive rule engines to implement the aforementioned security incident monitoring [KAMBONA18].
The second expected outcome (Y2) extends the resulting monitoring platform with support for distributed
interactions, and improves the precision of the analysis when the monitoring system under analysis is elastic
in the number of cloud resources it uses.
Throughout the work on this research theme, there will be a constant comparison with related work in order
to maintain insight in the best of breed of verification technology, and in the trade-offs between pragmatic
approaches to static application testing and full-fledged verification, and between static application security
testing and runtime application security protection.

Secure Programming Languages and Secure Compilation
Many attacks against software happen as a consequence of exploiting low level implementation aspects
and/or the infrastructure on top of which the software is running. Well-known classical examples include
vulnerabilities resulting from memory management, buffer overflows, code injections (e.g., SQL or scripts),
etc. More recent examples include micro-architectural side-channel attacks such as Spectre, Meltdown and
Foreshadow. Research is needed to build protection against such attacks into frameworks, compilers, VMs
and system software.
Another important challenge corresponds to avoiding logical vulnerabilities; i.e. security-related bugs in the
logic of the software which are situated at the application level rather than at the implementation level.
Avoiding these is facilitated by programming language support for expressing (and enforcing) applicationspecific security guarantees. Examples are dedicated language features (e.g., built-in object capabilities to
‘isolate’ less secure code by design), static annotation systems (e.g., type systems where ‘confidentiality’ is
part of the types), etc.
Application-level vulnerabilities are especially prominent in software that runs on multiple (distributed)
computers. Programming language support for security for such systems takes the form of abstractions for
deployment, coordination and communication. Moreover, by parameterizing these abstractions further,
distributed security aspects can be expressed in a composable way. This is even more relevant now that
distributed systems are written by different teams that often use multiple programming paradigms.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
To significantly reduce the inherent weaknesses/vulnerabilities in newly developed software, it remains a
strategic and important challenge to develop new programming languages and frameworks that offer stronger
abstractions and guarantees, not just for managing the growing complexity of software, but also to support
higher-level reasoning about security.
Many contemporary software applications run on platforms that are connected, open and virtualized.
Connectedness results from the fact that the applications are distributed across multiple devices and
infrastructures. Openness stems from the fact that the number of and the exact identities of those devices is
not known upfront. Virtualized means that the software runs on ‘machines’ that are software artifacts
themselves; usually after being deployed dynamically as a result of mobile code. The Java ecosystem was the
first mainstream example of this trend. More recently, the idea has been taken to the next level in platforms
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such as Erlang/BEAM (e.g., the backend of WhatsApp) and JavaScript-based browser technology. Applications
running on such platforms are prone to a number of vulnerabilities that cannot be relegated to ‘the security
module’. Instead, they are systemically present in the very computational fabric of the platforms (i.e. in the
virtual machines, the compilers and the programming languages). The most extreme manifestation of the
problem is typically a consequence of mobile code that is dynamically deployed.
For example, developers of a web application that needs to interact with untrusted native components should
be able to rely on convenient infrastructure for invoking these components without worrying about assemblylevel security. Those low-level details should be dealt with in a standard way by a security-aware compiler or
framework and programmers should be able to reason in terms of the source language. Similar concerns arise
as a result of the ongoing virtualization of IoT applications and cyber-physical systems: sensors and actuators
need to be protected against unforeseen behavior of newly discovered communication partners and against
unforeseen deployments of potentially hostile code.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
An important goal of current research is to allow programmers to develop programs and reason about their
security in terms of abstractions as offered by high-level source languages. This requires the development of
secure compilers [ABADI99, PATRIGNANI19], an active field of research. For many useful source abstractions, the
security primitives offered by commodity processors are not well-suited for building a secure compiler
enforcing them. A promising alternative are capability machines, which have been recently used as the target
of a formally secure compilation phase [SKORSTENGAARD18]. However, some abstractions remain hard to
enforce efficiently, for example because their enforcement relies on temporary authority. This includes
important properties like the correctness of control flow or ownership and thread-safety in linearly-typed
languages like Rust. Recent research has investigated new primitives for enforcing such properties efficiently:
local capabilities [SKORSTENGAARD18] and linear capabilities [SKORSTENGAARD19].
To build a secure system, it does not suffice to have a secure compiler which preserves the security properties
of the source language. Additionally, we need a source language which enables the programmer to efficiently
guarantee relevant security properties in the first place. An important class of properties which is currently
hard to guarantee in state-of-the-art programming languages are related to the side effects produced by
programs, especially when many different components interact over complex interfaces. For example, it may
be important that a component will never access the network, or only certain servers on the network
according to a certain protocol. For guaranteeing such properties, recent research has started to explore the
use of algebraic effect handlers, to specify and implement the effect interfaces that components have access
to [PLOTKIN09]. However, proving the properties that follow from such an approach remains underexplored.
A promising approach to do better is the use of a technique called effect polymorphism. This offers a general
way to encode and prove properties about programs with side-effects, but has so far only been used for
proving properties of programming languages, not individual programs [DEVRIESE16].
Modern distributed applications are conceived as complex interplays of components, some of which sit on
clients and others on servers. The components are reusable units of behavior that can be reused, programmed
and debugged separately. Recently, the notion of “micro-services” has been proposed as a unifying concept
for such a componentization. Micro-services can be distributed between servers and clients and/or on
different nodes of the same server. The fact that micro-services are autonomous loosely coupled
computational units that communicate via message passing opens up a particular set of security problems.
Initially, micro-services were technically realized by means of programming patterns in some mainstream
language which makes it very difficult to reason about their security aspects. However, more recently, microservices are aligned with reactive “actors” (Akka.io, Microsoft Orleans, [SALVANESCHI16], [VANDERVONDER17]) in
actor-based languages of which the semantic properties are well-understood by the programming language
community. This opens the road to studying vulnerabilities in micro-service architectures in terms of actor
semantics and allows to enhance said actor languages with new language features that allow programmers of
micro-service based applications to write secure distributed code.

Main Areas of Work
The execution of this research line includes 3 research activities:
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(RA 1.3.1) Mechanically-verified Security Proofs for Capability Machine Programs
This research activity works towards the development of secure compilers which enforce widespread
abstractions. This challenge will be approached by relying on capability machines and security primitives like
local or linear capabilities. To realize this potential, it is important to develop a reusable methodology and
framework for proving the properties of programs that use these security primitives.
The goal of this first research activity is to develop such a methodology, building on existing general machineverified reasoning frameworks, as well as existing non-mechanically verified techniques for reasoning about
capabilities. The methodology will be designed to be reusable for different applications of capability machine
security primitives and will be applied to at least one application.
This application will take the form of a secure compilation technique, i.e. the design of a compiler which
enforces a security-relevant source-language property in the presence of target-language interaction with
untrusted adversarial code. One promising target is to develop a new technique for enforcing ownership and
thread-safety properties in linearly-typed languages like Rust.
(RA 1.3.2) Specifying and Proving Security Properties of Side-Effecting Programs
In this second research activity, we will develop a new way to formulate and prove security properties of
programs with side-effects. As a first step, we will do this in languages with support for writing mechanically
verified proofs about programs and algorithms. Such languages are known as dependently-typed and have
been used for writing the first realistic, provably bug-free C compiler CompCert [LEROY09]. In a second step,
we intend to transport these results to the imperative, object-oriented programming languages that are
widely used in industrial applications.
Concretely, we will develop a library for writing side-effecting programs and proving their properties, focusing
on those that are security-relevant. Initially, we will look at unary properties: for example, that program X will
only use the network to connect to servers Y and Z. Subsequently, we intend to extend our approach to
relational properties (for example, the data sent by program X to server Y do not leak information about the
data received from channel Z). Finally, we intend to construct an imperative programming language that
compiles to these new primitives and inherits features for specifying and proving security properties.
(RA 1.3.3) Language-embedded Security Policies for Distributed Micro-Services.
A modern distributed system (e.g., an IoT or Web application) is composed of software components that live
on various devices (computers, servers, sensors, actuators, …). Recently, these software components are
termed micro-services. Micro-services collaborate by sending messages or by propagating data values to one
another. Academically speaking, such micro-services correspond to the actor-model enriched with streaming
semantics.
Even if every single micro-service is developed in a secure (sequential) programming language, this does not
guarantee that the behavior emerging from a cluster of distributed micro-services is secure. Because of the
complex interaction patterns between the loosely-coupled distributed micro-services, excluding all possible
insecure executions by means of static techniques becomes impossible. This is aggravated by the fact that
‘partial failure’ becomes part of the computational fabric that makes up distributed systems: individual microservices can fail and simply be restarted without affecting the overall semantics of the application.
In this research activity, we envision the design of a language-embedded framework for composable ‘firstclass’ security policies. These policies describe desired and prohibited data-flow and control-flow aspects of a
micro-service. Making them first-class allows us to reason about them independently from the functionality
of a micro-service, allows us to compose them, and allows us to deploy stable security policies on several
micro-services in various applications. Rather than designing a language from scratch (requiring parsing,
compiling, etc.), our research builds atop a modern extensible language such as Elixir, Scala or Clojure.

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
The research themes and activities within this Research Track encompass the different phases of the software
development lifecycle, as shown in the figure 2-1. Furthermore, the activities target different horizons, by
ranging from the extension and consolidation of the know-how about current technologies used in practice,
over the evolution of these technologies to further improve them, towards the development of new and
innovative technologies.
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Figure 2-1: Situation of the Research Activities of Track 1 in the Software Development Lifecycle

For (RA 1.3.1), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a design and initial prototype of a novel methodology for
proving security properties of programs using security primitives on capability machines. The second expected
outcome (Y2) builds on this initial prototype and applies it to at least one challenging application of the
primitive.
For (RA 1.3.2), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a library for implementing programs with side-effects in a
dependently-typed language using effect polymorphism, with support for at least unary security-relevant
properties and to apply it to simple proof-of-concept examples. The second expected outcome (Y2) extends
this prototype to support relational properties and uses it to implement a larger application and prove its
security properties.
For (RA 1.3.3), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a prototype language that allows us to monitor and guarantee
that micro-service compositions do not suffer from unwanted sharing/leakage of data (private to individual
micro-services) as a consequence of unanticipated message exchanges. In the second expected outcome (Y2),
we will study how vulnerabilities that are the result of partial failures in micro-service compositions (in the
‘surviving’ part of the application) can be prevented and/or dealt with at the language level.

Connections with Other Research Tracks
In relation to the other Research Tracks, there is a strong connection between (RA 1.3.1) in this Research Track
and (RA 3.1.2) of Research Track 3. The latter research activity will study and evaluate the implementation of
capability-based security primitives in processors, while the former will study how we can prove security
properties of programs that rely on those primitives, and extensions of them. It is expected that both activities
will yield mutually beneficial impact, and strengthen each of the results. This will definitely create additional
opportunities for collaboration.
There is also a connection between (RA 1.2.3) of this Research Track, and (RA 2.2.1) in Research Track 2. The
latter will study security services offering enforcement of access control policies in an externalized and
modular way. The former focuses on runtime verification of application-level security policies in general, of
which access and information flow control policies are the two best-known types. While the work in Research
Track 2 aims to analyze network packages produced by distributed applications, the work in this Research
Track aims to analyze operations performed at language runtime/VM level during the execution of a
distributed application. Since policy enforcement is crosscutting through the whole software stack, we believe
both efforts are necessary and complementary and we foresee synergies and opportunities for collaboration
to align language and network-level access control enforcement.
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3. Research Track 2: Strategic Security Services
Contributing Authors: Bart De Decker, Bart Preneel, Bert Lagaisse, Bruno Crispo, Dave Singelée, Davy
Preuveneers, Els Kindt, Enrique Argones Rua, Frederik Vercauteren, Nigel Smart, Peggy Valcke, Wouter Joosen

Scope
Many security solutions are based on controls that allow or deny users to perform specific actions. Such
security solutions are typically based on identity management, on the distribution and validation (and
revocation) of credentials and on the management of permissions. Correct evaluation of credentials will
determine whether the user (and by extension component, service etc.) is allowed to perform certain
functionalities, whether he/she gets or is granted access to specific information, etc. The rules for granting
access and auditing access are often driven by domain-specific policies and legal regulations on both security
as well as privacy.
The first type of security functionality is typically delivered by a composition of strategic and critical security
services such as identity services, authentication services, and authorization services, and the creation,
utilization and management of audit trails. In practice, practical solutions need to combine in-band prevention
and out-of-band detection to be scalable. In this Research Track, the notion of security service refers to this
type of essential security building blocks that are not embedded in system and network layers; and should
neither be part of the application layer as one needs reliable and reusable building blocks – security services
– to be successful.
The corresponding research domains evolve rapidly and expand drastically as the exploitation of vast data
sources demands for data centric controls, for finely grained and attribute based evaluation of security policies
and for advanced support to prove compliance in terms of policies and regulations.
Also new and advanced data protection mechanisms become gradually available, enhancing the data
protection capabilities through e.g., homomorphic encryption, and enabling controlled data sharing through
MPC (Multi-party computation). These techniques deliver encouraging results but demand for further
improvement to be scalable and widely applicable. Meanwhile, strategic solutions tend to combine advanced
mechanisms with (data) access middleware to deliver solutions in real-world digital platforms.
Based on the strategic needs related to these security services, three technical research themes follow in
further detail: (I) Identity Management and Authentication, (II) Authorization and Audit, and (III) Advanced
encryption techniques and data access middleware. In addition, this Research Track includes a fourth theme
that addresses the important domain of (IV) policy and regulations.
The research on policies and regulations is an important ingredient to ensure that technical results can be
applied in a context that respects new legal provisions that directly affect business (such as the well-known
example of the GDPR). It definitely will fit very well in the context of topics such as authentication,
authorization, audit and data sharing. Yet this work is not unique to Research Track II, it will certainly affect
and interact with other Tracks of the cybersecurity research program.

Identity Management and Authentication
The creation of authentication systems that can work seamlessly with a growing palette of applications and
platforms remains a continuous and major challenge. The costs associated with trustworthy management of
users, identity and the associated platforms for access control are very high, both for users and for the parties
providing online services and offering applications. The required research therefore seeks solutions that, on
the one hand, provide security, increase transparency and privacy while at the same time limit the threshold
and burden (friction) for the user.
Authentication relies on the use of elements that prove the identity, also known as authentication factors.
Three types of authentication factors typically come into play, namely knowledge factors (e.g., passwords),
possession factors (e.g., authentication tokens), and inherent factors (e.g., biometrics). From a security point
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of view, authentication solutions based on a single factor suffer from different vulnerabilities, which depend
on the type of employed authentication factor. For instance, passwords can be forgotten or eavesdropped,
authentication tokens can be lost or stolen, and some biometrics can be spoofed. The use of multi-factor
authentication, where several types of authentication factors are combined, is a sensible recommendation in
security practices3. However, the use of multiple factors presents other challenges, since if not carefully
designed it can lead to increased user friction, availability issues, etc.
In the case of biometrics, nowadays there are different mature and accurate enough modalities, from both
main types (physiological, such as face, fingerprint, vein patterns, text-independent speaker, gait,
electrocardiogram, photoplethysmogram, or hand geometry recognition; and behavioral, such as textdependent speaker, or handwritten signature). However, the biometric information in the biometric
templates carries critical information, and its disclosure may lead not only to security, but also to considerable
privacy losses. Biometric authentication schemes must therefore rely on mechanisms that provide protection
for the biometric information. There are different technologies that can be used for this purpose.such as the
use of biometric protection techniques, focused on using biometric templates which are usable for
authentication, but do not disclose biometric information. The use of template protection techniques usually
reduces to some extent the accuracy of the authentication. There exist alternative approaches, based on MPC
or HE, which can replicate the accuracy of the unprotected biometric schemes, with some additional
computational burden. These alternatives will be ideal in different use cases, depending on factors such as
the available computational power, or bandwidth restrictions.
An important research theme in this context is the use of multiple sensors, which are nowadays prevalent in
smart devices and environments. These solutions have the ability to identify users based on behavioral
patterns (behaviometrics): the way the users interact with the environment and devices is modelled. This
enables more transparent authentication mechanisms. Some examples of behaviometrics are in fact
behavioral biometrics, such as keystroke dynamics, mouse dynamics, touchscreen dynamics, or gait
authentication. However, this denomination also includes context-based information describing the
interactions between the user and its environment or devices, such as location, applications usage, or system
logs. As in the case of biometrics, behaviometrics do comprise critical private information, and it therefore
also becomes paramount to consider data protection requirements and solutions when integrating these
technologies.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
This area constantly shows a strong interest and demand in industry as virtually any application domain in the
digital revolution, and many vertical industry segments, are constantly aiming for improvement in this space.
This is illustrated below with some obvious examples.
In the E-commerce space, there is an obvious need for user-friendly authentication, while the state of practice
reveals several mishaps due to lack of authentication. Without proper authentication, adversaries would get
access to personal data, including the overview of the user's online purchases, and even to financial
information such as credit cards. Even worse, an adversary would be able to impersonate the user in online
transactions. In addition, essential concerns for data protection arise in many deployment scenarios that
utilize cloud-based resources: novel authentication techniques often come with the extra data collection and
cloud processing.
More than ever the fin-tech and banking sector needs strong authentication, for example because of riskadaptive authentication for higher-risk payment transactions, because of the Open Banking/PSD2 standard.
Important challenges in this industry include in-app authentication for mobile apps, challenged by the rise of
mobile malware, and the shift towards behavioral biometrics4.
Meanwhile, specialized security providers (so-called ISVs) deliver solutions to be integrated in new
applications. From the perspective of a business owner/application architect, there is an inherent need to

3

Guidelines for SMEs on the security of personal data processing, ENISA, 2016
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/101/2018/04/securing-financial-data-of-the-future-behavioral-biometrics-explained/,
https://www.gemalto.com/financial/inspired/behavioral-biometrics
4
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integrate third party providers, be it private identity or national identity providers, enablers for mobile devices
and apps, etc. More and more of the available solutions are cloud-based (e.g., IDaaS). The need for robust
integration is a challenge in its own right.
While identity management and authentication is a crowded ICT security market with many technical
offerings, it also is evolving rapidly and in need of contributions that rely on advanced strategic research.
Highlights of the scientific/technical state-of-the-art present some of the directions.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
Collaborative authentication solutions reduce the security risk of single-factor authentication schemes by
relying on multiple devices (or factors) to carry out an authentication instance. The underlying assumption is
that a certain number of the user’s devices – larger than a predefined threshold – is not compromised and
actively present to perform the authentication process. This concept has been deployed in the Pico solution
proposed by Stajano [STAJ11]. The evolution of this (in principle) generic approach is driven by new possibilities
in the development of additional factors. We sketch recent and relevant work in the space of biometric
authentication factors, and in the space of context-based authentication.
Novel research in multi-factor authentication often builds upon ingredients based on biometry. We illustrate
this work by sketching related work on cardiac, gait, and online signature modalities. These are of special
interest in wearables and smartphone ecosystems. Biometric authentication algorithms are usually classified
as discriminative or generative approaches. Generative approaches learn a joint probability distribution model
by estimating the underlying data distribution, whereas discriminative methods learn a conditional probability
distribution model directly on the observed data. Among the generative approaches, one of the most accurate
and versatile is based on Hidden Markov Models, which are very well suited for signals with different states,
such as the ones provided by cardiac [ODIN10][ANDB06], speech [REQD00], gait signals [SEGU17], or online
signature [ARAL12]. HMMs have demonstrated high accuracy, obtaining Equal Error Rates (EER) in the order
of 1% for all these modalities, which grant a good compromise between usability and security for many
applications. In the case of discriminative approaches, Deep Learning techniques are nowadays attracting a
lot of attention, due to the ability to provide remarkable performance figures in different domains, including
also gait recognition [HOTR17] and ECG-based authentication [ANDB06][PYKM17]. Siamese architectures have
been proposed for online signature recognition [TVFO18]. Furthermore, eigen-model representations derived
from Universal Background Model (UBM) systems provide fixed length templates that have also been
successfully used for authentication [ARGO12]. In the case of the Deep Learning approaches, the highest-level
representation layers of Siamese networks also provide fixed length representations that can also be used for
authentication outside the network context. These fixed length representations are specially convenient for
template protection within cryptosystems, such as fuzzy extractors [VAPJ18] based on a fuzzy commitment
[DODI04][JUWA99], as shown in [ARGO12][VAPJ18].
One of the promising research directions in the development of frictionless authentication schemes is contextbased authentication. Context is used as an additional authentication factor. For example, the authentication
process between two devices may only succeed if they share the same context. Although context can be
defined in various ways, many define the context as the location of the device and/or the proximity between
the authenticator and the verifier. To verify the proximity between two devices, multiple approaches can be
used. Obviously, one could rely on GPS signals to determine the distance between two devices. However, GPS
does not work well indoor, and GPS signals can be spoofed. One could rely on auxiliary information to verify
that two devices are within proximity. Halevi et al. [HMSX12] use ambient audio to detect the proximity of
two devices to thwart relay attacks in NFC payment systems. Truong et al. [TGSS14] propose a framework that
detects co-location of two devices comparing features from multiple sensors, including GPS, Bluetooth, WiFi
and audio. Schürmann and Sigg [SCSI13] use ambient audio to derive a pairwise cryptographic key between
two co-located devices. Karapanos et al. [KMSC15] verify the proximity of two devices by comparing the
ambient noise recorded by their microphones. Anand and Saxena [ABSA17] propose to use acoustic noises to
mask the sounds of vibration in vibrational authentication and pairing schemes. Also, visual channels can be
used within the authentication process. For example, Sturgess and Martinovic [STMA17] presented VisAuth authentication over a visual Channel Using an embedded image. Mayrhofer and Welch [MAWE07] propose a
human-verifiable authentication protocol using visible laser light. Yet another approach is to use distance
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bounding protocols. Based on the concept of integrity regions [CCKT10], Singelée and Preneel proposed
[SIPR07] a key agreement solution that relies on distance bounding protocols.
The proposed research agenda sketched below starts from the promises and challenges that come with the
themes of context-based authentication and collaborative multi-factor authentication as sketched above.

Main Areas of Work
The execution of this Research Track includes three work research activities: a first one related to identity
management, a second one related to frictionless authentication and a third one addressing privacy
preservation on authentication solutions.
(RA 2.1.1) Identity
The first activity deals with the management of identities and cryptographic keys, associated with both users
and devices, in decentralized deployment environments. Multiple personal mobile and wearable devices
should collaborate to establish a trustworthy identity. The first goal of this activity is to define protocols for
distributed identity and key management where the presence of these devices as well as their strength to
establish the identity of a user can continuously change.
A second goal is to raise the level of abstraction of the above protocols for risk-adaptive applications by means
of trust brokering middleware complemented with scalable deployment and configuration tools. The objective
is to address evolving authentication needs (e.g., initiate new combinations of authentication factors for, stepup authentication) while minimizing the effort required to modify the risk-adaptive applications.
(RA 2.1.2) Frictionless Authentication: Collaborative and Continuous
The second activity will investigate frictionless authentication on top of multi-factor and multi-modal
knowledge, possession and inherence factors, including revocable biometrics. A first goal is to research the
strengths and weaknesses of data versus decision fusion for collaborating authentication factors. This
collaborative authentication should be context-adaptive such that the right set of devices is leveraged to offer
the best accuracy and user experience in any given situation. Furthermore, the collaborative authentication
should be resilient in adversarial environments in which not only each participating authentication factor can
be attacked (e.g., spoofing, replay, poisoning, evasion, mimicry, liveness and other attacks), but also the
collaboration itself, as well as the context in which they are deployed.
Regular two-factor authentication solutions do not reverify a user’s identity after an application session is
started, widening the window of opportunity for session hijacking. Another goal of this research activity is to
extend the frictionless authentication with support for continuous authentication factors. The objective is to
enable continuous verification of a person’s identity by means of his or her behavioral traits. By leveraging
behavioral biometrics (a.k.a. behaviometrics), continuous authentication aims to fill this security gap in a userfriendly manner. Similar to traditional biometrics, any proposed behavioral biometrics solution must be
resilient and robust in adversarial environments. The envisioned outcome is to support continuous
authentication on top of state-of-practice and emerging authentication standards (e.g., FIDO2, WebAuthn) to
offer a flexible integration with service providers.
(RA 2.1.3) Privacy-preserving Identity and Authentication
Continuous authentication leverages amongst others behavioral biometrics which inherently hold sensitive
information. For example, a gait authentication factor leveraging the accelerometer of a smartphone or
smartwatch may reveal the location of the individual. This research activity will carry out a systematic privacy
threat analysis of state-of-the-art identity and authentication techniques. The focus will be on threats in
collaborative authentication schemes and the leakage of sensitive information through side channels or
secondary use of information.
Complementing the privacy threat analysis, this research activity will design, implement and evaluate enabling
technologies that aim to maintain the confidentiality of irrevocable biometrics and behaviometrics with
template protection schemes. This task will also consider the case where the execution of biometric and
behaviometric matching algorithms is delegated to resource rich but untrustworthy computational
environments (e.g., the cloud). We will investigate the applicability and trade-offs, and further enhance
privacy-preserving machine learning techniques, multi-party computation and homomorphic encryption
schemes for privacy-preserving authentication.
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Expected Outcomes and Road Map
In year 1, the above three research activities will yield initial results on collaborative authentication and
identity management for mobile and wearable devices, with foundational support for context-dependent
multi-modal data and decision fusion for multi-factor authentication. Another expected outcome is the privacy
threat analysis of state-of-the-art authentication solutions.
Initial tangible results on privacy enhancing enabling technologies are expected in year 2. The main outcomes
include algorithms and proof-of-concept implementations for biometric template protection and revocable
biometrics, as well as attacks and countermeasures for continuous authentication in adversarial contexts. We
will also report on the impact of privacy-preserving machine learning algorithms on the accuracy of behavioral
authentication.
From year 3 to 5, we will further enhance and strengthen the previous building blocks, by exploring emerging
threats and implementing new defenses, while evaluating trade-offs between security, privacy and usability
for continuous and collaborative authentication.

Authorization and Audit
Authorization and audit are both essential to many security and privacy solutions, typically in combination
with authentication. When a user has been correctly identified by means of an authentication mechanism, a
digital platform will/must subsequently assess whether the user is allowed to execute the intended actions
and operations, or to access the requested data items. This evaluation to grant or deny permission is the goal
of an authorization service.
It remains a continuing challenge to offer authorization that delivers security and performance, while being
robust in an environment with many types of attackers. In addition, authorization solutions must empower
multiple stakeholders: end users, platform managers and operators, as well as the owners of the digital
applications. The trade-off between performance and security often leads to incomplete decision making that
is compensated by the analysis of history that is typically recorded in log files. This is where an audit process
complements authorization. Analysis of the audit trail can detect incidents that have not been prevented by
an inline authorization engine.
Audit based solutions cover much more ground than the prevention based ones sketched above. A growing
number of cybersecurity requirements demands for extensive data recording and analysis. A basic
cornerstone is the thorough registration of defined policies, the history of the application, the actions of users,
operators etc. The resulting audit trail allows internal stakeholders and possibly external parties to assess the
quality of a digital service, and especially its achievements in terms of security and privacy. Additional value
has to be harvested for example in the context of forensics, or in the context where new policies can be
derived from history, etc. Audit based technologies will in the mid-term play a key role in a gradual process
towards modular certification: in the future, specific facets of a security solution could in principle be certified
on the basis of a robust audit trail. Such solutions will demand for effective automation to become scalable
and widely applicable.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
A large segment of business and organizations that depend on digital platforms and services rely on popular
technologies such as cloud platforms, web-based clients and services and mobile apps. Some industry interest
groups organize information sharing and training to enable software developers to prevent some of the most
common and prioritized threats while developing and deploying the software system. OWASP is a well-known
example. Their “top 10” enumerates such threats in the context of web application development. It is
important to notice that 4 threats out of 10 in this ranking are related to weaknesses in authorization and to
problems with access control. For example, Threat 4 (labeled “insecure direct object references”) emerges
from lacking enforcement of access control rules in the application logic.
Many advances in the state of practice for industry have improved the enforcement of access control rules.
Externalized access control enforcement, such as support for RBAC in application servers, or policy-based
decision points enable externalization and modularization of authorization logic into dedicated, specialized
security services. As such, security specialists and domain experts can focus on the access control rules, rather
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than imposing this responsibility on (for example) web developers. Yet the notion of externalized
authorization still is a high potential opportunity that often demands for significant improvements and
investment in application development. Still correct placement and configuration in the application code of
annotations, or the policy enforcement point remains a challenging development concern causing mistakes
easily.
Moreover, externalized security policies also require expressive power to assert complex conditions and also
require broad application-level context information about the ongoing operation that must be verified. Such
context information can include the execution history of a given user. This overall challenge limits the state of
practice and still demands for research, e.g., to systematically and effectively determine the right balance
between expressive power and efficient evaluation of security policies.
Application-level audit solutions are needed for out of band analysis and reporting, as well as for in-band
authorization based on history. In such audit solutions, execution trails can be analyzed for appropriate access
control in all possible situations. Such audit solutions also need to be able to analyze precisely which
operations were executed on behalf of a specific identity, the permissions that were presented, and the
decision made by the security service (permission or denial). Moreover, in such execution trails, the use of
privileged accounts, typically identities for back-end services with a broad set of permissions, should be
analyzed and accidental, dangerous, misuse of such accounts should be detected. As such, access control relies
upon inline verification before execution as well as on out-of-band verification in audit trails.
It appears there also is a need for synergy between authorization and audit. For example, synergy between
audit and authorization is relevant in the case of History-Based Access Control (HBAC), when access decisions
are based on the real-time evaluation of a history of activities in the audit trail. Keeping the real-time
information up to date such that the access decision can occur instantly is hard. This can be approached using
in-band evaluation of the history, or out-of-band evaluation using frequent intervals when the analysis of the
audit trail cannot be executed in real-time, e.g., when using complex statistical analysis. The synergy is also
relevant in the opposite direction. For the purpose of security analytics, one needs to analyze the history of
access control decisions in the audit trail to assess correctness of the current implementation of access control
rules.
The relevance of the challenges above has been widely recognized in industry. Relevant cases and strong
demand appear for example in e-commerce, in finance and the banking sector, in content provisioning, and
many other online services.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
Access control has been an important research subject for a long time. Amongst others, a lot of effort is spent
on designing models to efficiently and correctly specify the permissions of users in a system, e.g., lattice-based
access control [LATH1985], role-based access control [FERR2001], attribute-based access control [HU2014] and
more recent advances such as usage control [PARK2004] and relationship-based access control [GIUN2008,
FONG2001]. These models have then led to formal definitions of their properties (e.g., [BELL1973, BIBA1977]),
to supporting administrative models (e.g., [SAND1999]) and methods such as role mining [KUHI2003].
Significant research efforts have been spent to support the reliable incorporation of access control in
application code. Amongst others, this has led to the approach of policy-based access control [Slom1994,
Sama2001] in which the access rules are declaratively specified in so-called policies. This in turn has led to
research on languages for expressing these policies (e.g, Ponder [PONDER], XACML [GODIK2003] and SecPAL
[BECK2010]), on combining policies of multiple parties (e.g., [BONA2002]) and on expressing specific rules such
as separation-of-duty [Brew1989]. In addition, access control research also encompasses automatic
placement of access control code in application code (e.g., [MUTH2012]). Modular implementation of
application-level access control is another important Track, for example based on the use of AOP [DEWIN2002].
This research continued in implementing adaptable access control policies and domain-specific access policies
supporting rich application context [VH2005]. Applied research further evolved into federated access control
over organizations and efficiency aspects of decentralized evaluation of authorization polices. Performance of
access policies was further extended for distributed multi-tenant SaaS architectures [DECAT2015]. The
supported complexity of access policies has been further addressed in entity-based domain models and data
search operations (EBAC [BOG2015] and Sequoia [BOG2018]).
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Main Areas of Work
The focus of this research theme is on application level authorization and audit in complex distributed systems
and applications (e.g., based on IOT, cloud, micro-services). The execution of this research includes three
research activities: (1) enhancing the core authorization capabilities to achieve more expressive, correct, and
well performing externalized authorization in distributed applications (in micro-service architectures, in IOT,
etc.). (2) Enhancing the intelligence of audit solutions that can leverage on techniques to analyze and verify
logs and execution histories (in-band and out-of-band) and (3) Creating synergy between audit and
authorization by automating feedback loops that can perform static and dynamic verification of both
authentication and authorization flows.
(RA 2.2.1) Enhancing Authorization Capabilities
The first activity tackles the goal to support for more complex, and expressive policies. Externalized security
policies also require expressive power to express complex conditions and typically require broad applicationlevel context information about the ongoing operation that must be utilized. Such context information can
include more domain-specific concepts of specific business domains such as breaking the glass in healthcare,
or general access control principles such as separation of duty. These requirements obviously have
performance implications too.
This leads to a second research goal on performance engineering. In complex distributed systems such as
micro-service architectures, there is a need for managing the security-performance trade-off using a
systematic approach and method, and this requires support in popular frameworks and platform(s)). This
trade-off applies to the complex user and execution context and this requires expressive power and
configuration at the level of the policies to reason on and configure the performance, completeness and
freshness of attributes in complex context models.
(RA 2.2.2) Intelligent Audit
There is a need for intelligence and analytics on application-level audit trails. This should enable security
analytics for common use cases, by creating a robust audit trail and supporting its interpretation. For example,
in execution trails, the use of privileged accounts (typically identities for back-end services with a broad set of
permissions) should be analyzed and accidental, dangerous, potential abuse/misuse of such accounts should
be detected. In general, privileged accounts and related attributes must be considered important attack
vectors (e.g., hidden attribute attacks) when attackers aim for escalation of permissions/privilege.
The above example of course requires audit and analysis of authentication flows, authenticated interactions
and identity flows in complex distributed systems like micro-service architectures. Hence, there is a need to
create consistent and protected audit trails in heavily decentralized systems like micro-service architectures
and IOT that can serve as a base for compliance verification and even legal prosecution. Creating such an
audit trail in a well-performing, non-blocking way in such a decentralized system, while ensuring consistency
and correctness is an important challenge.
(RA 2.2.3) Synergy between Audit and Authorization
There is a need for the verification of correctness and completeness of externalized authorization. Externalized
authorization (such as support for RBAC in application servers, or policy-based decision points) enables
externalization and modularization of policies and their enforcement into dedicated, specialized security
services. Yet correct placement of controls in the application code, and configuration of annotations (or the
policy) still is a challenging task. Static code-verification methods should be complemented with dynamic
verification based on distributed execution trails to ensure correctness and completeness of both the
specification and enforcement of access policies. First, there is indeed this need to assess the correctness of
the actual execution trail. Secondly, also suggestions for improvement and performance optimizations will be
generated from the analysis of the audit trail.
This synergy also enables the delivery of more advanced audit analytics information on application and user
history towards the access control system. The goal is to achieve real-time in-band access control based on
in-band and out-of-band analytics of audit trails containing user and application history. This major goal will
leverage the results of both RA1 and RA2: the efficient collection of distributed audit trails, the support for
statistical analysis and advanced analytics on the audit trail, and the efficient encoding and configuration as
contextual information towards the access policy and access decision point.
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Expected Outcomes and Road Map
Research Activity 1 will yield important results by the end of Y1, including enhanced support for domainspecific policies. The Consortium will focus for example on supporting expressive power for regulatory
frameworks. In addition, the programme will yield a prototype of efficient policy execution environments with
performance guarantees (Y1). These initial results will be further extended into Year 2. Y2 will add focus on
audit though. Initial results on audit include fine-grained protected audit trails and efficient analytics of
application-level audit trails in cloud architectures (Y2). As of Year 3, the work will elaborate on synergy
between audit and authorization, aiming for two main results: (1) runtime correctness assessment of
authorization policies and enforcement points, and (2) an integrated framework for real-time in-band
authorization based on out-of-band and in-band analytics on audit trails.

Advanced Encryption Techniques and Data Access Middleware
Over the last years, outsourcing of data storage and processing has become increasingly popular and at the
same time, the levels of trust in the third parties responsible for storing and processing this data has
decreased. Moreover, in order to use the data we store, we need to have a reliable and secure way to access
and operate these data. This requires both advanced cryptographic solutions to operate on data in untrusted
environments, as well as advanced data access firewalls towards applications that support fine-grained
security policies in data access middleware.
Classical cryptographic solutions enable to secure data at rest (data storage) or data in transit (secure
communication). A novel strategy is secure data processing, where the data are guaranteed to remain private
even during processing, either by splitting the data over several servers and performing a joint computation
(secure collaborative data processing), or to process the information in encrypted form (secure outsourced
computation). This novel strategy relies on recent developments of advanced cryptographic techniques, a
research area known as COED (computing on encrypted data).
Secure collaborative data processing can be implemented using secure multiparty computation (MPC). MPC
allows a group of parties to compute some arbitrary function f on the parties’ private inputs, while preserving
a number of security properties such as privacy and correctness. The former property implies data
confidentiality, namely, nothing leaks from the protocol execution but the computed output. The latter
requirement implies that the protocol enforces the integrity of the computations made by the parties, namely,
honest parties are not led to accept a wrong output.
Secure outsourced computation corresponds to a secure version of computation as a service (CaaS) and allows
to process data in encrypted form using a technology called homomorphic encryption (HE). The main
difference with MPC is that it only involves one processing server (which does not need to be trusted). HE
enables outsourcing of encrypted data to a single processing server, which will perform computations on a
user’s behalf and return the result in encrypted form, without gaining any knowledge about the data it is
processing. Despite a decade of efficiency improvements, HE is still rather limited to very specific application
scenarios.
The above cryptographic techniques are orthogonal to and can be complemented with data access
middleware (DAM), which can also support data filtering and query rewriting: i.e. the fine-grained selection
of data elements depending on the access rights of the user and the security policy of the owner of the data.
These techniques also require further research to move from practical feasibility results, to a stage in which
we have fully practical systems.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
The tension between the value of data in all aspects of our society (economy, social protection, health,
security, etc.) and the protection of fundamental rights is ever increasing. The birth of regulatory frameworks
such as the GDPR shows that privacy-preserving technologies will be a crucial element in guaranteeing that
we can simultaneously benefit from the data and computational power that we have available and safeguard
the right to privacy of EU citizens.
Cloud services have become an integral part of how businesses operate, and it is estimated that by 2020 more
than 83% of enterprises workloads are driven by the cloud. As such, there is already a huge amount of
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sensitive data residing on cloud platforms such as health data, election data, business trade secrets etc., which
makes cloud platforms ideal targets for both internal and external hackers. In such scenario, the data owners
lack control over what happens with their data and they either have to rely on the security measures put in
place by the cloud provider or somehow secure the data themselves. A standard solution to ensure data
confidentiality is to encrypt the data by a key only known to the data owner. The problem with this approach
is that it voids any extra services that the cloud provider offers, even simple operations such as search or
statistical processing, which would require intermediate decryption of the data. Cloud providers are therefore
looking for methods to enhance their services with privacy preserving capabilities.
Another approach commonly seen to mitigate the risk of data breaches is to adopt a distributed storage
architecture, where a large logical database is split over several smaller databases managed by different
departments. While this approach avoids super large data breaches, it complicates processing of the data
which is now spread over multiple databases. A related problem is pooling data from different data sources
to perform value adding statistical computations, e.g., gathering data from different hospitals, government
organizations or even across national borders. There are obvious privacy and security concerns with such
pooling, but in many cases, due to regulatory restrictions, data that was gathered for one purpose cannot be
reused for a different purpose. Various national agencies, and indeed the United Nations, as part of the United
Nations Global Data Platform, are now looking at using systems to help increase the value of collected
statistics, whilst maintaining privacy.
While the long term vision on data protection is to encrypt the data and perform the processing on the
encrypted format, the state-of-practice will require intermediate decryption for a while. This practical
limitation demands for data access control that limits the visibility and access to data when accessing a variety
of database technologies. Ideally, a practical solution would combine advanced encryption when feasible, and
compensate for limitations by using traditional protection layer. This sketches the combined role that is to be
full-filled by data access middleware.
Data access middleware (DAM) is the software layer between a distributed application (e.g., a web application
or web API) and a distributed data system (NoSQL, RDBMS). While the historic role of DAM has mainly been
the one of object-relational data mapping (e.g., Hibernate, JPA), there is strong a demand to apply data
security tactics in this middleware. This demands relates to two security concerns: (1) the lack of trust of the
end-users by the application service provider and organizational customers and (2) the lack of trust of the
execution environment by the application service provider and its customers. There is an important need to
easily apply and configure application-level data security tactics like searchable encryption, homomorphic
encryption or advanced data filtering to tackle the attack vectors from both the end-user side as well as the
hosting side.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
The research related to this theme addresses the development of practical solutions for processing encrypted
data in different settings. We will focus on three promising data protection tactics, each of these having its
unique features, advantages and shortcomings: (i) multi-party computation, (ii) (fully) homomorphic
encryption and (iii) policy driven-query rewriting in data access middleware.
Secure multi-party computation (MPC) started with the foundational paper of Yao [YAO86], who presented a
protocol which will securely compute any functionality involving two parties using so-called garbled circuits.
Yao’s protocol however is limited to two parties and is not secure against active malicious adversaries, and
overcoming these limitations has been the focus of the existing literature. The work by Beaver et al. [BMR90]
looked at how one can take the key advantage of Yao like protocols (namely the fact they are constant round)
and extend this to the case of more than two players. A long large body of work has led to very efficient
protocols in both the two-party [WRK17A] and multiparty [HSS17, WRK17B] settings.
The pioneering work of Ben-Or, Goldwasser, Wigderson, [BGW87] and Chaum, Crepeau and Damgård [CCD87]
showed how one can build MPC protocols for three or more players from secret sharing schemes. This is called
the "secret-sharing" or "BGW/CCD" approach. Unlike Yao's protocol these schemes are secure in an
unconditional sense, but the round complexity is dependent on the multiplicative depth of the circuit. The
most famous success of this line of work has been in conducting an auction of sugar beet production
certificates for Danish farmers, the world's first real life deployment of MPC technology.
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An important technique in secret-sharing MPC was introduced by Beaver [BEA91], involving a so-called offline,
or pre-processing phase, where the players generate correlated randomness that is independent of the secret
data to be computed on. This work has received a lot of attention recently because of two advancements: On
one hand, homomorphic encryption allows one to generate the required randomness for computations in any
finite field and any number of players. This is the core of the so-called SPDZ protocol [SPDZ12]. On the other
hand, batching oblivious transfer (OT) provides a particular efficient way of generating the randomness for
binary circuits (“TinyOT” [NNOB12]). With both protocols types we obtain fully malicious security with aborts,
a protocol which scales linearly with the number of players, and a highly efficient online protocol.
These protocols and many improvements have been integrated into the SCALE/MAMBA [SCALE19] project
developed at KU Leuven, which implements the FHE and OT variants of SPDZ in the dishonest majority setting
as well as these honest majority protocols.
(Fully) Homomorphic encryption. The notion of homomorphic encryption was introduced by Rivest et al.
[RIVEST1978] and was first instantiated for restricted classes of functions. In 2009, Gentry published his seminal
thesis [GEN09] introducing the first plausible FHE scheme based on hard problems in ideal lattices. Even though
this scheme is recognized as a profound theoretical breakthrough, it is highly inefficient due to large
parameters. Following Gentry's blueprint, many researchers have been trying to develop more practical FHE
schemes.
Currently, the most efficient FHE schemes are Brakerski-Gentry-Vaikuntanathan [BGV12], Fan-Vercauteren
[FV12] and HEAAN [CKKS17] schemes. These schemes exploit state-of-the-art optimization techniques such as
modulus switching and relinearization that efficiently suppress the noise growth after homomorphic
multiplication. In addition, the ciphertext-to-plaintext expansion ratio of these schemes is significantly
decreased by encrypting several messages with a single ciphertext [SV14, CKKS17]. In practice, these schemes
are considered the most efficient for arithmetic circuits, which is supported by their success in public
competitions [IDASH]. However, bootstrapping (which is needed to evaluate arbitrary functions) in these
schemes is still slow despite various improvements [GHS12, HS15].
Another interesting family of FHE schemes [GSW13] is characterized by the use of matrix arithmetic. Although
these schemes are less efficient than the above schemes for arithmetic circuits, their bootstrapping functions
are much faster. The most efficient FHE scheme of this type, TFHE [CGGI16], supports a look-up table
functionality that allows to evaluate non-polynomial homomorphic functions and finite automata.
Data access middleware. Recent research on data access middleware has addressed performance aspects,
e.g., [REN2017] [RAF2018B], the plug-ability and configurability of data protection tactics and data filtering
tactics using advanced application policies. The Persist middleware [RAF2018A] supports policy-driven
application and configuration of data protection tactics such as encryption, sharding and replication based on
execution context, application-specific metadata and data-specific metadata. Sequoia is a data access
middleware that supports a posteriori data filtering on queries, as well as secure a-priori query rewriting to
apply user-defined security policies. Query rewriting involves manipulating database queries before execution
and allows enforcing data management policies without having an invasive impact on the end-to-end
architecture. Recent work, Sequoia [BOG2018] presents an extensible architecture for both relational
databases and document stores. It discusses the rewriting approach, and provides a formal verification of
equivalency and an extensive evaluation that shows that this approach scales better than the current state of
practice. This defines an important path for future research.

Main Areas of Work
(RA 2.3.1) Secure Outsourced Data Processing
Despite a decade of improvements, full blown FHE, where arbitrary functions can be evaluated efficiently, is
currently still out of reach. However, for specific applications, practical solutions are available and the overall
goal of this Research Activity is to push the applicability and practicality to the next level. More in particular,
we will consider the following research topics. (1) We will investigate the relation and conversions between
the different existing schemes and investigate whether it is possible to port the advantages of one scheme to
another, e.g., schemes based on TFHE allow efficient table lookup and thus evaluation of highly non-linear
functions, which are currently lacking in the other schemes. (2) We will catalogue existing and develop new
efficient data representations for a particular basic operation and data type, which will mitigate the mismatch
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between the native plaintext space and real life data types. (3) We will extend existing software libraries with
above improvements and develop functionalities that allow statistical data processing on encrypted data, and
illustrate these with demonstrators manipulating encrypted financial data.
(RA 2.3.2) Secure Collaborative Data Processing
MPC technology has progressed immensely in the last few years and one can now claim that the practical
feasibility of MPC has been established. The next task is to scale up the potential application areas, as well as
the performance and data throughput of MPC systems. Thus whilst feasibility is established a lot of basic
research still needs to be done, in particular: (1) we will examine ways to combine low round complexity and
high round complexity protocols in an efficient manner. (2) We will examine a number of applications of MPC
techniques to areas such as post-quantum threshold cryptography, statistical calculations, data processing,
and side-channel protection. (3) We will be looking at both new theoretical improvements to protocols, as
well as implementing and testing the most promising using our existing SCALE-MAMBA MPC system.
This research effort will be supported by practical demonstrators in the area of secure collaborative processing
of shared data, as required by applications in health, e.g., genomic data analysis and finance, e.g., fraud
detection.
(RA 2.3.3) Data Access Middleware
First, decentralized middleware architectures for secure data access must be further explored, i.e.,
architectures with multiple federated parties that contribute to a data query or data analysis while using a
decentralized data set. Such an approach typically requires advanced encryption like homomorphic encryption
or multi-party computation.
Second, we will investigate more client-centric decentralization and data access models in which the client
specifies policies on which data can be shared and analyzed by the client in community-driven data networks.
Third, secure query rewriting currently only focuses on the fine-grained selection of data items based on
security constraints. Obligations, i.e. actions that need to be undertaken in case of permitted access, are
typically not supported, as such specification capabilities are generally not provided by the query languages.
Support for fine-grained audit trails is still needed for secure data access.
Fourth, the rewriting approach is also limited with regard to support for several database models. Some
database models, particularly wide-column stores (e.g. Cassandra) and key-value stores (e.g. Redis), typically
enhance scalability through constraining the capabilities (expressive power) of the supported queries. This
limits the applicable rewriting approach for those systems. Additional research should investigate how the
rewriting approach can be partially applied and complemented with an ”a posteriori” filter to alleviate this
matter.

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
For (RA 2.3.1), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a catalogue of combinations of common operations and data
types and the best HE method to deal with this combination. Furthermore, we will also provide detailed
estimates of the costs incurred by moving from one HE scheme to another. The second expected outcome
(Y2) is a software library providing all common statistical processing subroutines, but operating on encrypted
data.
For (RA 2.3.2), the first expected outcomes (Y1) are the integration of garbled circuit and LSSS operations
within SCALE-MAMBA and the development of threshold variants for a number of NIST PQC submissions. The
expected outcomes for the second year (Y2) are to combine garbled circuit and LSSS operations to perform
efficient scientific operations, such as floating point calculations. And to support end users to provide MPC
solutions in a number of real world situations using SCALE-MAMBA.
For (RA 2.3.3), the first expected outcome (Y1) is the development of a decentralized data access middleware
for advanced data encryption tactics. The expected outcomes for the second year (Y2) are the development
of data access middleware for client-centric decentralized systems and the combination with policy-driven
data protection tactics.
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Policy and Regulation
In the last ten to fifteen years, the European Union has adopted several instruments to harmonize obligations
and responsibilities in relation to information and network security, and to support an EU-wide coordinated
response to cyberattacks. The EU is urging its Member States to adopt the necessary legislative and
organizational measures to address cyber-attacks and to restore trust in connected products, IoT devices and
cloud services. This is witnessed by a series of directives ranging from the 2002 ePrivacy Directive and the
2008 Directive on European Critical Infrastructures, over the 2013 Directive on attacks against information
systems (the ‘EU Cybercrime Directive’) and the 2016 Directive on Security of Network and Information
Systems (‘EU NIS Directive’), to the recently adopted Cybersecurity Act (April 9, 2019). The Cybersecurity Act
reinforces the mandate of the EU Agency for Cybersecurity, (European Union Agency for Network and
Information and Security, ENISA) so as to better support Member States with tackling cybersecurity threats
and attacks. The Act also establishes an EU framework for cybersecurity certification, boosting the
cybersecurity of online services and consumer devices. Moreover, the EU legislator in previous years
introduced a series of (new or revised) rules with a considerable impact on data processing, sharing and reuse
activities of private and public sector actors. Not only the well-known GDPR, but also the Free Flow of (nonpersonal) Data Regulation, the B2B Platform Regulation, the revised Public Sector Information Directive, and
the new Payment Services Directive (cf. the Open Banking/PSD2 standard), have set legal standards in relation
to access to data, liability and reliable data portability.
The policy and regulation Research Track is interdisciplinary and transversal, in the sense that its topics cut
across the various Research Tracks. However, as the initial focus will be on security services, it has been
embedded in Research Track 2, while maintaining also strong links with Research Track 3 on system and
infrastructure security.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
Manufacturers and service providers across sectors will need to understand the legal requirements for, and
implications of, cybersecurity, as their business relies more heavily on data processing, data sharing and cloud
solutions. A recently published study carried out by KU Leuven CiTiP and LINC shows that businesses in Belgium
– from a wide variety of economic sectors – are confronted with at least one type of cybercrime every year,
with some of them suffering serious harm from these incidents [PAOLI18]. During the 9th annual Internet-ofThings European Summit on 15-16 May 2018 in Brussels, the European Consumer Organisation (BEUC)
underlined the threats IoT devices pose to consumers in terms of security and liability. According to BEUC,
during a test hackers achieved almost a 50% success rate in their attempts to hack smart-home devices (e.g.
alarm, vacuum cleaner, GPS watch to locate children). Many of today’s IoT devices are rushed to market with
little consideration for basic security and privacy protections, inducing various levels of risk to both users and
the Internet itself (from unwitting surveillance and data compromise to physical risk, e.g., smart locks, to
security cameras used as part of a botnet to attack the Internet). In its IoT Trust Framework, the Internet
Society’s OTA (Online Trust Alliance) elaborates on the notion of “Trust by Design” – an umbrella term that
includes Privacy by Design and Security by Design – as an essential component of a healthy IoT ecosystem
[OTA17]. Although such initiatives are extremely valuable to make existing legislation more effective, they
cannot replace the legislation itself. It therefore remains key to understand the relationship between adhering
to multi-stakeholder guidelines and legal compliance, and to ensure consistency with legislation and
regulatory decisions, in order to increase legal certainty for companies.
Existing and novel forms of security attacks raise, on the one hand, questions relating to compliance with
existing laws and regulations (and liability issues in case of non-compliance), and, on the other hand, policy
questions (i.e. questions about the appropriate policy responses at government and company level). The riskbased approach to data protection and privacy introduced by the GDPR makes compliance less straightforward. It urges companies to carefully assess the practical impacts and challenges associated with
implementing GDPR provisions on ‘risk’, ‘high risk’, ‘risk assessments’ and ‘DPIAs’. Moreover, GDPR requires
a continuous dialogue between legal and technical experts, by making data-protection-by-design/default
(‘DPbD’; a holistic approach to embedding principles in technical and organizational measures undertaken by
data controllers) a qualified duty for data controllers. It is equally important to understand GDPR’s relation
with other legislative instruments, in particular the ePrivacy framework and EU NIS Directive, e.g., in relation
to incident reporting in case of a personal data breach or cyberattack. The appropriate response by companies
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under existing reporting obligations is not “set in stone”, as it will depend on the likely risk to individuals
resulting from the breach of confidentiality, availability or integrity [WPGUIDELINES17]. Hence, it may not
always be obvious to companies what they need to do in order to comply in practice with their legal duties
imposed in the context of ePrivacy, GDPR and/or NIS.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
The interdisciplinary research theme on policy and regulation aims to support and steer the development of
security solutions. It therefore encompasses three types of analysis: legal compliance analysis, policy analysis
and legal engineering analysis. Each of those will zoom in on a number of (sub)themes as priority areas, which
have been selected in light of the technical research proposed and building further on pre-existing legal
expertise and involvement in EU policy debates.
Legal compliance analysis
As highlighted above (in this section), a first research need arises from mapping the legal requirements for
new security and authentication solutions in order to comply with GDPR and other relevant rules (such as
ePrivacy, NIS, etc.), outlining the interaction between those rules, and clarifying the role of technical
standards. This entails an analysis of existing legal standards in relation to (liability for) data access, sharing,
and portability, in light of upcoming challenges. It was, for instance, noted (under ‘Identity Management and
Authentication’) that the use of biometrics may lead not only to enhanced security solutions, but also to
considerable privacy losses, given the critical information enclosed in biometric templates. Enhanced data
protection capabilities are also challenging fundamental concepts under GDPR, like ‘data controller’, ‘data
processor’, or ‘consent’. Can you, – for example – in the context of MPC, still be considered a ‘data controller’
when you are – using the terminology of the GDPR – ‘determining the purposes and means of the processing
of personal data’, without having gained any knowledge about the data underlying the processing…? It has
also been noted that, especially in relation to IoT, the use of sensors for (multi-factor) authentication brings a
multitude of legal issues in particular with regard to profiling and valid consent [WACHTER18].
Previous fundamental research on legal aspects of biometric applications [KINDT13], and basic concepts in data
protection law – in particular the notions of consent [KOSTA13], data controller-processor [VAN ALSENOY16] and
the purpose specification principle [COUDERT19] have paved the way. Relevant focal areas can be on the one
hand, the use of biometrics (short term) and on the other hand, and data protection and responsibility in case
of multi-factor authentication (long term).
Short term: use of biometrics
A tailored approach to the use of biometric traits (such as the use of facial images or fingerprints) in security
solutions is needed in order to strike a balance between security and privacy characteristics. Using reduced
biometric information by deploying biometric templates is already a step forward in protecting critical
information contained in these traits. Also the use of so-called ‘protected templates’, proposed about a
decade ago, is a step in the good direction [BREEBAART08]. The qualities of such protected biometric
information has been subject of standardization in the meantime but take-up remains slow. This could be
overcome with best practices guidelines [KINDT10]. One of the most urgent security risks nowadays, is the
creation of virtual identities by the mixing of face or fingerprint of various persons in one identifier, which is
then fit for use by several persons/perpetrators [OTHMAN11]. Biometric systems should in general have
adequate detection measures in place which reveal such morphing and when unauthorized persons spoof the
system. Presentation attack detection (PAD) is therefore increasingly relevant and required in for example the
domain of (mobile) payments [KINDT19]. Another main risk is the central storage of biometric data in databases
for one purpose and then the re-use for other purposes. [KINDT18]. Such central storage is apt to the risk of
‘function creep’ as mentioned also in the recent technical analysis [HERMANS19]. The need to address this risk
of central storage was also urged by several European Data Protection Supervisory Authorities over the last
15 years but is not clearly addressed in the GDPR or any Belgian legislation. The research shall also unveil risks
of new and imminent modalities, such as speech. Speech offers convenience and opens up new deployments
in the interconnected world, but will also require ‘legal engineering’, whereby protection is embedded into
the technical solutions [NAUTSCH19]. This angle will allow to bridge the legal compliance analysis Track with
the legal engineering Track.
Mid term: data protection and responsibility in case of multi-factor authentication
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For many legal acts on the internet, e.g., electronically signing a document or buying something, it is often
necessary to identify a person. Different systems for authentication exist, including the use of social media
accounts, which bring their own legal questions [SCHROERS18]. Increasingly multi-factor authentication is
developed to authenticate a person, including the use of a variety of sensors. This development needs to be
further researched, especially in relation to privacy and data protection but also regarding the allocation of
responsibility. A central problem to be considered is the fact that it will be increasingly difficult for the user to
know which information is used for authentication, and the possibility of function creep [TSORMPATZOUDI15].
Under current authentication systems users are usually aware that they are in the process of authentication
and have at least a vague idea which authentication factors are used, e.g., username and password or the use
of a smartcard and PIN. Especially in case of a ‘frictionless’ authentication, even though it can be desirable for
usability purposes, the user might not be aware of the processing that takes place. An authenticated person
is in general considered being responsible for what is done ‘on his or her behalf’. An important legal question
is therefore who is held responsible in case there is a failure of the authentication system
[SCHROERS&TSORMPATZOUDI2016]. No system is perfect, and failures can occur due to technical or human
factors. However, in increasingly complex systems it becomes often difficult to identify the cause for a failure,
especially when the user has less knowledge and control over the process. Similarly, to autonomous driving
cars, this leads to the consideration whether for normal users a shift in the allocation of liability or the burden
of proof would increase trust in the system. It is important to identify which kind of obligations the different
parties in an authentication system usually have, but also upon whom generally the burden of proof rests.
The eIDAS Regulation, which was enacted in 2014 and is fully in force since 2018, includes certain provisions
on electronic identification and authentication [EIDAS REGULATION]. However, this only relates to cross-border
national electronic identification schemes [CUIJPERS&SCHROERS2014]. Whereas in some countries national
regulation on electronic identification exists (albeit often only in relation to national electronic identification
systems), the majority of obligations derive from the terms and conditions of the identification providers.
Policy analysis
A second research need lies in the pro-active monitoring of, and contribution to, ongoing policy debates at EU
and national level, for instance in relation to data-driven intelligent cybersecurity tools. Also with regard to
the implications of the EU Cybersecurity Act in relation to certification schemes and the development of a
coordinated approach to software vulnerability disclosure, discussions are ongoing and require our close
attention. The focus of this research theme may shift as policy discussions become more prominent, or are
being put on hold (to give an example: the ePrivacy reform was subject of intense discussions until recently,
but those have been halted as a result of the EU elections). In a first phase, the emphasis will lie on two areas
where we can build on previous experience, software vulnerability disclosure (short term) and framework
principles for data-driven intelligent cybersecurity tools (long term).
Short term: A coordinated approach to software vulnerability disclosure
In the area of software vulnerability disclosure, there is – despite ENISA’s Good Practice Guide on Vulnerability
Disclosure of January 2016 [ENISA16] – still no solid Belgian policy yet on how to deal with ethical hacking and
coordinated vulnerability disclosure [CEPS18A], nor a common European approach [CEPS18A, CEPS18B].
Software vulnerabilities patching is gaining a growing role for the security of our ever-connected systems and
infrastructures. At the moment, a great number of European Member States (including Belgium) have still
not implemented any transparent policy on the coordinated disclosure of software vulnerabilities [FANTIN18].
The EU Cybersecurity Act, recently approved by the EU Parliament, timidly addresses coordinated disclosure
processes by mandating them to both Member States’ voluntary initiatives and the potential coordination
role of ENISA [FANTIN19]. These elements concur to create a fragmented landscape, since, as a matter of fact,
it is still governed by non-binding standards or industry-specific practices. Additionally, the role of
independent security researchers (‘ethical hackers’) is often not waived in national criminal laws, making them
in principle liable for their potential intrusions into proprietary software and applications, even when done in
bona fide. For these reasons, research on the main vulnerabilities disclosure practices adopted by industry
and system providers would be of added value for a twofold reason: firstly, because it would assess and
recommend what principles such self-regulatory frameworks share in common; secondly, because it would
clarify how the relationship between software producer and ethical hacker could be improved at the liability
level, in order to clarify when ethical hackers’ activities would not fall under the violation of cybersecurity
provisions.
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Mid term: Framework Principles for Data-Driven Intelligent Cybersecurity Tools
The fast pace of big data applications and data analytics has also a valuable potential in the cybersecurity
domain. Data driven intelligent threat detection operations can optimize and significantly reduce the response
time to an imminent attack. But whilst the benefits of such a use seem widely recognized in the threat
intelligence domain, policy and regulation concerns still pervade the future of these tools in information
security applications with broader questions and from different angles. To name a number of areas, first and
foremost, questions arise on how shall we keep our cybersecurity algorithms unbiased, impartial and effective
(also, shall algorithmic discrimination be a criterion for the development of algorithms merely used for
cybersecurity purposes?). From a cyber-forensics perspective, concerns may raise on the validity and the
admissibility of data generated by the tools before a court of law, since questions on what standards shall
such applications embed in order to produce court-proof information are still unresolved. Lastly, from a dual
use standpoint, many argue that legal dilemmas may come out with respect to the categorization of the data
driven intelligent cybersecurity tools and products in the list of those items subject to strict scrutiny and export
control authorizations by national authorities and regulations. All such questions highlight the lack of
established and consolidated legal and ethical principles in this context, particularly with reference to the use
in cybersecurity products and practices.
Legal Engineering Analysis
Thirdly, the trend towards ‘techno-regulation’ (in the sense of embedding norms in the technology [LEENES11])
has instigated a growing need for interdisciplinary research that bridges legal and technical standards. An
illustration of such ‘techno-regulation’ relates to data-protection-by-design (‘DPbD’), which is now a qualified
duty in the GDPR. DPbD entails a holistic approach to embedding principles in technical and organizational
measures undertaken by data controllers. However, practitioners tend to see DPbD less holistically, instead
framing it through the confidentiality-focused lens of privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) only, and omitting
the aspect of privacy-as-control [VEALE18]. This may leave data re-identifiable by capable adversaries while
heavily limiting data controllers’ ability to provide data subject rights, such as access, erasure and objection,
to manage this risk.
Embedding legal values into the design of technical systems has also been put forward in relation to security
(‘security-by-design’, see the aforementioned example of OTA’s IoT Trust Framework [OTA17]) and ethics
(‘ethics-by-design’, which has become quite prominent in ongoing discussions on artificial intelligence
[IEEE19]). Challenges involved in such interdisciplinary research have been described in the literature
[KOOPS11, LEMÉTAYER&COUDERT17] and are gradually overcome [EMANUILOV18], as can be illustrated by recent
results obtained in the framework of the PRiSE project (Privacy-by-design Regulation in Software Engineering,
KU Leuven, 2017-2021) [SION19]. Legal engineering research not only leads to increased legal compliance, but
also to more complete and more efficient compliance.

Main Areas of Work
The execution of this research theme comprises of legal compliance analysis (RA 2.4.1), policy analysis (RA
2.4.2), and legal engineering analysis (RA 2.4.3) in the areas outlined above and following the methodology
described in the subsequent paragraphs.
(RA 2.4.1) Legal Compliance Analysis
The main goal of this research activity is to offer a legal analysis of EU and national laws and regulations in
relation to cybersecurity and cybercrime. It will produce a deepened understanding of the duties for, and
liabilities of, different actors (from industry, government and law enforcement) with regard to the prevention
and prosecution of cyberattacks. For each of the themes outlined above, it consists of the following
methodological steps:
• 1° mapping existing legal requirements in relation to cybersecurity;
• 2° studying the role of technical standards – such as ISO/IEC 24760 and ISO/IEC 29146 on identity and
access management) and voluntary initiatives (like OTA’s IoT Trust Framework) in legal compliance (in
close interaction with technical researchers);
• 3° identifying areas which are open for interpretation, which are contradictory, or which are not covered;
• 4° applying (mainly descriptive and evaluative) legal methods in order to outline the different
interpretation options and list their pros and cons for different actors.
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The research will take into account laws that apply horizontally (i.e. across all sectors, such as GDPR, EU
Cybercrime Directive, NIS Directive), as well as sector-specific rules (e.g., ePrivacy in telecommunications,
Radio Equipment Directive, medical devices, car safety, product liability).
(RA 2.4.2) Policy Analysis
The main goal of this research activity is to monitor and steer ongoing policy discussions in relation to
cybersecurity and cybercrime, adopting not merely a descriptive, but also normative approach. In terms of
methodology, it entails:
• 1° identifying market failures and regulatory hurdles that hinder progress in cybersecurity (e.g.,
fragmentation across EU Member States in the area of software vulnerability disclosure);
• 2° assessing the implications of recent and upcoming policy initiatives (e.g., EU Cybersecurity Act) for
Belgian/Flemish stakeholders;
• 3° analyzing the specificities of the Belgian/Flemish legal and economic eco-system;
• 4° contributing to policy discussions at national and EU level.
(RA 2.4.3) Legal Engineering Analysis
The main goal of this interdisciplinary Research Track, situated at the intersection of law and engineering, is
to zoom in on those legal and ethical requirements in the field of data and cybersecurity which entail the
embedding of legal values into the design of technical systems (cf. GDPR’s data-protection-by-design and bydefault principles, ‘security-by-design’). It will be carried out in a multidisciplinary context and it will deepen
insights into legal engineering techniques by adopting a bidirectional approach:
• breaking down existing legal requirements (e.g., resulting from GDPR) from a logical, machine-executable
perspective to assist data scientists and engineers in developing automated compliance tools (‘studying
law through the lens of the engineer’);
• assessing the robustness and appropriateness of security technologies for compliance with legal
obligations (‘studying technology through the lens of the lawyer’).
It will entail:
• 1° examining current model risk management frameworks and studying practical, implementable best
practices;
• 2° assessing the legal robustness of specific security technologies and practices through small-scale
empirical tests with technical researchers (cf. Facebook investigation for Belgian Privacy Commission);
• 3° bridging technical standards with legal requirements and converting regulatory context to tools,
methods, actionable guidelines and best practices (e.g., on how to make inevitable trade-offs in DPbD
more explicit and transparent through Data Protection Impact Assessments);
• 4° developing new models and templates where appropriate (building on experience gained in e.g., the
PriSE project).

Expected Outcomes and RoadMap
For RA1, the first expected outcome (Y1) is a map of legal requirements outlining mutual interdependencies
and interactions between actors (under the form of a written report with tables). The second deliverable (Y2)
will incorporate the map and elaborate on interpretation issues resulting in liability gaps and overlaps. For
RA2, the first expected outcome (Y1) is an overview of recent and upcoming policy initiatives with a relevance
score for Flemish stakeholders; a second outcome (Y2) will consist of a white paper reflecting specific concerns
of Flemish stakeholders with a view to contributing to ongoing policy discussions. Finally, for RA3, the first
expected outcome (Y1) is the selection of an appropriate case study to test legal engineering solutions in
practice. The second expected outcome (Y2) is the development of a tool kit with actionable guidelines and
best practices.

Connections with other Research Tracks
Connection with Track 1: there is a connection between (RA 2.2.1) in this Research Track and (RA 1.2.3) of
Research Track 1. The Track addresses security services offering enforcement of access control policies in an
externalized and modular way. Track 1 (Theme 2) addresses runtime verification of application-level security
policies in general: from this perspective, access control and information flow control policies are two cases.
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As policy enforcement is crosscutting through the software stack, both efforts will turn out to be relevant and
beneficial. Obviously, we expect synergies and opportunities for collaboration.
Connection with Track 4: Research in Theme 2 on authentication will interact with the research on
cryptographic protocols from Track 4 (Theme 3), for example in the case of privacy preserving authentication.
Furthermore, the research on cryptographic algorithms and protocols of Track 4 (Themes 2 and 3) is at the
basis of the advanced encryption techniques for data protection (Theme 3 of this track, featuring MPC and
homomorphic encryption).
The impact of Theme 4 (Policies and Regulation) on other tracks is obvious as this research is an important
element to ensure that technical results can be applied in a context that respects new legal provisions that
directly affect business. Clearly this value is not unique to Research Track 2, it will certainly affect and interact
with other tracks, definitely including Track 1 (think of the management of vulnerabilities) and Track 3 (think
for instance of the management of monitoring data).
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4. Research Track 3: System and Infrastructure Security
Contributing Authors: Bart Preneel, Benedikt Gierlichs, Bjorn De Sutter, Cyprien Delpeche, Danny De Cock,
Danny Hughes, Dave Singelee, Frank Piessens, Ingrid Verbauwhede, Jan Tobias Mühlberg, Lieven Desmet,
Pieter Maene, Sam Michiels, Stijn Volckaert, Vincent Naessens, Wouter Joosen

Scope
Security guarantees often rely upon security foundations delivered by the lower layers of an architecture, and
need to be realized across the system stack, as well as across systems and networks. Strategic basic research
must therefore invest in these security foundations and in methods and techniques to preserve the security
guarantees across the system stack and across network nodes.
The Research Track on system-level security includes the security of networks and the security of systems
(lower levels in the software stack), as well as the growing need to deal with the operational management of
security in infrastructures.
First, the research theme on system security consists of research activities to secure individual nodes in the
infrastructure, and to preserve security guarantees across the system stack from hardware to application.
The second research theme focuses on analyzing and securing the communication protocols across systems,
both for Internet communication protocols as well as for communication protocols used in the IoT.
Finally, the third research theme proposes techniques to monitor the security posture of interconnected
systems, and to manage and deploy system security technology.
These three research themes follow in further detail.

System Security
Current ICT systems are among the most complex systems ever built. One of the key engineering techniques
that enables the construction of such complex systems is the use of layered abstractions: the system is built
as a stack of layers where each layer hides implementation details of lower layers. The lower layers in this
stack are hardware and the higher layers are software, but the boundary between hardware and software has
been blurred over time as hardware has become more and more programmable (e.g., microcode, FPGAs).
The importance and success of this engineering technique is undeniable and has enabled the exponential
growth of the ICT field for decades.
However, from a security point of view, the use of abstraction layers can introduce significant vulnerabilities
and hence risks for the resulting ICT systems. So-called "layer-below" attacks, where an attacker exploits
implementation details of lower layers to attack one of the upper layers have been common and have been
among the most dangerous attacks over the history of computing. Important examples include:
(1) memory corruption attacks that can take over software programmed in C, by relying on implementation
details of compiler, operating system and hardware
(2) side-channel attacks that can leak secrets from a computation by relying on physical or logical
implementation details of the algorithm implementing the computation,
(3) protocol attacks that break the secure session abstraction offered by cryptographic protocols by relying
on implementation errors of the protocol
One particularly dangerous aspect from the point of view of security is that implementations that refine an
abstract specification are known not to preserve security properties of the specification. The wave of
software-controlled, micro-architectural side-channel attacks that started in 2018 has been a frightening
reminder of the practical relevance of this fact that has been known by the security community for quite a
while.
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In the context of system security, there is a need to further develop basic security techniques that support
finely grained isolation, remote attestation and integrity of software, data and control flow. Yet these
techniques must scale well, be able to operate in system-critical contexts and remain robust to new and
emerging attacks (such as software-controlled, micro-architectural side-channel attacks). Moreover, security
properties leveraging on these security foundations must be preserved across the system stack, so that strong
application-level guarantees can be offered.
Finally, since the humans developing the layers make mistakes, as is obvious from the high rate at which
software and hardware vulnerabilities and remote exploits thereof surface, there is a need for system layer
tools that mitigate the exploitation of vulnerabilities in other layers either by preventing them completely or
by raising the bar such that investing in the identification of vulnerabilities does not yield a return on
investment for attackers.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
To deliver secure applications and devices, strong security properties are needed throughout the full
software/hardware stack. Important examples of such properties include isolation of security-sensitive data
or operations, data and control flow integrity and confidentiality, and the ability to remotely attest the
genuine deployment, execution and preservation of security properties.
In order to achieve such strong security properties, appropriate security primitives and abstractions need to
be provided at the right level of abstraction, and the security guarantees offered by these primitives and
abstractions need to be preserved throughout the full stack, ranging in principle from application-level code
and deployment, over system software to hardware.
An emerging class of attacks that require additional attention and mitigation are the software-controlled,
micro-architectural side-channel attacks. As recently demonstrated with practical attacks such as Spectre,
Meltdown and ForeShadow, existing security guarantees such as the confidentiality of security-sensitive data
can be violated if confidentiality properties are not well preserved in lower-layer refinements.
To mitigate remote exploits such as code reuse attacks and non-control data attacks, research is needed to
increase the efficiency, the effectiveness, and the technology readiness level of academic solutions such that
they become easier and cheaper to use, and compatible with industrial software development lifecycle
requirements.
Secure communication requires cryptography protocols; these protocols are evolving from simple entity
authentication over authenticated key agreement to offer ever more complex security features and goals,
such as the connection of more than two devices or users. In practice one finds two types of protocols: publicly
documented and proprietary protocols.
Publicly documented protocols have the advantage of being (formally) verifiable (cf. the research on
cryptographic protocols in Technology Building Blocks (Research Track 4)). Having a formal proof for the
security of a protocol has obvious advantages but it cannot guarantee the security of said protocol in a
practical setting (e.g., the KRACK attack on the formally verified WPA2 protocol, cf. infra). Insecure formally
verified protocols can be the result of an inadequate attacker model, a new type of attack or a protocol
implementation which does not strictly adhere to the protocol specification.
It has been shown time and time again that most proprietary protocols lack adequate security analysis during
their design. Once the protocol specification is revealed (leaked or reverse engineered) security issues are
often identified (e.g., insecure protocols in medical devices and vehicles).

State-of-the-art: Highlights
In recent years, research in software security has identified and realized a wide range of hardware security
features that system software can then use to offer security services. Examples include: virtual memory and
privilege levels for process isolation, fine-grained capabilities [WOODRUFF14], trusted computing primitives for
secure boot, attestation and sealing of secrets, and hardware-accelerated cryptography or hardware security
modules for offering fast and secure cryptographic services [PEREZ06, MCKEEN13, STRACKX10, NOORMAN13,
NOORMAN17A]. By now, a range of these security features are readily available [MAENE18], and applications
vary from cloud applications [SCHUSTER15] to embedded control systems [VANBULCK17]. Ongoing research aims
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towards closing (micro-)architectural side channels and guaranteeing the absence of vulnerabilities in isolated
code [AGTEN15].
Recent research on software-controlled micro-architectural attacks, with Rowhammer [SEABORN15],
Meltdown [LIPP18], Spectre [KOCHER18], Foreshadow [VANBULCK18A], Nemesis [VANBULCK18B], and TLBleed
[GRAS18] being prominent examples, revealed fundamental flaws in commodity hardware. These flaws are
generally exploitable through software and allow attacker code to observe and manipulate victim code,
effectively bypassing established security mechanisms such as virtual address spaces, process isolation and
hierarchical protection rings. The findings range from plain design errors to intricate side-channels. An ongoing
body of research explores how to protect programs against such attacks through compiler-based program
transformations [COPPENS09], fully abstract compilation [AGTEN12], and approaches to formally reason about
information flow in hardware [ZHANG15].
Separation logic can describe ownership transfer, where concurrent program threads move ownership of heap
cells into and out of shared resources, such as semaphores or critical regions [OHEARN07, OHEARN19]. Static
verification tools such as VeriFast [JACOBS08] rely on separation logic to verify statically that a program contains
no data races and no undefined behavior [PHILIPPAERTS14]. Object capabilities are a technique for fine-grained
privilege separation in programming languages and systems [DEVRIESE16], with important applications in
security. Capabilities have been used to enforce ownership and at-most-once consumption of unique
references at run-time and with a flexible notion of borrowing and uniqueness [HALLER10], and recent
prototypes show that capabilities can be implemented and evaluated efficiently in hardware [Woodruff14].
Ongoing research identifies approaches to automate program compartmentalization to capability systems
[TSAMPAS17], reasoning about evolving invariants on shared data structures [DEVRIESE16], and the relationship
between separation logic and capability-based security.
Design-time techniques to detect vulnerabilities include manual, static, and dynamic program analyzes
[SONG19]. Run-time security policies to mitigate the exploitation of vulnerabilities rely on hardware-supported
isolation (to shield off security-critical components), entropy-based diversification (to reduce the amount of a
priori or leaked knowledge useful to an attacker), and redundancy (to enforce correct behavior). A wide range
of policies and mechanisms exist [LARSEN18], most of which focus on memory exploits, but all of which leave
major vulnerabilities exploitable [VANDERVEEN17], including data-only attacks that are receiving growing
interest [ISPOGLOU18].
Multi-Variant eXecution (MVX) is recognized as one of the most effective protection mechanisms
[VOLCKAERT16A], as also witnessed by the US$ 65M CFAR research programme of DARPA that started in 2015
for protecting code by means of MVX and that is in its final stages. The core idea of MVX is to execute and
monitor multiple variants of the same program in parallel on the same input. The variants are constructed in
such a way that no remote exploit can ever simultaneously compromise all variants without causing an
observable divergence in their execution behavior. Several major hurdles have been taken to enable MVX for
security-critical software, including support for parallel applications [VOLCKAERT17] and mechanisms that can
trade-off efficiency for effectiveness [VOLCKAERT16B]. Other issues remain unsolved, however, such as
automated support for common software artefacts such as diverging benign behavior and shared memory
accesses.

Main Areas of Work
This research theme includes four research activities. The first one aims for the preservation of security
properties across layers and the protection against software-driven side-channel attacks (RA 3.1.1). The
second one aims for the inception and development of processor extensions to support new system security
models (RA 3.1.2). (RA 3.1.3) aims for the achievement of security and safety properties in mixed-criticality
systems and the last research activity in this theme targets diversity-based multi-variant execution techniques
for system defense (RA 3.1.4).
(RA 3.1.1) Protection Against Software-Controlled Side-Channel Attacks (on general purpose hardware)
Without significant extensions to the specifications of the various abstraction layers in current systems, there
can be no strong assurance of the confidentiality of data handled by higher layers. It is always possible that a
functionally correct implementation of the underlying layers leaks the confidential data of the upper layer.
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The underlying problem is that confidentiality properties are so-called 2-safety properties that can only be
specified by talking about the relation between two executions of the system, whereas functional correctness
is usually a 1-safety property that can be specified as a predicate on single executions.
A challenging and interesting research problem is (1) how to enhance the specifications of the various
abstraction layers in ICT systems to also cover the security properties that implementations of these layers
must have or preserve, and then (2) to develop implementations of higher layers in terms of lower layers that
satisfy these security properties with high assurance.
The research in this activity will focus on how security specifications should be formatted, what their impact
is on performance and resource consumption, and how to balance tradeoffs between security and
performance concerns in implementations. Moreover, the activity will investigate techniques to check the
compliance of an implementation to such security specifications – which is notoriously harder for 2-safety
properties. Formal verification of these does not yet scale to practical systems.
The purpose of this research activity is to investigate these topics in a number of particular stacks of
abstraction layers. More specifically, we will investigate different instances of such stacks, including at least
the following abstraction layers: (1) separation logic specifications, (2) source code in safe and unsafe
programming languages, (3) machine code in a variety of instruction set architectures (ISAs) and (4) ISA
implementations described in hardware description languages.
(RA 3.1.2) Processor Extension to Support New System Security Models
A first unit of work within the process-extension research activity is the exploration of capability-based
processor models. Capability systems provide fine-grained notion of memory protection and ownership, and
enable the enforcement of programming languages' memory models and fault isolation in hardware rather
than software. A capability-based ISA supplies protection primitives to the compiler, language runtime, and
operating system. Recent research and prototypes illustrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the approach.
To enable the adoption of capability systems, and to provide rigorous security guarantees for these systems,
we aim to introduce a capability-based security model for the lower layers of the system and hardware stack
and develop a formal understanding of software execution under this model. We will investigate the
challenges of capability-based/ownership-based model of security for software development and hardware
design, and relate that model to more established notions of trusted execution (e.g., protected module
architectures). We will further investigate the performance impact of implementations of capability systems
and develop approaches to translate notions of capabilities and ownership in higher-level programs and
specifications to lower-layer abstractions and the execution model. Future work in this field will extend and
accelerate ongoing efforts towards secure compilation and fully abstract compilation of high-level
abstractions to capability models and trusted execution environments.
Hardware security extensions, such as the capability extensions, have a negative effect on the performance
of the processor. It reduces the throughput of the processor or increases the area as isolation techniques
reduce sharing of resources. To support the processor extensions, we aim at integrating results of the
hardware building blocks from Research Track 4. More specifically, we aim at integrating low latency crypto
modules and protocols into the processor pipeline or on the memory architecture. Moreover, the provided
solutions should resist physical side-channel attacks such as power, EM and fault attacks. Side-channel security
evaluation and countermeasures will be coordinated with Research Track 4.
(RA 3.1.3) Security and Safety in Mixed Criticality Systems
Mixed-criticality systems combine components with different levels of criticality, a paradigm that becomes
more and more prevalent in smart infrastructure. An example of such systems is smart vehicles, that integrate
safety-critical functions (steering, braking) with infotainment functions. The software components that
implement the different functions have diverging requirement w.r.t. safety, security and performance, and
their development is governed by entirely different standards. Yet, the components interact and may even
share communication and processing resources, which can lead to unintended and potentially disastrous
consequences when components malfunction or become compromised.
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A key research objective in this field is to devise technology that can provide rigorous safety, security, and
availability guarantees for mixed-criticality software that executes in potentially malicious environments. We
will investigate how advanced security architectures in modern processors, e.g., trusted execution with
protected module architectures and capability systems, can be used and extended to satisfy these
requirements. Specifically, we will work towards providing strong availability guarantees for critical software,
in combination with attestable isolation and integrity protection, while relying on a minimal Trusted
Computing Base.
Besides hardware support, we will also work on compilation and verification techniques that allow for safety
and security requirements to be propagated from high-level languages to the execution platform, where these
requirements must be enforced. Such a close integration of software development tools and the execution
platform is difficult to achieve but bears the potential of alleviating developers from the burden of targetspecific development. It also opens up possibilities for the automated application of diversification approaches
such as Multi-Variant Execution.
(RA 3.1.4) Diversity-based Multi-Variant Execution Mitigation Techniques for System Defense
Multi-variant execution (MVX) is ready for deployment on safety/mission-critical software. Broader
deployment for security-critical applications (such as web browsers and web servers) by the general public
and across industries, is not yet feasible, however. The reasons are that (1) costly manual patching of source
code is required to make software MVX-compatible code; (2) current approaches are all-or-nothing, thus often
incurring too much overhead; (3) commonly used software artefacts (e.g., shared memory) are not supported;
(4) the potential to mitigate non-memory-errors (e.g., integer overflow) with acceptable overhead has not
been explored yet.
An interesting research direction to overcome these hurdles is to explore Partial Multi-Variant eXecution
(PMVX), in which security-critical parts are isolated from the rest of the software, and only the security-critical
partition is executed in multiple variants. This promises to reduce the overhead and to limit the effort needed
to make the different software partitions MVX-compatible. Our research will focus on developing the best
mechanisms to switch between single and multi-variant mode at run time, and on the co-design of static and
dynamic software analysis and rewriting techniques with hardware-enforced protection and isolation to
enable effective and efficient PMVX that mitigates memory vulnerabilities (both code pointer and non-control
data) as well as non-memory errors.
The most promising designs will be evaluated in proof-of-concept tools on real-world software, for which we
will build on the MVX prototype already publicly available from UGent, compiler technology that now scales
to large applications, such as LLVM, and increasing hardware support for memory protection and
compartmentalization such as Intel MPK.

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
For (RA 3.1.1), we will investigate how architecture and micro-architecture optimization techniques such as
caching and speculative execution, enable side-channel attacks. We aim to develop modular hardware designs
to demonstrate attacks and defenses (Y1). Formal specifications of this lowest layer in the system stack will
be used as building blocks to model higher-level interactions and to verify security properties (Y2-3).
The Cybersecurity Strategic Research Programme will accelerate work towards program
compartmentalization for capability systems in (RA 3.1.2), ultimately paving the way to a deeper
understanding of the relationship between ownership in high-level abstractions and the use of capabilities in
lower-level abstractions (Y1).
In (RA 3.1.3), we will initially work on secure interrupt handling and secure scheduling for protected modules
with Sancus and Intel SGX (Y1). Based on these mechanisms, we aim to develop a notion of generalized trusted
availability, where critical software is guaranteed to adhere to a scheduling policy regardless of the system
state and with an untrusted operating system performing resource management and allocation (Y2).
For (RA 3.1.4), we will initially work on a proof of concept implementation of a PMVX engine and compiler
techniques to automatically rewrite applications for PMVX compatibility (Y1). The second major objective will
be shared memory support in the engine and compiler tools and the use of Intel MPK to isolate partitions, as
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well as support for detecting non-memory exploits to maximize the offered protection (Y2). On the longer run
(Y3-Y5), we aim for a feature-complete proof-of-concept implementation that supports an efficiency vs.
effectiveness trade-off such that it can be deployed in the widest range of scenarios, i.e., with tight or loose
performance and resource constraints.

Network Security
A challenging aspect of securing infrastructure is the securing the communication. In the context of Internet
communication, there is a growing need to protect critical Internet components and protocols, such as DNS,
BGP, etc. Similarly, there is a need to improve support for service providers and network operators to roll-out
secure communication networks for IoT and Industry 4.0.
This research theme focuses on analyzing and securing the communication protocols across systems, both for
Internet communication protocols as well as for communication protocols used in the IoT.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
There is a clear need for secure and reliable communication infrastructure, as this is the backbone for all
business-to-consumer, business-to-business, on-premise and cloud communication. This critical
communication infrastructure includes routing protocols (such as BGP), DNS (to translate IP addresses to
names and vice versa), wireless protocols such as WiFi and 5G, and TLS and HTTPS as secure application
channels. Particularly the older but still widely used Internet protocols exhibit inherent security challenges
with insufficient security provisions and insecure defaults.
Moreover, the emerging need for secure IoT communication and industrial wireless networks drives further
investment in tackling the security challenges and performance trade-offs in networks such as LoRa, NB-IOT,
SigFox, 5G, LTE and WiFi.
Finally, as new communication protocols arise, it is important to quickly assess and improve the security of
these protocols in industry-critical contexts. In particular, the implementation analysis of emerging
communication protocols will enable securing new industrial deployments of these protocols from the early
stages of adoption.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
Over the past few years, several attacks have been incepted on critical communication infrastructure and
security protocols. Vanhoef et al. improved earlier work [ALFARDAN13] to obtain a practical method to break
RC4 keystreams in WPA-TKIP and TLS [VANHOEF14]. More recently, they discovered serious weaknesses in the
WPA2 protocol by using key reinstallation attacks (dubbed KRACK attacks) [VANHOEF17]. Shortly after,
Poddebniak et al. showed the practical feasibility of breaking S/MIME and OpenPGP email encryption
[PODDEBNIAK18]. A set of origin-leaking vectors was revealed to bypass Cloud-based Security Providers (such
as CloudFlare, ProLexic and Incapsula), and CloudPiercer was able to bypass more than 7 out of 10 cloudprotected websites at the time [VISSERS15]. While SSL/TLS has been the most successful security protocol,
many flaws have been identified in the specification [MAVROGIANNOPOULOS12, MEYER13] and in
implementations [ALBRECHT16]. After many years of research, TLS 1.3 has been published in mid 2018
[RESCORLA18].
At the same time, several proposals have been incepted to enhance the security and privacy of critical
infrastructure, such as DNS and BGP. DNSSEC was published in 2005 [ARENDS05] yet its deployment has been
slow [YANG10]. RFC 7816 proposed DNS query name minimization to improve DNS privacy, so that the full
query name is no longer sent to upstream name servers [BORTZMEYER16], and the use of 0x20 DNS query
encoding strongly reduces the impact of DNS cache poisoning attacks [DAGON08]. Recently, CloudFlare and
Google started to adopt the DNS over TLS protocol [DICKINSON18] to enhance the privacy of queries to their
public resolvers.
The vulnerability of BGP to hijacking is well understood [VERVIER15]; after decades of research on solutions
(e.g., [KENT00]), an RFC was published [LEPINSKI17]. However, as with DNSSEC, there are many deployment
challenges [GILAD18]. One of the main challenges remains a robust and scalable PKI; a promising approach is
ARPKI [BASIN18].
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In recent years, numerous works on the security of IoT devices and protocols have been published, each of
these discovering novel security vulnerabilities. This leads to the scenario where millions of IoT devices are
deployed yet consumers may know very little about the capabilities and security of these devices [LUND14].
Most of the discovered security issues are caused by not having security implemented in the IoT system, by
using weak cryptography and by making incorrect security assumptions. Sometimes the result can be quite
devastating. Ronen et al. found several security vulnerabilities in Philips Hue smart lamps and their
implementation of the ZigBee Light Link protocol and showed how these could be exploited to spread a worm
wirelessly over a large area [RONEN18]. Tellez et al. focused on WSN (wireless sensor networks) and elements
of their security, and found a security problem in a popular password-based bootloader protocol [TELLEZ16].
Also, automotive systems could be vulnerable to IoT hacks. Wouters et al. reverse-engineered the Passive
Keyless Entry and Start (PKES) system of Tesla and discovered that it relies on the outdated proprietary DST40
cipher [WOUTERS19]. They have shown that a genuine key fob can be cloned in seconds by performing a bruteforce attack. Verdult et al. executed multiple cryptanalytic attacks on the Hitag2 stream cipher used in NXP
transponders, widely deployed in key fobs [VERDULT12]. Sometimes IoT security vulnerabilities could even lead
to physical harm of the end-user. Marin et al. have shown that Implantable Cardiac Devices (ICDs) do not have
proper security protocols implemented and are vulnerable to various wireless attacks [MARIN16]. These
security vulnerabilities clearly demonstrate the need for security-by-design and privacy-by-design and the
development of lightweight cryptographic algorithms and protocols for IoT.

Main Areas of Work
The execution of this research comprises a security study of critical Internet component (RA 3.2.1), the
assessment and improvement of secure communication protocols for IoT and Industry 4.0 (RA 3.2.2), and
inception of tools and methods for advanced protocol analysis (RA 3.2.3).
(RA 3.2.1) Study of Critical Internet Components and Protocols
The foundations of the Internet infrastructure as we know it today date from the past four decades and have
evolved incrementally over time. Essential building blocks such as routing protocols, DNS name translation,
the HTTP protocol and public key infrastructures (PKIs), as well as more recent communication channels such
as WiFi, 5G and TLS, are used in security-critical and safety-critical transactions on a continuous basis, but
often lack the necessary security characteristics or are configures insecurely.
In this research activity, these core building blocks will be assessed from a security point of view. Our focus
hereby are the availability of the services, as well as the confidentiality and integrity characteristics. New
attack vectors will be identified, and potential mitigation techniques will be proposed and validated.
(RA 3.2.2) Secure Communication Protocols for the IoT
Multiple communication standards are being developed specifically for IoT and Industry 4.0. These protocols
are composed of one or more negotiation phases that typically include authenticated key agreement and data
transfer phases. They are often optimized for an IoT or industrial setting, for example having a low data rate
and long communication range while still guaranteeing low energy consumption. Typical examples include
LoRa, SigFox, Dash7, DART, Nwave, 5G, LTE, NB-IOT, … and industrial networks such as SCADA systems and
CANBUS. In this research activity, we will assess the security of these new and emerging communication
protocols and improve them, taking into account their specific characteristics and constraints (such as limited
payload size, maximum bitrate, etc.).
The research in this activity will focus on how to provide lightweight, end-to-end security, and how to deal
with low-latency constraints, which are typical for networks such as CANBUS. Moreover, the activity will
investigate how to offer data authentication with payload lengths of only a few bits (e.g., in SigFox), and study
energy trade-offs between communication and computation costs when securing IoT communication
protocols.
As part of the security assessment of particular communication protocols, the activity will study to what extent
the security specifications of the communication standard are clear, unambiguous and complete, and what
can be improved. In addition, the activity will assess how to use the communication protocol, or a combination
of protocols, securely in a given application (e.g., V2X, smart grids, etc.).
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Another research topic that will be covered in this research activity, is key management. We will particularly
focus on highly distributed (IoT) networks and networks where the topology dynamically changes over time
(e.g., V2X, industrial control systems, etc.).
(RA 3.2.3) Analysis of Protocol Implementations
Our research will focus on the study of the implementation security of both publicly documented and
proprietary protocols. This work may require reverse engineering parts of the protocol, the implementation
and the physical communication medium. Both reverse engineering and verifying protocols is often a manual
and time-consuming task. Therefore, tools will be developed to automate parts of these tasks.
The following list of tools would be useful in a practical reverse engineering and security evaluation setting.
 Automatically recovering physical layer parameters for RF communications
 Automatically detecting recurring fields in packets (e.g., counters, checksums and high entropy data
segments)
 Generating test inputs based on protocol specifications
 Fuzzing protocol implementations and state machines by providing random or specially formed inputs
 A reactive jammer, applicable in multiple scenarios
It goes without saying that responsible disclosure procedures will be followed if new flaws are discovered.

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
For (RA 3.2.1), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a study of DNS and PKI improvement proposals. The second
expected outcome (Y2) incorporates a study on improvements for secure routing.
For (RA 3.2.2), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a detailed analysis of relevant IoT protocols; the second
expected outcome (Y2) is a set of improvements for concrete constraints (including low energy and low
latency).
Finally, for (RA 3.2.3), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a set of tools to support reverse engineering and
security evaluation of IoT protocols; the second outcome will be a report on the application of these to several
widely used implementations.

Security Monitoring and Management
The dynamic evolution of systems and adversaries (attackers) demands for capabilities to continuously
monitor and dynamically adjust configurations, versions and deployment settings to deal with the overall rapid
evolution on the space. This third research theme proposes techniques to monitor security posture of
interconnected systems, and to manage and deploy system security technology.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
From an operational perspective, systems require a 24/7 operational security model. In the current state of
practice, this might include monitoring for intrusion and anomaly detection, and (semi-)automated incident
and response handling. An important aspect of these defense techniques, is a continuous intelligence feed:
known vulnerabilities and zero-days, known bad actors (e.g., botnets, malicious IPs, domain names used for
phishing and spam), existing and novel attack scenario’s, … From this angle, there is a continuous need toward
gathering and absorbing more actionable security intelligence. Moreover, mature results of such ecosystem
observations and measurements studies can be absorbed in self-assessment tools for security maturity, as is
for instance already the case for Qualys SSL Labs, the Mozilla Observatory or the HttpHeaders.io assessment
website.
At the same time, operational management becomes more and more complex, and a central, classic
operational security strategy runs into its limits. In large IoT deployments for instance, the communication
overhead to centralize security events and the decision-making urges us to investigate decentral detection
and response solutions.
Finally, the growing complexity in security technologies also impacts the operational management. As such,
several challenges need to be tackled in secure deployment and updating strategies, to fully embrace the
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latest state-of-the-art defense techniques. For example, integrating software diversification as part of the
software deployment incurs multiple challenges, such as operational feedback (e.g., bug reporting) as well as
in updating deployed software instances.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
To quantify the state of security, researchers have performed a broad scale of (longitudinal) ecosystem studies
in the last decade to measure the vulnerability landscape and observe new trends in attacks. For example, in
the context of web application security, some measured the widespreadness of including (untrusted) thirdparty JavaScript [NIKIFORAKIS12], some investigated the prevalence of DOM-based XSS on the most frequently
used websites[LEKIES13], and others studied the effectiveness of third-party cookie policies in browsers
[FRANKEN18]. A longitudinal analysis of the use of web security mechanisms has been performed on the
European Web [CHEN16] and the malicious ecosystem of free live streaming services was analyzed [RAFIQUE16].
Similarly, research methods have been established for internet-wide scanning of IPv4 [DURUMERIC13], for
enumerating active IPv6 hosts [BORGOLTE18], as well as for assessing the abuse of domain names [HAO13,
VISSERS17].
Due to their heterogeneity, the use of a multitude of proprietary protocols and components, and the common
involvement of stringent real-time and safety requirements, embedded control systems (CPS, IoT, ICS) are an
inherently difficult domain of application for trust assessment, intrusion detection and intrusion response.
Still, many of these systems are interconnected with internet technology and cloud integration [NICHOLSON12],
which necessitates the integration of network-wide security mechanisms [ZARPELAO17]. These mechanisms
either aim to validate communication behavior according to a set of rules [MITCHELL15], or aim to detect
anomalies automatically [WRESSNEGGER18]. Techniques to detect [MUEHLBERG15] and prevent [NOORMAN17B]
software attacks in a decentralized manner have been presented and typically rely on light-weight isolation
[DANIELS17] and trusted computing [NOORMAN17A] primitives. Approaches towards comprehensive but
decentralized intrusion detection and trust assessment in embedded control systems are an ongoing area of
research.
Software diversification, both temporal and spatial, has matured over the last decade [LARSEN14]. By
diversifying the representation of installed and even running software frequently even when there is no
functional need to, many attack vectors become ineffective, such as the development of exploits based on
patches [COPPENS13] and the exploitation of information leaks [WILLIAMSKING16]. A major issue remains how
to integrate software diversification into industrial software development life cycles (SDLCs), i.e., how to make
diversification compatible with industrial SDLC requirements. For some aspects, progress has been made, such
as bug reporting [ABRATH18]. Other aspects still need to be tackled, however.
To protect against so-called man-at-the-end attacks (including reverse engineering and tampering), a wide
range of pure software-based protection techniques has been developed that complement remote attestation
techniques. These range from obfuscations and watermarking techniques [COLLBERG09] to strong antidebugging techniques [ABRATH16]. As all of these techniques come with overhead and each one only fends off
certain attacks [SCHRITTWIESER16] they have to be combined. Decision support to select and combine
protections is a long-standing challenge, however. Only recently, the first hurdles towards building the
necessary attacks models and knowledge bases have been taken [CECCATO19, BASILE19].

Main Areas of Work
The execution of this research theme comprises in intelligence gathering (RA 3.3.1), methods and tools for
secure deployment (RA 3.3.2), and decentralized detection and response (RA 3.3.3).
(RA 3.3.1) Intelligence Gathering and Identification of Security State
In this research activity, we will study and observe trends in the attacker landscape, as well as measure the
state of practice in defense and mitigation techniques. These continuous observations provide a
complementary intelligence gathering, and fuel the identification of the security state of a (set of) systems.
In ecosystem studies, we will assess the widespreadness of existing and novel security weaknesses, as well as
the attacker landscape. To this extent, security measurement methods will be developed and these security
metrics will be used to Track longitudinal trends. The use of security metrics and a measured baseline will help
to develop maturity trajectories for different industry verticals to gradually improve their best practices
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compared to the current initiatives of peers and the envisioned security end goals. The initial focus of the
ecosystem studies will be on (client-side) web security and domain name security.
Similar intelligence gathering will be performed in industrial control systems, in which we will investigate how
intrusion detection techniques can be set up in such industrial networks, and how automated responses can
be rolled out.
(RA 3.3.2) Methods and Tools for Secure Deployment
In this activity, we will evaluate the effectiveness of software-based protections against man-at-the-end
attacks, with respect to the varying deployment contexts and established as well as emerging attack
techniques. We will research models and evaluation techniques to measure and predict the potency,
resilience, and stealth that various protections offer vis-à-vis different attacks. The goal is not only to study
formal models, but also to focus on practical methods to aid users of such protections in the form of decision
support systems. Empirical research as well as the use of many online information sources (e.g., hacker blogs)
and academic papers presenting novel offensive and defensive methods will be the main starting points.
Moreover, we will research techniques to integrate diversity-based mitigation techniques into industrial
software development life cycles. We will first assess the use of basic techniques in the Flemish industry and
the (perceived) constraints that block the take-up of more advanced techniques. We will then study options
to improve the practical viability of existing techniques by making diversification compatible with the
identified constraints, e.g., by developing novel schemes for distributing diversified application versions. Other
options include novel schemes for diversifying code at install time, at boot time, at load time, or at run time,
with white-box or black-box access to the tools in the developer's toolbox; novel schemes to collect and
interpret crash reports, etc. Finally, we will develop proof-of-concept tool implementations to evaluate the
automated deployment of the most interesting schemes.
(RA 3.3.3) Detection and Response for IoT and Industrial Control Systems
A growing number of systems is centralizing security information in a Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM) system to support the detection of and response to security incidents. While this
paradigm is highly effective today, it creates a single point of failure and comes with its own security and
privacy risks. Moreover, for large scale systems such as the IoT with billions of devices the communication
overhead of such an approach may be too large. Moreover, the inherent latency in this approach is not
acceptable for autonomous systems (e.g., transportation) that require an instantaneous response. Research
is needed to study to which extent security-related information can be managed at a local level and
compressed in an optimal way such that only relevant information and reporting are centralized. Moreover,
information can be aggregated at a higher level using secure computation techniques (c.f. secure multi-party
computation, MPC) which offers a combination of robustness and privacy. The research will explore trade-offs
between satisfying safety requirements, security, privacy and efficiency; and validate these on realistic cases.
In addition, we will explore mixed-criticality scenarios (e.g., autonomous systems with remote connectivity),
where security functions are sharing the same execution platform with functions of different criticality. In
these domains, we seek to integrate software self-protection, local and remote trust assessment, and incident
detection and response.

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
For (RA 3.3.1), the first expected outcome (Y1) is to perform at least one new ecosystem studies in the context
of web security or domain name security, as well as a baseline measurement on client-side web security
techniques. In Y2, two new ecosystem measurements will be set up, including at least one longitudinal study.
For (RA 3.3.2), the first objective is to define a concrete model and evaluation methodology, including metrics,
for the most common step of reverse engineering of protected applications, being the search for the relevant
assets and code fragments under attack (Y1). The second objective is to validate that methodology (Y2). The
longer-term objective (Y3-Y5) is to develop similar methodologies to model the relation between other
protections and attacks, with a focus on tampering, thus enabling complete decision support.
Regarding diversity, the first objective is to obtain an overview of concrete technical hurdles in the Flemish
industry regarding the uptake of diversification-based protection (Y1). Based on the inputs we will collect in
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industry, we will then define a plan to develop the necessary adaptations and extensions to state-of-the-art
techniques to make them compatible with the industry's software development lifecycle requirements.
For (RA 3.3.3), the first expected outcome (Y1) is a study of the trade-offs between localized and centralized
detection and response systems. The second expected outcome includes secure and privacy-friendly
aggregation of localized detection and response systems (Y2).

Connections with other Research Tracks
Research Theme 1 on system security investigates the preservation of security guarantees across the system
stack. These activities build upon foundations of secure hardware and secure implementations of
cryptographic algorithms and protocols, as researched in Research Track 4 (Technology Building Blocks).
Moreover, the security guarantees provided by the security extensions of processors enable the research
activities on secure compilation in Research Track 1 (Application and Software Security) to preserve
guarantees across the stack. It is expected that the activities of Research Track 1 and Theme 1 (System
Security) will positively impact each other, strengthen each other’s results, and create opportunities for
collaboration.
The research activities on architectural side channels for general-purpose hardware in theme 1 (System
security) have similarities to the hardware-based side channels (Theme 4 of this Track 4). While they share
some techniques to obtain information, they operate at different abstraction levels; hence the required
countermeasures are very different.
The secure communication activities in an IoT or Industry 4.0 context (Theme 2) require efficient cryptographic
algorithms, as studied in Theme 2 of Track 4, to achieve high bandwidth or low latency. Moreover, the two
tracks also complement each other on protocol evaluation: this Track evaluates protocol implementations in
Theme 2, whereas Theme 3 of Track 4 focuses on the analysis of cryptographic protocols.
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5. Research Track 4: Technology Building Blocks:
Secure Hardware, Cryptography and Secure Implementations
Contributing Authors: Bart Preneel, Benedikt Gierlichs, Claudia Diaz, Cyprien Delpech de Saint Guilhem, Dave
Singelée, Elena Andreeva, Emmanuela Orsini, Frederik Vercauteren, Ingrid Verbauwhede, Nele Mentens, Nigel
Smart, Svetla Nikova, Vincent Rijmen, Wouter Castryck

Scope
This Research Track studies core cybersecurity technologies that underpin all security solutions: cryptographic
algorithms and protocols are essential for protection of data at rest and in transit; an emerging trend is the
protection of data while it being processed, also known as Computing on Encrypted Data (COED). Research
challenges are related to increasing the robustness against post-quantum threats, developing more
lightweight solutions and optimizing building blocks for Multi-Party Computation.
There are several reasons why cryptography and security benefit from hardware approaches: first, hardware
offers a strong root of trust, to securely store key material, to generate random numbers and to protect
sensitive computations; second, hardware implementations offer better performance in terms of throughput,
latency and power or energy consumption.
The research on hardware roots of trust will study solutions anchored in technology foundations: Physical
Unclonable Functions, true hardware random number generators and silicon odometers.
The last piece of the puzzle are secure implementations: this research will study efficient implementation of
novel cryptographic algorithms, the development of countermeasures against implementation attacks and
the study of white-box crypto.

Figure 5-1: Technology Building Blocks: Secure Hardware, Cryptography and Secure Implementations

The following research themes follow in further detail: (I) secure hardware: roots of trust anchored in
technology foundations, (II) cryptographic algorithms (III) cryptographic protocols and (IV) secure
implementations.

Secure Hardware: Roots of Trust Anchored into Technology Foundations
In classic hardware security research, the influence of semiconductor technology is not well covered mostly
due lack of knowledge of each other’s field. The security expertise of COSIC in collaboration with the
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semiconductor expertise of imec is therefore a unique proposition. We have identified several research topics
that require strong interaction between technology and security.
Physically unclonable functions (PUFs) and true random number generators (TRNGs) are two essential rootsof-trust that are directly impacted by technology development. A PUF provides a chip with a unique static
feature, i.e. a chip fingerprint, which cannot be remanufactured and hence can be used to identify this specific
chip. Conventionally, a PUF harvests the static entropy from random process variation of the devices or
interconnects, to generate the unique chip fingerprint. On the other hand, a TRNG can dynamically provide
random bits to the system. The entropy is harvested from the stochastic process that happens in operations,
such as thermal noise and clock jitters. In both cases, we need an in-depth study on technology to understand
the fundamental cause of process variations and the stochastic process.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
Customer story 1: Unique identification and key generation is essential in almost any security application,
whether it is for a secure web link or card key access to a door or a bank. The security of the application relies
on the secrecy of the key. Both PUFs and TRNGs are essential building blocks in this process.
Customer story 2: For equipment that remains in use for decades (e.g., airplanes or trains), new spare
electronic parts might no longer be available. Semiconductor companies are not able to still provide electronic
chips in old technologies. The equipment owner/manufacturer therefore needs to look for second hand or
recycled parts. At this moment, it is extremely difficult if not impossible to derive the usage, i.e. the odometer
reading, of a silicon chip. Some chips in older technologies might only have collected dust, others might have
been overused, e.g., by overclocking, or by overpowering. Therefore, on-chip silicon odometers that are
resistant to attacks need to be developed.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
PUFs are typically used to replace secure key-storage and to enable device authentication. Since PUF circuits
are affected by noise, the digital output will typically have errors. Early solutions to the problem of error-rates
relied on error-correcting codes and fuzzy extractors. Unfortunately, these solutions require costly embedded
non-volatile memories (NVM) for storing the helper data. A modern approach in PUF design aims towards
high-stability, ideal statistical properties and reconfigurability. Novel PUF types based on gate-oxide
breakdown [WU18,CHUANG18:2] and RRAM [CHUANG18] achieve 0% native bit error rate, thereby eliminating
the need for NVM for helper data storage. In addition, state-of-the-art implementations of these two PUF
types achieve ideal statistical properties without any bias or correlation between generated bits. RRAM PUFs
are a promising approach if the application requires reconfiguration. So far, we gained an in-depth
understanding of the physical mechanisms and limitations of reconfigurability. We have the quantitative
analysis to show the severity of the flaws in existing solutions. The logical next step is to investigate and apply
post processing methods to combat these flaws. Another topic that is missing in PUF state-of-the art is the
correct way to evaluate PUFs based on physical models rather than statistical tests.
A reliable age monitoring solution is needed to prevent chip recycling and reselling. Several implementations
of "silicon odometers" have been proposed using degradation mechanisms such as Biased Temperature
Instability (BTI), Hot-carrier Injection (HCI) or Electromigration (EM) [KEANE10, WANG14]. These
implementations, however, do not provide resilience against tampering. Since most of the degradation
mechanisms can be recovered to some extent, there may exist loopholes for tampering the recorded aging
information. One example is the odometer based on ring oscillators (RO), the oscillation frequency of an RO
can reflect the amount of hot-carrier injection (HCI) degradation caused by operation. Normally the HCI
degradation only gets worse with time, but there is an effect called thermal curing, which means the
degradation might be reversed by baking the chip at higher temperature. An adversary can therefore use this
mechanism to cheat. A more comprehensive study on the reliability physics is needed to design an accurate
and tamper-resistant silicon odometer.
TRNGs used in security applications have to comply with latest security standards such as German AIS-31
[KILLMANN11] and American NIST SP 800-90B [TURAN18]. Unlike the past approaches which relied on statistical
testing of the generated bits, a modern design approach requires a formal evaluation of TRNG security based
on the stochastic model of the randomness generating process. This approach requires deep understanding
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of the way that the noise is generated in the circuit and accurate measurement of technology parameters such
as noise strength. In addition, TRNGs require on-the-fly test modules to monitor the health of the entropy
source [Yang16] and post-processing modules that improve the entropy of the generated random data. One
interesting option for implementing post-processing modules is using entropy extractors. Entropy extractors
are Boolean functions that formally guarantee the full-entropy output as long as the input entropy is above
some minimal prescribed limit. Entropy extractors [BARAK06,DODIS04] have been studied in computer science
for many years but only a few hardware implementations are available in open literature [MATHEW16,ROZIC18].

Main Areas of Work
As the silicon technology follows Moore’s law, transistor dimensions have scaled down to the size of tens of
atoms. The variability in these advanced technologies increased drastically, since a small difference can make
a big impact on this tiny scale. Even though this increased variability is one of the major challenges for
technology scaling, it can give a positive impact on PUFs as well as on other security primitives. On the other
hand, since the end of CMOS technology scaling can almost be seen, more so-called beyond CMOS solutions
are being studied. In the pathfinding practices of these new technologies, there are plenty of opportunities to
be explored from a security perspective. In collaboration with the reliability group of imec and the hardware
security group of COSIC, three main areas of research have been identified.
(RA 4.1.1) Developing PUFs
Technology insights for PUF evaluation: By understanding the fundamental causes of the time-zero and time
dependent variability, we can both improve the performance of PUF and have a good design-time estimation
on the entropy. Although a well-defined statistical model is provided by the foundry, the chip designers or end
users typically do not know where the randomness comes from. A better understanding of the variability in
these process steps will help the designers to develop and evaluate PUF circuits at design time. Second, it can
help us to select a technology option that favors PUFs. Finally, it helps on developing methods to examine if
enough entropy is provided after the chip has been fabricated.
Developing PUFs in emerging technologies: This direction is focused on advanced CMOS technology nodes
and emerging memory technologies. For example, in finFET technologies, both transistors’ vertical spacers are
affected by variability of the manufacturing process. Moreover, the 3D stacking technique, which is widely
considered to realize the so-called system-in-package, also provides a large amount of variability to be
explored. Regarding resistive memory devices such as RRAM and MRAM, in addition to the device-to-device
variation, there is another term called cycle-to-cycle variation, which is caused by the inevitable stochastic
switching behavior. By properly using these variations, it is possible to make a big advance on PUF designs –
realizing truly reconfigurable PUFs.
(RA 4.1.2) True Random Number Generators
Self-tuning TRNG circuits. TRNGs are by design technology-dependent building blocks. To integrate such
building blocks in a system-on-chip, one typically has to first characterize the target technology using a test
chip, tune some design parameters and then implement the building block. This cycle requires time, expertise
and costs money. We will investigate and develop self-tuning TRNG circuits. That is, circuits that can self-adjust
their parameters on startup to provide good performance for the technology and environment parameters.
We will develop self-tuning TRNGs and quantify the design trade-offs that they can provide.
Entropy extractors. Our goal is to identify entropy extractors that are suitable for hardware implementation,
to explore the design trade-offs under the hardware limitations (e.g., interface, area) and to develop hardware
prototypes.
Designing efficient entropy sources. Based on imec’s expertise on semiconductor physics we will obtain better
in-depth understanding on how the noise in electronic circuits is generated. In addition, imec has expertise on
circuit design, which helps to design more efficient and reliable devices. Combining these, we aim to realize
better TRNGs that are compliant with the latest security standards.
(RA 4.1.3) Technology Solutions to Secure Circular Economy
Silicon odometers. Similar to vehicles, a silicon odometer is needed to record the actual usage of a chip to
mitigate the threats of IC counterfeiting and abusing of device lifetime. A silicon odometer needs to reflect
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the amount of device degradation, and should be tamper-free, i.e. the odometer cannot be turned-off at any
time, and the record cannot be modified. With our understanding on device reliability, we will investigate
different types of degradations, to design more precise silicon odometers and robust countermeasures for
physical tampering.

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
For (RA 4.1.1), the first result (Y1) will be the security analysis of PUFs based on physical and stochastic models,
rather than just black box statistical models. We will explore the PUF types that can provide the
reconfiguration ability, such as RRAM PUF. Current simulation results and physical models [CHUANG18] show
that re-configuration is not ideal. Therefore, we need to use some type of digital post-processing to
compensate for these non-idealities to assure that the circuit is truly reconfigurable. The second result (Y2)
will be a prototype containing a PUF followed by the chosen post-processing module, integrated into an
application (such as device authentication).
For (RA 4.1.2), the first result (Y1) will be developing reconfigurable, self-tuning entropy sources and testing
their efficiency on FPGA prototypes. The second result (Y2) will be efficient implementations of entropy
extractors. The long-term goal (Y5) is to fabricate a TRNG prototype using novel entropy sources and the
proposed post processing modules.
For (RA 4.1.3), the long-term goal (Y5) is to develop a prototype of an accurate and tamper-resistant silicon
odometer.

Cryptographic Algorithms
Cryptology is the science that studies mathematical techniques in order to provide secrecy, authenticity and
related properties for digital information. The goal is to protect data while in transit, in storage and during
computation; it lies at the core of the protection of digital data and processes. It also allows establishing trust
relationships over open networks and enables the collaboration of mutually distrusting parties towards
achieving a common goal. Cryptology is a fundamental enabler for security, privacy and trust. Today
cryptographic techniques are widely deployed at the core of computer and network security, and for
applications including finance, digital transactions, secure authentication However, there are a number of
important challenges that are not addressed by the current state-of-the-art deployed cryptographic
algorithms:
• For the Internet of Things, and in particular for applications with low-cost embedded devices, there is a
need for novel cryptographic designs for authenticated encryption that improve the current tradeoffs
between power/speed/energy/area/latency; in this context reducing latency and energy consumption
are two problems that so far have received insufficient attention.
• For cloud environments there is a need for advanced research on Computing on Encrypted Data (COED);
the most promising techniques are Multi-Party Computation (MPC) and Somewhat Fully Homomorphic
Encryption (SFHE). For specific problems, more efficient dedicated protocols can be developed.
• As Computing on Encrypted Data (COED) becomes increasingly important, symmetric cryptographic
algorithms should be designed to optimally fit the constraints of these new contexts; this includes
minimizing the total number of AND gates and/or the AND depth.
• The progress on developing large quantum computers poses a major threat to most public-key
deployments and a moderate threat to many symmetric key systems. While some progress has been
made in the past decade on the development of post-quantum cryptography, a substantial amount of
research is needed to develop robust solutions that would be suitable replacements for the current
solutions in the next 5-7 years.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
There is a strong industry demand for novel cryptographic solutions. As the developments are mostly driven
by standardization, it is important to align the work with current and future standardization initiatives in
standardization bodies such a NIST, IETF, ISO/IEC and ETSI. Currently NIST has ongoing efforts on postquantum
cryptography, lightweight cryptography and threshold cryptography. Moreover, one can anticipate that in the
next 3-5 years standardization efforts in Computing on Encrypted Data (COED) will pick up.
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Customer story 1: company in finance or insurance needs to migrate towards cryptographic algorithms and
protocols secure against attacks on quantum computers; this is essential for security of 15 years and more.
Customer story 2: company developing implantable medical devices requires a cryptographic algorithm that
can work on a very low energy budget in order to avoid early exhaustion of the battery (or usage of harvested
energy) and in order to avoid local heating of the human body.
Customer story 3: Two or more companies want to perform some computation on their joint private data,
without revealing to each other the exact nature of the data. This could for example be a set of companies
organizing a complex supply chain in which demand and supply of capacity is a price sensitive variable, or
companies wishing to engage in an auction (such as financial institutions trading stocks or currencies), or could
be organizations wishing to extract data from joint records on individuals without compromising privacy. For
these purposes methods to compute on encrypted data are necessary.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
Symmetric-key algorithms form the backbone of the security architectures that protect critical infrastructures
such as banking, mobile networks and the Internet. For these applications there exist portfolios of secure
algorithms (including the widely deployed AES algorithm [DAEMEN02] and the algorithms of 3GPP
[ETSI17,ETSI19]), however the search continues to improve the trade-offs between security, cost and
performance and in particular long-term security.
Secondly, with the advent of smart devices, there comes a growing need for new primitives that are better
suited for low-end processors and nodes with tight energy constraints [NIST17L]. Additionally, the increasing
demands on secure computing platforms (studied in Research Track 3) require primitives that can protect the
memory and the communication lines inside computing platforms; in this context, latency is important.
Examples of such designs are Chaskey [MOUHA14], PRINCE [BORGHOFF12] and SKINNY [BEIERLE16]. The CAESAR
competition has yielded new insights in the robustness of these primitives and novel constructions for
authenticated encryption but has also generated new design approaches and open problems [CAESAR19]. A
novel design in this domain has been the forkcipher [ANDREEVA18], that is suitable for efficient lightweight
authenticated encryption of short messages [ANDREEVA19].
Thirdly, the deployment of platforms for Computing on Encrypted Data (e.g., multi-party computation and
homomorphic encryption) requires new primitives that can be implemented efficiently on these platforms. In
recent years the advancements in these areas have enabled a growing number of practical solutions. In MPC
linear operations come almost for free but non-linear operations are extremely expensive. This step incurs
communication cost and is often performed by using a so-called ”Beaver triple”, which is precomputed in an
offline phase. There is emerging research area that studies primitives for symmetric key encryption that are
particularly suitable for MPC and FHE-based systems. There are a first set of designs and also some novel
attacks [DOBRAUNIG18,GRASSI16,RECHBERGER18]. The ongoing activities of NIST in the standardization of
lightweight cryptographic algorithms [NIST19L] form just one illustration of the liveliness of this topic. Most of
the schemes for arbitrary length data (modes of operation) used in the classical two-party setting in symmetric
cryptography come with security proofs only over binary fields. Only a few works [ROTARU17,GRASSI16] have
so far researched the suitability of the classical symmetric modes of operation for MPC. Due to the different
cost metrics in MPC and the fact that many practical MPC protocols work over large prime fields, when
working with non-binary fields in the MPC setting one cannot directly apply the classical modes designed for
binary fields. The design principles for modes over such MPC native fields are not well understood.
Finally, most applications that involve the protection of digital rights require primitives that are suitable for
white-box or gray-box cryptography – the research on the security in these models is included in Theme 4 on
secure implementations).
Following the current insights, symmetric-key algorithms offer a better resistance against attacks using
quantum computers, hence proposals for applications such as electronic signatures based on symmetric-key
techniques attract more and more attention (e.g., [BERNSTEIN15]).
Since the foundational work of Diffie and Hellman (DH) [DIFFIE76], public-key cryptographic algorithms have
become ubiquitous in communication technology. Indeed, algorithms such as DH key exchange (DHE)
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[Diffie76], RSA encryption [RIVEST78] and the DSA [NIST94] – together with their more efficient elliptic curvebased variants such as ECDHE and ECDSA – are used every day by billions to securely communicate over the
Internet. The most recent TLS 1.3 standard [IETF18], completed last year and intended to bring a significant
improvement to the security of Internet communications, still makes use of these public-key algorithms.
However, these widely deployed algorithms are not resistant to quantum computers and in the last decade
there has been a strong drive of research to develop replacement post-quantum primitives. This culminated
in the ongoing NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQCrypto) competition [NIST16] which has received
submissions based on different mathematical assumptions. Several are constructed from lattice-based
assumptions (CRYSTALS [CRYSTALS17], FrodoKEM [FRODOKEM17], etc.) but others use different assumptions
such as elliptic curve isogenies (SIKE [SIKE17]) or multivariate quadratic (MQ) systems – with COSIC’s SABER
[SABER17] and LUOV [LUOV17] submissions having advanced to Round 2 of the competition in January 2019.
It is still unclear which assumption(s) will provide the best security against quantum computers and much
active research is currently directed at understanding the limits of the proposed primitives. COSIC’s work is
well represented here as well with recently published attacks [Beullens18] and numerous contributions to the
discussion forums.
Another significant line of research is that of threshold computation of public-key algorithms. Recent works
have proposed constructions for the classical ECDSA algorithm as it is currently the most widely deployed
[DOERNER18, GENNARO18, LINDELL18]. Furthermore, NIST has also issued communications indicating that further
research should be conducted in this direction [NIST19]. COSIC is also present in this area, notably with the
upcoming publication of a threshold construction for a lattice-based post-quantum algorithm [KRAITSBERG19].
Secure pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs) (also known as Deterministic Random Bit Generators or
DRBGs) underpin the vast majority of cryptographic applications. Relative to its importance, this area is underresearched. Moreover, multiple issues have been identified with deployments. For example, the NIST SP 80090A [SHUMOW07] has had a troubled history, particularly in light of the now infamous DualEC-DRBG. Recently,
Woodage and Shumow [WOODAGE19] analyzed the security properties of the three novel DRBG mechanisms
(HASH-DRBG, HMAC-DRBG, CTR-DRBG) in the NIST SP 800-90A [BARKER15] standard.

Main Areas of Work
The research is divided into three activities: one on symmetric cryptographic algorithms, one on public-key
cryptographic algorithms and one on validation and proofs.
For each of these research lines a combination may be required of mathematical research on hard problems
to base the security on and of adapted security tools and models for evaluation.
(RA 4.2.1) Symmetric-key Algoritms
Our research on the security of novel authenticated encryption algorithm will build on the results of the
CAESAR competition [CAESAR19]. Further study is required to increase the assurance in these constructions;
moreover, the know-how built up during this competition is a useful starting point to develop novel designs
that offer improved security/performance tradeoffs. Our approach will cover both the design and analysis of
new building blocks; the corresponding security reductions based on formal assumptions on the building
blocks will be studied in (RA 4.2.3).
Study of lightweight symmetric primitives for low-end processors and nodes with tight energy constraint. This
research will include both cryptanalyzing existing proposals and designing new proposals; the work will feed
into NIST ongoing standardization activity in the area of Lightweight cryptography) [NISTL].
COED platforms have resulted in new optimization criteria for symmetric cryptography such as the reduction
of the number of AND operations per bit or the reduction of the depth of the AND gates. Moreover, it can be
advantageous to design symmetric algorithms over fields of characteristic larger than 2. This results in new
design principles, in a renewed interest in algebraic attacks and in development of novel cryptanalytic
techniques. In addition, these building blocks enable services such as distributed/threshold Oblivious PRFs
which have a strong potential for applications.
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(RA 4.2.2) Public-key Algorithms
Development and evaluation of new post-quantum primitives based on lattices, isogenies and multivariate
quadratic (MQ) systems. This work will analyze existing basic primitives such as digital signatures, encryption
and key-establishment and propose new constructions. It will also develop primitives with higher privacy
preserving functionalities than that of the current NIST project. These advancements in post-quantum
primitives will serve to design higher level post-quantum protocols such as authenticated key-establishment,
identification schemes, oblivious transfer or zero-knowledge proofs in Theme 3.
In addition, we will develop threshold constructions of these post-quantum primitives to suit a wide variety
of distributed environments and their respective threat models. This will also drive advancement in algorithms
for general threshold computation technologies.
Both of the above will be influenced by and feed into NIST standardization activity in the area of post-quantum
cryptography [NISTP] and threshold cryptography [NISTL].
The above will also drive advancements on the core algorithmic components of FHE and MPC as well as on
dedicated algorithms for specific computations such as private information retrieval (PIR) and private set
intersection (PSI). These algorithm-level improvements will take into consideration both lower-level
implementation (theme 4) and higher-level protocol (theme 3) requirements in order to provide the most
adapted security and performance improvements.
(RA 4.2.3) Proofs and Validation
This research activity focuses on the analysis and exploration of proof techniques for validating the security
of cryptographic primitives. It will follow the principles of the provable security paradigm and make use of
security models and security reductions to provide formal guarantees of security.
The work will apply across both symmetric (RA4.2.1) and public-key (RA4.2.2) primitives to analyze both
existing state-of-the-art proposals and also all new designs constructed within this theme. For each category
of primitive, first the best models will be identified, then each new primitive will be analyzed according to its
relevant model and different design techniques will be compared based on the security guarantees that they
provide. This analysis will drive developments in proof techniques for all categories of cryptographic
primitives.
A particular area that will be investigated in symmetric cryptology are modes operation for Pseudo-Random
Number Generators (PRNGs): while PRNGs are widely used but they are some of the least studied
cryptographic building blocks. In our research, we will analyze the security of widely used PRNGs such as CTDRBG; hereby we will use alternative designs and proof approaches. A second line of research will be the
analysis off forkciphers and alternatives to the Feistel cipher solutions, such as the one of Lai and Massey
[LAI91].

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
For (RA 4.2.1) we will develop novel cryptanalysis methods to give improved insights in the security of
lightweight algorithms (Y1). A next goal will be the design of novel symmetric-key algorithms over fields with
characteristic larger than 2 for COED applications (Y2). A longer term effort is the design of algorithms for
applications with very tight energy constraints (Y5).
For (RA 4.2.2) we will develop proofs for the classical symmetric modes in the MPC setting (Y1). We will
develop and design novel MPC-friendly proofs, schemes and models. The combination of both results will
enable us to provide a comprehensive security model and a set of symmetric tools suitable for the MPC
setting.
For (RA 4.2.3) we will analyze existing primitives within advanced new security models (such as PRNGs) and
new constructions (such as the forkcipher) within established models (Y1). We will refine the requirements
for advanced new models and established models and then analyze and compare novel designs, and variations
thereof, of primitives within the relevant models (Y2). As a
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Cryptographic Protocols
While cryptographic algorithms form the core protection technology, these algorithms are typically assembled
in cryptographic protocols to achieve specific goals. A central goal is the creation of secure channels, which
builds on Authenticated Key Establishment (AKE). Widely deployed examples are SSL/TLS, IPsec, the 3GPP
Authenticated Key Agreement (AKA) protocols, and the Signal protocol.
Advanced cryptographic protocols can be extremely beneficial for enhancing security and privacy in the cloud
and in complex application protocols; there is a need for sophisticated protocols that avoid single points of
failure (through distributed cryptography) and that allow to reconcile the mutually conflicting interests of the
stakeholders (e.g., privacy of user data, correctness of results). While there has been substantial progress in
the past decade, there is still a very large gap between academic work and industrial practice; there are
challenges related to performance, the availability of cryptographic libraries with the right features, and the
lack of understanding of the potential of this approach.
The areas studied in this theme will be distance bounding protocols to defeat relay attacks, Oblivious Transfer
protocols to enhance Multi-Party Computation (MPC) protocols, distributed consensus protocols for
blockchain and mix networks to hide metadata in transaction and messaging systems.
The research is divided into five activities: distance bounding, protocols for MPC, protocols for blockchain,
protocols for protecting metadata and security analysis for protocols.

Industry Needs – Use Cases
As for cryptographic algorithms, there is a growing industry demand for novel cryptographic protocols. For
basic protocols such as Authenticated Key Agreement (AKA), the developments are strongly driven by
standardization and in particular by IETF and ETSI. For more advanced protocols, such as distance bounding,
Multi-Party Computation (MPC), distributed consensus algorithms and protection of metadata, there is more
room for dedicated solutions. One can expect that in the next decade standardization will become increasingly
important in some of these areas.
There is a need for further analysis tools to support the analysis and development of cryptographic protocols.
The basic protocols for the protection of network traffic and data at rest are well understood, but there are
still issues with widely protocols that protect the core of the Internet today. Overall, there is strong need for
tools and methods to support the security analysis and validation of cryptographic algorithms.
Many environments require secure authentication of users or devices to other devices. It is well known that
standard protocols for entity authentication are vulnerable to relay attacks, in which an opponent interjects
itself between the two entities; in the past years such relay attacks have been deployed by criminal
organizations, for example to defeat Passive Keyless Entry Systems (PKES) for cars. The automotive and
financial industries are currently exploring several options; one can expect that this will expand to other
sectors that are relying on IoT.
Advanced cloud interactions will increasingly use Multi-Party Computation (MPC) to create value out of data
while protecting the legitimate interests of each party; Oblivious Transfer (OT) protocols form a central
building block of MPC protocols. While these protocols are not directly visible to the users, they form a central
element to improve the performance.
Blockchain technologies show great progress in achieving distributed consensus in an innovative an open way.
By combining immutability and transparency, blockchains are a great tool to store transaction logs or any
other data that can then later be audited.
Customer story 1: company requires authenticated key management protocol to securely contact and update
a large number of sensor nodes in the field.
Customer story 2: company in the automotive sector needs to provide secure passive keyless entry system
into a car that is robust against sophisticated relay attacks.
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Customer story 3: company wants to deploy a new blockchain protocol that offers increased privacy and
robustness in order to optimize a large logistics chain with multiple parties.

State of the art: Highlights
Whilst early works quickly arrived at stable notions of security for cryptographic algorithms, the state of
security models for more complex protocols has not been so definite. Each area of protocol design is rich with
a multitude of models; for example, for Authenticated Key Establishment (AKE) early works date to 1994
[BELLARE94] but there have been many additions to and divergences from the original definitions
[CANETTI01B,CREMERS12]. For other areas, an overarching framework that captures protocols with different
goals (such as the Universal Composability (UC) framework [CANETTI01A] for MPC) has been developed and it
has allowed for flexible design of security notions despite its complexity. There has been extensive analysis of
widely used protocols such as TLS (e.g., [MORRISSEY10]). Recently, there has also been an emergence of
automated verification tools, such as [PROVERIF] or [EASYCRYPT] which can be used to ease the analysis of new
protocols.
Many contactless, radio-based systems, for example electronic payment or Passive Keyless Entry Systems
(PKES), are vulnerable to distance-based frauds. Particularly relay attacks are of interest, and have been
demonstrated both in a lab setting as well in daily life by criminal organizations. Beth and Desmedt [BETH90]
introduced the notion of timed message exchanges to prevent relay attacks. This idea has been generalized
later on, first by Brands and Chaum [BRANDS94] and later by Hancke and Kuhn [HANCKE05], resulting in the
concept of distance bounding protocols. Distance bounding protocols allow a verifier to both authenticate a
prover and evaluate whether the latter is located in his vicinity. To determine an upper bound on the distance
between verifier and prover, distance bounding protocols combine physical and cryptographic properties.
However, it is a challenging research problem to design and implement these protocols in practice. One of the
first attempts was made by Rasmussen and Capkun [RASMUSSEN10], and later improved by Ranganathan et al.
[RANGANATHAN12], based on an analog or hybrid design approach. Some proposals rely on Ultra-Wide Band
(UWB), for example by Tippenhauer et al. [TIPPENHAUER15] and Singh et al. [SINGH19]. However, this is still a
rather unexplored research area, and there is a clear need for practical, low-cost and secure designs and
implementations of distance bounding protocols.
The last ten years have seen a remarkable advance in practical secure multi-party computation (MPC)
protocols, to the extent that many problems arising in practice can be solved. One of the main cryptographic
building block of many efficient MPC protocols, is Oblivious Transfer (OT), originally proposed by Rabin in 1981
[RABIN81]. OT protocols are used in the construction of a range of protocols, in particular, OT is sufficient and
necessary for secure multi-party computation, and is often also used in special purpose protocols for tasks
such as private set intersection. Thus, the efficiency characteristics of the OT protocol directly affect the
efficiency of the resulting secure computation protocol. Unfortunately, OT requires public-key machinery, so
even the most efficient oblivious transfer constructions come with a relatively high cost. In 2003, it was
discovered how one can “extend OT” starting with a small number of base OTs to create essentially an
unlimited number of OTs using only symmetric primitives [ISHAI03]. This passive-secure protocol was later
generalized to support active-security in 2015 by [KELLER15]. Other efficient general-purpose securemultiparty protocols [NIELSEN12,WANG17,CRAMER18] are based on OT. Even though these extension protocols
are very efficient from a computational point of view, they still require high communication costs. This impacts
the communication efficiency of the resulting secure computation protocols with a large number of parties.
Other than efficiency, another problem regarding OT is security: the most efficient OT constructions
[PEIKERT08,CHOU15] are not post-quantum secure since they are based on number-theoretic assumptions such
as the Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem (DDH). This means that the possible future advent of quantum
computer will immediately render insecure not only OT constructions, but also all the protocols and
applications based on it.
Blockchain technology is poised to make a major impact on the way organizations deal with data and how
transactions are being processed. The innovation driven by blockchain was inspired by the development of
Bitcoin [NAKAMOTO08] and other cryptocurrencies as well as the emergence of novel platforms for smart
contracts such as Ethereum [WOOD14]. Bitcoin provided an innovative solution to distributed consensus (i.e.
the Byzantine generals’ problem) for an open system, that is, a system in which the number of players is a
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priori unknown and can change over time [GARAY15]. This solution made use of chained Merkle trees, a
technology invented for digital timestamping [HABER90,MASSIAS99], and proofs of work, a technology
developed to fight SPAM [BACK02,DWORK92,DWORK03] and also proposed for electronic cash [DAI98]. The main
challenges of the cryptocurrencies and transaction systems building on these proofs of work are the scalability
[CROMAN16] (in particular, the energy consumption of the Bitcoin proof of work is estimated to be comparable
to that of Austria or Greece, while less than 10 transactions per second can be processed) and the stability
against malicious adversaries [ZHANG19]. At this moment there is a quickly growing body of research that
attempts to address these problems. Moreover, the transparency of public blockchains raises a trilemma
among public verifiability, privacy and performance, which researchers are striving to break.
The protection of metadata in communications and transactions is becoming increasingly important. Due to
the fast reduction of the cost of public-key cryptography, many applications can now deploy end-to-end
security to protect the contents of communications. However, at the same time there is a growing
understanding that most of our modern systems expose huge quantities of metadata such as location,
communication patterns, social relations, and transaction patterns. Besides being unprotected and available
to a variety of entities, metadata is in machine readable formats and therefore very easy to process and
analyze at scale [DIFFIE07]. A growing number of players are collecting and exploiting this metadata for their
own purposes. This is a concern, as “metadata is data” and in particular metadata can reveal highly sensitive
information. For example, the fact that a person interacts with an oncologist, a divorce lawyer, or an
investigative journalist might be very revealing even if the contents of their conversation are not available.
Moreover, while there is extensive research on technologies to hide metadata, the deployment of these
technologies is rather limited [SHIRAZI19]. The only solution that has millions of users is the Tor network
[DINGELDINE04]. Tor provides low-latency bidirectional channels suitable for real-time communications such as
web traffic; that can hide the identity of clients and offer hidden services. While Tor is a valuable tool, it has
become clear that it has serious limitations, which are inherent to its low latency and low bandwidth
constraints [JOHSON13, OVERDORF17]. Therefore, there has been an increased interest in mix networks, which
were first proposed by Chaum in the 1980s [CHAUM81]. While mix networks impose longer delays, they also
allow to offer much stronger security guarantees, including strong anonymity properties towards global
adversaries. Furthermore, the increased bandwidth capacity of modern networks allows for the use of dummy
traffic techniques in combination with mixing, which further strengthens the privacy properties offered by mix
networks [PIOTROWSKA17].

Main Areas of Work
The research is divided into five activities: distance bounding, protocols for MPC, protocols for blockchain,
protocols for protecting metadata and security analysis for protocols.
(RA 4.3.1) Cryptographic Protocols for Distance Bounding
Relay attacks can be prevented by the use of secure distance bounding protocols. However, one of the main
research challenges is to design and implement a distance bounding protocol that offers good trade-offs
between security, cost and deployability:
• Security: Two categories of attacks need to be considered: protocol attacks (e.g., a relay attack) and
implementation attacks. The latter are attacks that aim to exploit specific implementation details or
characteristics of the wireless communication process to carry out a protocol attack. Examples are earlydetect and late-commit attacks, CICADA attacks on UWB systems, etc.
• Cost: Ideally, the distance bounding protocol should be implemented on low-cost devices such as a key
fob, an IoT device or a medical implant. Another interesting target platform will be a smartphone. In all
cases, the cost of integrating distance bounding should be limited.
• Deployability: This is strongly related to the cost. The distance bounding protocol should be compatible
with existing communication standards, such as Bluetooth, UWB or VLC (Visible Light Communication).
Specifically Bluetooth is of interest, as it is already supported by a large number of devices and systems.
This Research Activity will focus on the secure implementation of distance bounding protocols, considering
the trade-off mentioned above. The following research tasks are planned:
• Design and implementation of distance bounding protocols.
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• Security evaluation, with particular focus on the prevention of relay attacks. This could include formal
verification, as well as practical experiments.
• Building security services on top of distance bounding: This could include authentication and access
control, device pairing, secure localization, but also secure network topology services.
(RA 4.3.2) Cryptographic Protocols Design for MPC Applications
A first line of research consists of improving the communication costs of OT extensions protocols using codebased assumptions, or relaxed definitions of OT, that can still be used in the design of secure multiparty
protocols and applications.
A second line of research can be outlined by noting that OT can be constructed by different assumptions;
whether the construction assumes the Random Oracle Model (ROM), or a Common Reference String (CRS), or
has no such assumption; as well as the underlying hard problem on which security is based, for example the
Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption CDH or the Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption, or
Learning Parity with Noise (LPN) or Learning with Errors (LWE) for lattice-based construction, or McEliece style
problems for coding-based constructions. Unfortunately, the most efficient constructions are those based on
DDH and CDH. However, any future quantum computer would enable efficient breaking of security of these
discrete-logarithm-based variants. We will focus our research on efficient constructions based on lattices,
isogenies and coding theory problems.
We will integrate OT-based protocols in our current MPC framework SCALE/MAMBA [SCALE], which is mainly
based on lattice-based homomorphic encryption, allowing efficient binary and arithmetic circuit evaluation.
(RA 4.3.3) Cryptographic Protocols for Blockchain
Further analysis of Bitcoin’s Nakamoto consensus (NC): As the first consensus protocol in an open system, NC
receives more attention from academia than all its successors. However, to date, security analysis of NC only
focuses on simplified versions of the protocol in simplified network settings. A series of research questions
remain unanswered when more realistic network settings are considered. For example, how are the
participants’ incentives affected in the presence of a network-level attack? As NC fails to achieve security in
an asynchronous model for which it has been designed, is it possible to modify the protocol so that it can
achieve stronger security properties in a synchronous model? As we learned that slower block propagation is
in favor of big miners, what are the boundary conditions of this phenomenon? With proper modeling, we can
answer these questions, which allows us to design more robust protocols that take network conditions into
account.
Unified framework for analyzing complex consensus protocols: A considerable number of consensus protocols
are proposed following the footstep of NC, all claim to achieve stronger security properties. However, it is
difficult to evaluate whether there is actual technological progress as these protocols prove their security
under different assumptions. With tools from artificial intelligence, we can quantify the effectiveness of these
protocols under the same security assumptions and compare their security and performance, which will lead
to additional insights.
Performance evaluation for alternative consensus protocols: Acknowledging the scalability barrier of the
underlying consensus protocols, a growing number of blockchains adopt alternative ledger topologies, i.e.,
direct acyclic graphs (DAG), or sharding—splitting transaction addresses into different zones—for better
throughput. However, each of these approaches introduces additional performance tradeoffs. We will
simulate these protocols to compute their actual throughput and determine whether these approaches are
feasible and if so, when can their performance gain outweighs the cost. By eliminating impractical approaches,
we aim to unify the community for further throughput improvements on the practical ones.
Breaking the public-verifiability, privacy and performance trilemma: Most existing smart contract platforms
sacrifice privacy and performance for public verifiability. To enable better privacy or better performance,
researchers propose to use slow and heavy cryptography or to partially sacrifice public verifiability,
respectively. We aim to look into the details of real-world smart contract use cases and design protocols and
smart contracts that achieve all three properties simultaneously. This work has the potential to accelerate the
adoption of smart contracts.
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(RA 4.3.4) Cryptographic Protocols for Mix Networks
Mix network designs that provide secure, scalable and deployable anonymous communication channels
remain an open challenge. In this research we will tackle a number of questions that need to be solved to
make such networks deployable.
First, we will study the security of mix network protocols considering adversaries who observe large portions
of the network and have the ability to corrupt a significant number of mixes. The goals are to devise strategies
for mix topology selection that cannot be influenced by adversaries, to detect misbehavior in a way that
enables the exclusion of malicious mixes, and to understand how privacy properties degrade when the
percentage of corrupted mixes increases. We will study how MPC protocols can be used in mixnet designs to
improve resilience towards adversarial compromise.
Second, we will investigate the effects of routing different classes of traffic over a mixnet. Existing work in
mixnet design typically considers that only one class of traffic is being routed by the network. It is not known
how aggregating diverse types of traffic over the same mix network affects the security guarantees. Yet this is
a crucial question in order to design general-purpose mixnets that can support multiple use cases and thus
function as a privacy enhanced communication infrastructure.
Finally, we will study the extent to which persistent communication patterns can be recovered by combining
observations over an extended duration and devise cover traffic strategies that provide protection for those
long-term patterns.
(RA 4.3.5) Security Analysis of Cryptographic Protocols
The research will be conducted along two interacting axes. The first will be the study and design of security
models and frameworks. The second will be the application of these models to existing protocols (proposed
and deployed) and to those newly designed as part of this research project; this application will also inform
further elaboration of appropriate security models.
The core elements of the design axis will be models tailored to specific applications. The construction of such
models will be informed by existing models and by newly arising requirements from protocols. This will include
research on security notions defined within the UC framework with the refinement of existing definitions and
the elaboration of new ones. Alongside these core elements, an overarching framework for defining models
of security will be considered, this will allow more direct comparisons of new models. This framework will
then be used to expand the scope of the models.
The second axis will construct security proofs for the advanced protocols of this project within the relevant
models studied in the first axis. On one hand, this will be used to analyze existing protocols (proposed and
deployed), identify construction and proof flaws and, in combination with work from the RAs above, propose
mitigation elements. On the other hand, the relevant models and frameworks will be used to construct proofs
for all newly developed protocols as part of this theme. This will strongly support every advancement with
provable security guarantees.
In addition, the latest parameter estimates for the underlying algorithmic primitives used (as evaluated in
Track 2) will allow for the computation of recommended parameters for each new protocol. These concrete
parameters will be established to match security levels set by standardization works such as the NIST
competition and to follow developments in cryptanalysis.

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
For (RA 4.3.1), the first result (Y1) will be the development of the basic building blocks of a distance bounding
protocol that is designed particularly for narrow-band systems (e.g., based on Bluetooth). The second result
(Y2) is a security evaluation and a proof-of-concept implementation of the full narrow-band distance bounding
protocol. The third result (Y5) is the development of distance bounding protocols based on other radio
principles, for example UWB.
For (RA 4.3.2), the first result (Y1) will explore different strategies for communication efficient OT-extension
and post-quantum-secure OT constructions, based on different post-quantum assumption in the UC-security
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model. The second result (Y2) will implement these solutions and integrate them in the SCALE/MAMBA
system.
For (RA 4.3.3), the first result (Y1) aims to solve several concrete challenges in order to gain a deeper
understanding into the technology: (1) What are the attacker's optimal selfish mining strategies in
combination with an eclipse attack? Whether the eclipsed victim has an incentive to defend against this
attack? (2) What are the boundary conditions when slower block propagation is in favor of big miners? How
will they affect the future of cryptocurrency mining ecosystem? (3) Simulate DAG and sharding protocols to
compute their actual throughput and determine whether these approaches are feasible and if so, when can
their performance gain outweighs the cost. (4) Design several concrete smart contracts that achieve public
verifiability, privacy and performance and the same time. The second result (Y2) will be the design better
protocols based on the understandings we gained from the first period: (1) Design a general smart contract
framework for breaking the public verifiability, privacy and performance trilemma. (2) Design a modified NC
protocol that achieves stronger security properties within a synchronous model. The third result (Y5) aims for
a series of complete analyzes of all permissionless consensus protocols.
For (RA 4.3.4) the first result (Y1) will be the development of models that can be used to analyze the security
of mixnets towards corrupted nodes and that consider networks with heterogeneous traffic. The second result
(Y2) is the development of mixnet designs that offer improved resilience towards corruption and that can
effectively blend together traffic with different characteristics (volume and latency constraints). The third
result (Y5) will be the development of analytics tools for measuring long-term disclosure, as well as
countermeasures to prevent such disclosure.
For (RA 4.3.5), the first result (Y2) will be proofs and analyzes of newly constructed advanced and existing
protocols for one or two selected application areas within relevant models. The second result (Y5) will expand
the first models and protocols, and design variations thereof, and also focus on additional application areas
and their relevant models.

Secure and Efficient Cryptographic Implementations
The main focus of this research topic is development of efficient cryptographic software and hardware
libraries with built-in security against side-channel and fault attacks. This research will be performed in close
collaboration with the research on cryptographic algorithms and protocols (see previous two topics), with the
technology input of topic 1. The results of this research topic are directly useful in many use cases in Research
Track 2 on Security services and Research Track 3 on System and Infrastructure Security.

Industry Needs – Use Cases and Technology Outlook
Progress on Moore’s law in classic semiconductor technology and the technology improvement of quantum
computers, provide even more computation power to the attacker. The attacker has cloud computing,
massively internet connected PCs and even botnets of IoT devices to his disposal. Hence a new generation of
algorithms is being proposed (see above in Theme 2) on the one end to support public key infrastructure and
homomorphic encryption in the cloud, on the other end to support lightweight cryptography into wireless
energy-starved IoT devices. Both, these new generations of post-quantum and lightweight algorithms still
need efficient and secure implementations in classic semiconductor technologies. A cloud computing set-up
typically requires extremely high throughputs while keeping the cooling requirements and thus power
consumption under control. In a typical IoT sensor-actuator set-up e.g., in automotive or health-care, fast
reaction time is essential. This requires implementations with low latency while combining this with small
footprint and low energy consumption to keep the cost down and to preserve the battery of the IoT device.
Besides efficiency in terms of memory footprint, throughput, latency, power and/or energy, the
implementations also have to be secure against physical side-channel and fault attacks. Sophisticated security
certification and evaluation methods (FIPS, CC, etc.) have been established to give assurance about the
security claims by independent evaluation and testing. The drawback is that certification is time consuming,
expensive and sometimes the results are not repeatable. There is additionally an emerging need on one side
for further developing provably secure protection methods and automated verification tools and on the other
side improving the efficiency and quality of certification by integrating these tools and methods which will
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allow assessment of the physical attacks resilience of the implementations without always the immediate
necessity to be tested manually in certification labs.
For many applications such as conditional access, media protection and banking, hardware modules are being
replaced by software solutions. The key challenge is then to protect cryptographic keys in an adequate way in
software. White-box cryptography (WBC) is becoming the solution of choice to create such a protection.
Despite all academic white-box implementations being broken, the deployment of WBC in industry keeps
increasing.

State-of-the-art: Highlights
Multiple implementation aspects for cryptographic algorithms and protocols need to be considered. There
are complete new classes of algorithms of which the implementation cost is unknown (RA 4.4.1). Together
with the implementation cost also the resistance of the implementation against side-channel and fault attacks
is required (RA 4.4.2). Special attention and a different approach is needed when software implementations
have no hardware handles or secure storage for protection: in this situation white-box cryptography is
required (RA 4.4.3).

(RA 4.4.1) Implementation Challenges of Post-quantum, FHE, Lightweight Crypto on Novel Compute Platforms
The post-quantum secure algorithms mentioned in research topic above (RA 4.2.2), as well as the
cryptographic protocols need efficient implementations in existing and future hardware platforms. The
computationally very demanding applications, such as fully or somewhat homomorphic encryption
applications, will need to run in an efficient way on novel multi-core platforms, consisting of a heterogeneous
mix of CPU’s, GPU’s and hardware co-processors.
There is a long tradition of secure and efficient implementation of public-key algorithms. Examples are
extremely lightweight versions of elliptic curve that fit into the power budget of a passive RFID tag [Lee08].
The implementations also need to be resistant to a wide range of attacks [FAN10]. New generations of elliptic
curve algorithms with different properties and higher security levels also need implementations [TURAN19].
The first proposals for post-quantum cryptographic algorithms resulted in designs for hardware building
blocks for post-quantum computing. An example is the compact Ring Learning With Errors (RLWE) coprocessor [SINHAROY14]. These solutions also require co-processor modules resistant to side-channel attacks.
Constant time is essential [KARMAKAR18] and masking protects against EM and power attacks [REPARAZ16].
More recently, processors and co-processors to support homomorphic encryption have been introduced.
While almost all publications focus on CPU or GPU implementations, our original focus is on hardware
acceleration or co-processors with their own instruction set [SINHAROY17, SINHAROY18, SINHAROY19].
The design of lightweight crypto algorithms requires a close cooperation between cryptographers and experts
on implementation. Lightweight is a broad term and could cover many different aspects: low area, low
memory footprint, low power or low energy or low latency down to single cycle implementations
[MAENE15,SIJACIC16].
Besides the algorithms, also the digital platforms change. While in the past, implementations were either
focused on software implementations, limited by the instruction set at hand, or hardware implementations,
which fixes the implementation, many more hybrid forms of computation appear. One is the appearance of
heterogeneous multi-core platforms, with fine-grain and coarse grain computation engines, another is the
appearance of much more distributed memory architectures. Moreover, with the integration of FPGAs into
mainstream compute platforms, a hardware architecture is no longer ‘hard’ but can be reconditioned through
partial reconfiguration even when deployed. This way, cryptographic agility can be enabled, i.e. the ability of
an implementation to be updated after deployment, to thwart newly discovered theoretical or physical
vulnerabilities, or to comply with new standards. In order to develop energy-efficient and agile platforms,
embedded FPGA (eFPGA) platforms, tailored to cryptographic algorithms, are proposed [MENTENS18]. The
features of these new platforms should be taken into account.
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(RA 4.4.2) Side-Channel and Fault Attacks
The traditional application of cryptography is the protection of communication lines. It is usually assumed that
both sender and receiver have equipment that is protected by physical means against attacks. In modern
applications like payment cards, set-top boxes, DRM protection, sensor nodes etc., this assumption is no
longer true. The attacker often has physical access to the device that is executing the cryptographic algorithm,
and can measure side channels (execution time [KOCHER96], power consumption [KOCHER99], electro-magnetic
radiation [GANDOLFI01]) or perform fault attacks (glitching [BAR-EL06], laser injection [SKOROBOGATOV03],
electro-magnetic perturbation [QUISQUATER02]). With the advent of the IoT, the interest in embedded
cryptographic systems and side-channel/fault attacks on these systems is steadily increasing, both in academia
and industry.
Protection against side channel attacks (SCA) is usually done via masking [CHARI99], i.e. by randomizing any
sensitive data manipulated during computations. A nice property of masking is that its security can be formally
proven using abstract models that capture the leakage behavior of the underlying hardware [ISHAI03]. Yet if
such models are inaccurate, the security guarantees do not hold. Examples of lacking features that have been
so far studied in the literature include transition leakages in microprocessors (whose security degradation has
been investigated in [BALASCH14]) or glitches in combinatorial logic (which has led to the appearance of
Threshold Implementations [NIKOVA11]).
Protection against fault injection attacks (FA) is typically done in two ways: (1) checking whether the algorithm
was faulted during the execution by using either area or time redundancy (e.g., duplication, concurrent error
detection) or (2) using infection, i.e., ensuring that any induced fault results in a garbage output. The problem
with duplication is that it does not provide security when faults are duplicated as well. Even with errordetecting codes, a powerful attacker can avoid detection if the injected faults result in valid code words. So
far, all infective computations schemes have been broken.
The research direction of combined countermeasures - that is, countermeasures against both SCA and FA - is
quite young and experimental. Examples of schemes that combine masking against SCA with redundancy
against FA are ParTI [SCHNEIDER16] and Private Circuits II [IHSAI06], but these countermeasures naturally inherit
the drawbacks of redundancy. Recently new countermeasures that combine masking against SCA and
information-theoretic MAC tags against FA have been proposed (e.g., CAPA [REPARAZ18] and M&M
[DEMEYER19]). In CAPA an actively secure multi-party computation protocol was adapted to the context of
embedded systems in order to provide security against combined attacks. M&M is a new family of
countermeasures that extends any SCA-secure masking scheme with information-theoretic MAC tags against
Differential Fault Analysis (DFA) and combines them with an infective computation mechanism.
Formal verification of masked hardware implementations is achievable during several stages of the design
flow: at algorithmic, at implementation or at physical level. In [REPARAZ14] a tool for verification at algorithmic
level is presented. The tool receives a software implementation of the secured function and performs a
leakage assessment over simulated traces. However, glitches are not considered. At implementation level,
[BERTONI16] present a tool suitable for hardware implementations in the presence of glitches. Nevertheless,
their tool only analyzes combinational logic with a simple power model. Bloem et al. [BLOEM18] also present a
formal verification method for hardware implementations in the presence of glitches. Given a hardware
implementation, they extract the netlist and model the logic gates using a Fourier representation. To simulate
glitches, the model of a gate is extended to compute any Boolean function from its original inputs.
Additionally, to analyze higher-orders, a SAT solver is instantiated. In both cases the analysis complexity
increases enormously.
(RA 4.4.3) White-Box Cryptography
For many applications such as conditional access, media protection and banking hardware modules are being
replaced by software solutions. The key challenge is then to protect cryptographic keys in an adequate way in
software. White-box cryptography (WBC) is becoming the solution of choice to create such a protection. In
spite of many powerful cryptanalytic results, the number of deployments keeps increasing
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WBC started with the seminal white-box implementation of AES [CHOW02], a software implementation of AES
designed to hide against attackers with full control over the implementation. This work inspired many other
white-box implementations, but all of them have been broken so far [BILLET04, WYSEUR07, LEPOINT14].
Due to the lack of secure solutions in the literature, several companies developed white-box implementations
but keep the designs secret to make the attacks harder to apply. Nevertheless, new design-agnostic attacks
[BOS16] were proposed, which do not require knowledge of the design employed to secure the
implementation. The effectiveness of these attacks was proved in the WhibOx Contest, a competition
launched in 2017 where participants submitted white-box implementations of AES and broke other
participants’ submissions. All 97 submissions were broken.
Apart from key-extraction security, other security notions have been considered in the white-box model
[Saxena09]. In particular, some authors have proposed new ciphers admitting huge implementations that
cannot be compressed by an attacker without the knowledge of the key [BOGDANOV16]. These
implementations make code-lifting harder by forcing attackers to send vast amounts of data through the
network, but cannot be deployed in many practical scenarios.

Main Areas of Work
(RA 4.4.1) Implementation Challenges of Post-quantum, FHE, Lightweight Crypto on Novel Compute Platforms
We plan to work on building blocks to support post-quantum and homomorphic encryption schemes. We also
plan to work on the implementation aspects of lightweight crypto. These implementations need to be efficient
as well as resistant to side-channel and fault attacks. For post-quantum crypto we also really need to consider
side- channel security and not only from an implementation point of view, but also at the algorithmic level.
This includes also subroutines such as side-channel secure error correcting codes. On the one hand, these
implementations and side-channel countermeasure need to be optimized for emerging computing platforms.
On the other hand, computing platforms such as embedded FPGAs (eFPGAs) need to be tailored to
cryptographic algorithms in order obtain energy-efficient and inherently side-channel resistant platforms.
(RA 4.4.2) Side-Channel and Fault Attacks
Countermeasures against SCA and FA build on abstract models that capture characteristics of the underlying
hardware. For SCA typical assumptions are that side-channel leakages depend on the operations executed at
individual clock cycles, or that a program execution strictly follows the compiled machine code. For FA it is
assumed that injected errors can alter data flows (e.g., set/reset one or more bits in intermediate values) or
program flows (e.g., skip/replace machine level instructions), up to a certain precision. While such
approximations are generally accepted for simple computing devices, they have seldom been challenged for
more complex platforms with advanced micro-architectural features. In this research topic, we aim to
investigate to which extent components such as out-of-order engines, instruction-level parallelism, or large
speculative instruction pipelines can degrade the security of state-of-the-art SCA and FA countermeasures.
We plan to apply this insight to propose novel protection strategies that build on refined hardware models.
Formal security definitions and methods to defend software implementations against combined attacks will
be developed. We will consider active adversaries who fault a threshold number of circuit wires and combine
them with the usual probing adversaries to model combined attacks. Having formalized our adversaries, we
will define combined secure implementations ensuring correct output and sensitive variable privacy. We will
extend our models by first considering modular implementations and then studying composable security
conditions.
Current state-of-the-art verification tools focus solely on verifying implementations protected against sidechannel analysis. These tools range between very formal verification to more practical evaluation. More
formal verification tools give a stronger conclusion about the security provided, but they are only applicable
to small gadgets. Instead, practical evaluations need special equipment and implementations deployed to
perform the evaluation. Some work has been done to extend formal verification methodologies to cope with
more practical evaluations, nevertheless only a preliminary security assessment can be made. More robust
formal tools are needed, capable of handling entire and practical implementations, as well as capable of giving
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a thorough security assessment. We will develop robust verification tools for security evaluation of
countermeasures against fault attacks and at the next stage we will extend these tools to combined attacks:
side-channel and fault attacks. We will work towards defining metrics for combined security and developing
procedures for their evaluation using verification tools to replace (at least partially) the attacks-based
evaluation procedure which is currently used.
(RA 4.4.3) White-Box Cryptography
Our research will focus on developing the theory behind white-box cryptography, the security analysis of
existing constructions and the development of new constructions. The latter will include both white-boxing
constructions for existing ciphers as well as the construction of new ciphers that are specifically designed for
white-box cryptography. The proposed solutions will also be thoroughly evaluated based on existing and novel
attacks. The research programme will also study how white-box cryptography can be securely integrated with
applications.

Expected Outcomes and Road Map
(RA 4.4.1) Implementation Challenges of Post-quantum, FHE, Lightweight Crypto on Novel Compute Platforms
• Multiplier architectures for lattice based crypto suitable for FPGA (Y1)
• SW routines of basic building blocks of lattice based crypto suited for small embedded micro-controllers
(Y1)
• FPGA implementations of lightweight algorithms submitted to the NIST lightweight competition (Y1).
• Physical implementation and design flow for dedicated configurable platforms, tailored to symmetric-key
cryptography (Y2).
• Inherent side-channel protection in dedicated configurable platforms (Y5).
(RA 4.4.2) Side-Channel and Fault Attacks
• Fault attack characterization of an ARM superscalar processor (Y1), security degradation of higher-order
masking in the presence of advanced micro-architectural features (Y2), refinement of security models
and development of suitable countermeasures (Y5).
• The CAPA methodology on different multiparty computation protocols with adapted security models is
the first goal (Y1). New countermeasures against combined attacks (SC and Fault) which have improved
performance and more realistic adversary model (Y5).
• Development of robust automated verification tools capable of handling entire and practical
implementations (Y1). To define metrics for combined security and develop procedures for their
evaluation using verification tools (Y5).
(RA 4.4.3) White-Box Cryptography
The first result (Y1) will be a security analysis of published white-box implementations, focusing on the
weaknesses that make them vulnerable. The second result (Y2) will be the design of a white-box construction,
such as an implementation of an existing cipher or a new dedicated cipher designed for the white-box model.
For the long term (Y5) general models and constructions for white-box cryptography will be developed.

Connections with other Research Tracks
The results of this Research Track are directly useful in many use cases in Research Track 2 on security services
and Research Track 3 on system and infrastructure security. Where relevant, close interactions have been
planned in order to align the research efforts.
Theme 1 of Research Track 2 (Security Services) deals with identity management; the work on privacy
preserving authentication will interact with the research on cryptographic protocols (Theme 3 of this Track).
A substantial part of the work of Theme 3 of Track 2 deals with computing on secure data using advanced
encryption techniques. The cryptographic algorithms and protocols necessary for this research are developed
in Theme 2 and Theme 3 of this Track.
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Theme 1 of Research Track 3 (System Security) relies on secure implementations of cryptographic algorithms
and protocols, for example to protect confidentiality and integrity of code and data in processors and in part
on hardware security; hence there is a strong synergy with the whole track. There is an obvious connection
between hardware-based side channels (Theme 4 of this track) and architectural side channels on generalpurpose hardware (Theme 1 of Track 2). While they share some techniques to obtain information, they
operate at different abstraction levels; hence the required countermeasures are very different.
Theme 2 of Research Track 3 (Network Security) requires efficient cryptographic algorithms (Theme 2 of this
track) to achieve high bandwidth or low latency, which are highly relevant to secure communications in IoT
and industry 4.0. For cryptographic protocols, the work in Track 3 focuses on the evaluation of the security of
cryptographic protocol implementations, while theme 3 of this Track focuses on the analysis of cryptographic
protocols.
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6. Prototypes, Validation and Inroads to Industry Implementation
The socio-economic importance of the cybersecurity technologies investigated in the proposed research
programme is crucial. It is expected that targeted technologies, methods and solutions to cybersecurity
problems are generically applicable to most (if not all) industry sectors. This chapter further addresses the
relevance of and demand for cybersecurity solutions. The first section sketches three representative business
domains to illustrate how the proposed programme addresses the broad demand for cybersecurity. The aim
is to show the potential value of research results in a realistic business context. These illustrations do not
intend to limit the application scope of security technologies to a specific industry sector.
Section 6.1 illustrates market relevance and highlights three example industry sectors with an outspoken
demand for cybersecurity. Section 6.2 highlights three technology settings that are relevant for many
industries: IoT platforms, cloud platforms and data sharing platforms. Section 6.3 illustrates how the
Consortium will combine multiple cybersecurity research results to enhance the cybersecurity posture of the
technology platforms mentioned above. Finally, Section 6.4 summarizes the approach to transfer
cybersecurity solutions to industry implementations.

Illustration of Market Relevance:Three Strategic Industry Sectors for Cybersecurity
This section further illustrates the socio-economic relevance of cybersecurity research by highlighting three
industry sectors and illustrating their demand for cybersecurity: healthcare, financial services and
manufacturing (including industry4.0). We refer to market studies from various parties, without explicitly
using the most recent reports.
This analysis also builds upon insights that were formulated by regional domain experts5 in healthcare (e.g.,
from Barco, Televic, UZ Leuven), finance services (e.g., from Atos Worldline, Bancontact Payconiq Company,
Euroclear, SWIFT), and manufacturing (e.g., from Atlas Copco, Siemens, Dematic). These insights were
confirmed by recent market studies, for instance from KPMG, McKinsey, PwC and Wipro.

Figure 6-1: BI Intelligence Market Survey Identifies Healthcare and Financial Services as the Most Vulnerable
Market Sectors for Cyberattacks.

5

Most of these companies participated in the industry feedback session organized by the Cybersecurity Consortium on April 2, 2019.
The aim of this full-day event was to engage industry in refining the focus and scope of the Cybersecurity Research Programme and in
setting priorities that support their operations and strategic product/service roadmaps.
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Healthcare
According to a 2017 market study by Wipro6, 41% of all security breaches targeted the healthcare industry,
followed by banking & financial services with 18%. This is consistent with insights from Business Insider7 (see
Figure 6.1) and Verizon. Verizon’s 2018 Data Breach Investigations Report8 shows that the healthcare sector
experiences five times the number of breaches experienced by any other industry.
Forbes reports that in 2017, a typical healthcare organization experienced on average 32,000 intrusion attacks
per day9. As a partial explanation and according to KPMG, medical data is worth at least 10 times as much as
financial data on the dark web black market10.
The impact of data breaches is massive. Over the last five years, Forbes11 identified a strong increase of attacks
in the healthcare industry, with the largest breaches impacting as many as 80 million people. In July 2018, it
was revealed that data of 150,000 NHS patients in the UK was shared over a three-year period following a
major breach. In the US, the 2015 cyber-attack on Anthem saw hackers steal 78.8 million patient records,
claiming highly sensitive personal data. In 2018, hackers breached the Singapore government’s health
database with a targeted cyber-attack, accessing the data of 1.5 million patients.
Financial services
In their 2018 Top Financial Services Issues Report12 PwC confirms: “cyberattacks against financial services and
other sectors have grown in number, size, and sophistication. Fraud incidents, both online and offline,
increased by more than 130% during the past year, resulting in significant monetary and reputational losses
for financial institutions.” The World Economic Forum released a white paper13 in 2018 in which they stress
that the “financial services system faces challenges, both internal and external, in managing innovation-driven
cyber-risk. Internally, challenges around technology and expertise; externally, challenges around coordination
with regulators and across the industry.” Microsoft Asia, supported by a Frost & Sullivan study commissioned
by them, reports14 that “despite financial services being a highly regulated industry, more than half (56%) of

6

Wipro. Wipro’s State of Cybersecurity Report 2018, https://www.wipro.com/content/dam/nexus/en/servicelines/applications/latest-thinking/state-of-cybersecurity-report-2018.pdf
7

Business Insider, BI Intelligence Report: The strategies companies are using to protect their customers - and themselves - in the age
of massive breaches, August 30, 2018, https://www.businessinsider.com.au/intelligence-data-breaches-australia-2018-8, Visited
April 18, 2019.
8

Verizon, Data Breach Investigations Report 2018 (Executive Summary), https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/dbir,
Visited April 9, 2019.
9

Gary Alterson, Forbes Insights, “Confronting One Of Healthcare’s Biggest Challenges: Cyber Risk”, February 2019,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/insights-intelai/2019/02/11/confronting-one-of-healthcares-biggest-challenges-cyberrisk/#67eb68427b83, visited April 9, 2019.
10

KPMG, The healthy approach to cybersecurity, 2017, https://advisory.kpmg.us/content/dam/advisory/en/pdfs/cyber-reporthealthcare.pdf, Visited April 9, 2019.
11

Kate O’Flaherty, Forbes Insights, “Why Cyber-Criminals Are Attacking Healthcare -- And How To Stop Them”, October 2018,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kateoflahertyuk/2018/10/05/why-cyber-criminals-are-attacking-healthcare-and-how-to-stopthem/#555e22b57f69, visited April 9, 2019.
12

PWC, Top financial services issues of 2018, https://www.pwc.com/us/en/financial-services/research-institute/assets/pwc-fsi-topissues-2018.pdf, Visited April 18, 2019.
13

Oliver Wyman, Innovation-Driven Cyber-Risk to Customer Data in Financial Services,
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Cyber_Risk_to_Customer_Data.pdf, White paper World Economic Forum, March 2018,
Visited April 18, 2019.
14

Microsoft Asia. Fear of cyberattacks slows down the progress of digital transformation in financial services companies in Asia
Pacific, https://news.microsoft.com/apac/2018/11/15/fear-of-cyberattacks-slows-down-the-progress-of-digital-transformation-infinancial-services-companies-in-asia-pacific/, Visited April 10, 2019.
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the organizations surveyed have either experienced a security incident (27%) or are not sure if they have had
a security incident as they have not checked (29%).”
According to the 2019 IBM X-Force Cybersecurity Intelligence Index15, the impact of financial malware is
immense (e.g., banking malware families such as TrickBot, Gozi, Ramnit, or IcedID). According to the same
report, criminals are increasingly leveraging coin-mining malware over ransomware, installing miners on
victim endpoints and enslaving them, thus slowly generating coins for the attacker. Spreading to every part of
the globe, financially motivated threat actors in Eastern Europe and North Korea have taken special notice of
the profitability of coin-mining malware since consumers in these regions have adopted the use of
cryptocurrency as a regular payment method for everyday transactions.
Manufacturing
The manufacturing sector represents a strategic sector for cybersecurity that is experiencing a drastic
transition towards digitization (also referred to as Industry 4.0). This transition is enabled by emerging
technologies such as the Internet-of-Things (IoT) and the Cyber-Physical Systems16 (CPS) connected to it.
The business potential associated with this transition is substantial. Bosch17, for instance, estimates the overall
consolidated market potential over € 500B by 2022. General Electric18 envisioned in 2012 that over the next
20 years “the Industrial Internet could add a sizable $ 10-15 trillion to global GDP – the size of today’s U.S.
economy – over the same horizon.” Cisco19 estimates that a potential of $14.4 trillion in value is at stake arising
from the combination of increased revenues and reduced costs in the period from 2013 to 2022.
In addition to this massive business potential, the ongoing digitization in the manufacturing sector implies
considerable cybersecurity risks. The enabling IoT/CPS infrastructure creates a new and extended attack
surface by using wireless sensor networks, for instance, to monitor and control in-factory machines and
robots. According to the 2019 IBM X-Force Cybersecurity Intelligence Index20, the number of IoT vulnerabilities
recorded in 2018 increased with 5,400 percent over the number reported just five years earlier. Think about
the Mirai botnet in 2016 (which caused internet-wide disruption) and its successors Aidra, Wifatch and Gafgyt,
or newcomers such as the BCMUPnP_, Hunter52 and Torii53 botnets, which have amassed access to hundreds
of thousands of devices to spread their Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack malware, coin-mining
malware and spam. A multinational expert survey on IoT security by McKinsey21 indicates that of the 400 IoTinvolved experts surveyed, 75% say that IoT security is either important or very important, 70% expect that
its relevance will increase, but only 16 percent say their company is well prepared for the challenge.

15

IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Index 2019. https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/ZGB3ERYD. Visited April 10, 2019

16

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) is the network of physical objects that contain embedded technology to communicate and sense or
interact with their internal states or the external environment. Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are embedded intelligent ICT systems
that provide the interface between ICT processes and the physical world to make products smarter, more interconnected,
interdependent, collaborative, and autonomous. If we refer to IoT in this document, we always refer to the combination of both IoT
(the distributed platform) and CPS (the individual systems connected to it).
17

http://blog.bosch-si.com/wp-content/uploads/20140403_Infographic_Key-Markets_72dpi_992x709px_02.png

18

P. Evans, M. Annunziata, Industrial Internet: Pushing the Boundaries of Minds and Machines, General Electric, Nov 2012.

19

J. Bradley, J. Barbier, and D. Handler, Embracing the Internet of Everything to capture your share of $14.4 trillion, Cisco white paper,
2013.
20

IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Index 2019. https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/ZGB3ERYD. Visited April 10, 2019.

21

The Internet of Things: How to capture the value of IoT, McKinsey, https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/internet-ofthings/our-insights/the-internet-of-things-how-to-capture-the-value-of-iot, Visited April 9, 2019.
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Essential Types of Technology Platforms
This section identifies three technology perspectives, representing technology platforms that cover the endto-end architecture of a contemporary distributed application. This inventory includes IoT platforms (enabling
the ubiquitous presence of ICT systems and services), cloud and web platforms (enabling the outsourced
deployment and delivery of many critical services), and data sharing platforms (enabling virtually unlimited
information sharing and the building up of intelligence in advanced services).
• IoT/CPS system technologies, i.e. the physical device and low-level system software that create the frontend for an end user or that integrate with the environment (e.g., a sensor, a camera, a smartphone, an
industrial control system, or a smart card).
• Cloud and web technologies, i.e. the back-end server infrastructure and middleware on the Web/Internet
that enable the computation, visualization and storage of services and applications (e.g., an online IaaS,
PaaS or SaaS service to host an online service, for instance for online content management, document
sharing, or electronic payments).
• Data sharing technologies, i.e., to share the business events and data samples that are collected and/or
provided in digital applications (e.g., medical records, bank transactions, images or video streams, or any
sensor data collected from a robot or machine).
The overall idea is to build prototypes of cybersecurity solutions that are relevant to any (or a combination)
of the platform/technology types listed above. These relatively isolated security techniques will be combined
in larger platforms and lead the way towards prototypes and try-outs of more sophisticated cybersecurity
solutions.
Such an approach will allow to zoom in on specific security challenges that were also raised22 by system
integrators and technology providers specialized in IoT/CPS, in cloud solutions and/or data management (e.g.,
Atlas Copco, Cisco, Cegeka, Dimension Data, GuardSquare, Hexagon, IBM, Microsoft, Nallian, Newtec, Nokia,
NXP, OneSpan, Siemens, Proximus, Telenet, Zion Security).

Leveraging on Research Results: Illustration with Three Business Cases
As presented in detail in the previous sections, the cybersecurity research programme presents four synergetic
Research Tracks that cover the whole hardware/software stack, from the root of trust hardware (Research
Track 4), over the system and network infrastructure (Research Track 3) and security services (Research Track
2), to the application software level (Research Track 1).
In order to illustrate the coherence of these research activities, we describe three example cases and sketch
how they can benefit from combining cybersecurity research results. Each of the cases is dominated by one
of the types of platforms described above in Section 6.2 (i.e. IoT, cloud or data sharing) and relates to one of
the high-potential sectors identified in Section 6.1 (i.e. manufacturing, healthcare and financial services).

Industrial Control Systems – Leveraging on IoT
Problem context for CPS/IoT infrastructure providers. The production process of, amongst others, medical,
pharma, chemical and food products is strictly regulated and controlled by third-party quality assurance
procedures. Infrastructure providers must enable external audits that assess the quality and correctness of
the production process, which requires full traceability and genuineness of the production data.
Contemporary industrial control systems rely on production data produced by Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)
on the factory floor (e.g., machines, robots, sensors or cameras) and collected via a (wireless) network, the
Internet-of-Things (IoT).

22

The Consortium has a strong tradition in industry collaboration for more than 20 years. Some members have established a solid
network of industry relations in Flanders, Europe and beyond. Specific feedback on the Cybersecurity Programme has been collected
recently on April 2, 2019.
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This CPS/IoT infrastructure is highly business-critical for two reasons. First, the production data provides
valuable insights in the performance and quality of the production process and must not leak to a competitor
or malicious third party. Secondly, the CPS/IoT infrastructure must be available at all times to control the
operations on the factory floor and avoid massive costs due to unexpected downtime.
No surprise that industrial control systems have been target of sophisticated malware attacks (e.g., the
infamous Stuxnet worm). Malware that incorporates and exploits the physical entanglement of systems (e.g.,
GPS spoofing) poses severe novel threats.
Demands for cybersecurity. Achieving traceability (and thus guaranteeing the integrity of collected
monitoring data) requires strict protection of the monitoring data, as well as the cyber-physical systems and
the network that connect them. The collected data must be secured, for instance by providing robust
encryption algorithms and services for identity and authentication management. The cyber-physical systems
that produce the data must be secured, for instance, by strictly isolating independent software modules
running on a sensor, camera or PLC controller, or by proving that the code that is running on a CPS is still
genuine and not infected by malware. The integrity of the wireless IoT network must be guaranteed, for
instance by securely commissioning network devices and intelligently scanning the network for malicious
intruders.
Existing security solutions are typically not directly applicable to CPS/IoT due to additional requirements
regarding, for instance, resource-constraints, real-time operation and safety. Combining these requirements
is far from trivial, especially when processing, memory, and energy resources are (extremely) limited. Think,
for instance, on achieving safe and real-time protection on a battery-driven IETF Class-1 device with an 8-bit
microcontroller running at 10MHz with 128KB flash and 16KB RAM.

Figure 6-2: Relevant Cybersecurity Solutions for IoT/CPS-Enabled Industrial Control Systems.

Cybersecurity research addressing the demand. The cybersecurity Programme will investigate, design and
develop mechanisms for securing legacy safety-critical CPS, such as industrial control systems, medical devices
or autonomous vehicles, while complying with, amongst others, safety, cost and real-time requirements.
These security mechanisms include hard- and software primitives, language and programming support with
corresponding tools, as well as deployment and configuration middleware, with corresponding policy and
configuration languages and tools.
As illustrated in Figure 6.2, developers of networked embedded IoT/CPS applications will benefit from
development, verification, and language support in Track 1, such as (RA 1.3.3) Language-embedded Security
Policies for Distributed Micro-services, and (RA 1.2.1) Formal Program Verification. Track 2 will investigate RA
2.4.3 Legal Engineering Analysis to embed legal values into the design of IoT/CPS systems (e.g., GDPR’s dataprotection-by-design and security-by-design). At systems and network infrastructure level, Track 3 will
investigate RA 3.1.3 Security & Safety in Mixed-criticality Systems, and design solutions for (RA 3.3.3) Detection
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& Response for IoT & Industrial Control Systems, and (RA 3.1.2) Processor Extension to Support New System
Security Models. All these security solutions build upon the root of trust that is established by investigating,
amongst others and (RA 4.4.1) Implementation Challenges of Novel Algorithms & Platforms for lightweight
authentication and secure channels, and the complex trade-offs between time, on-chip area, power and
energy.

Remote Health Monitoring – Using Data Sharing
Problem context for data centric application providers. Imagine a remote health monitoring application that
observes a person’s health condition by collecting data from, amongst others heart rate, blood pressure, sugar
level, and oxygen saturation sensors on the body. The Philips Jovia Coach, for example, is a smartphone app
that combines IoT, data and cloud technologies with human coaching to support people at-risk of type-2
diabetes. Data analytics tools provide new opportunities to guide users towards a healthier lifestyle.
These health-monitoring applications collect process and store personal and often highly sensitive data. All
(meta)data is added to the person’s health record, which is stored in a hospital data center and (partly)
accessible for multiple medical professionals who may be associated with different care institutions. Medical
data sharing is an example of a data-centric application area where challenging security, performance and
transparency tradeoffs come into play and where design-level security approaches are essential, as any later
changes require an expensive and strenuous redesign.
Demands for cybersecurity. As formulated, for example, in a 2014 study23 by the SANS Institute, “the trend of
pushing sensitive data outside an organization’s protected environment via cloud computing, mobile access
and the Internet of [Care] Things demands that security solutions are pushed closer to the actual data
sources”. Achieving privacy-aware sharing of medical data requires strict access control as well as
transparency on the usage of data (“Which data is used by which applications?”). This demand for control and
transparency is not only driven by legal obligations (e.g., the GDPR, which forces application providers to
design and enforce strict cybersecurity support throughout the lifetime of the application and which defines
substantial penalties when state-of-the-art protection measures are not in place).

Figure 6-3: Relevant security solutions for data-centric e-healthcare systems.

Various types of data platforms demand for tailored cybersecurity support. Many enterprise solutions build
on traditional database technologies (typically SQL-based), while an emerging series of new applications is
being developed and deployed in a NoSQL context (be it column-based, based key value-pairs, document23

Barbara Filkins, A SANS Survey – New threats drive improved practices: state of cybersecurity in health care organizations,
December 2014, https://www.qualys.com/docs/sans-threats-drive-improved-practices-state-of-cybersecurity-health-careorganizations.pdf, (visited April 9, 2019).
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based technologies, to name a few). In other words, while data centric applications emerge, one also observes
a growing diversity in underpinning storage technologies. In addition, this wide variety of storage platforms
and technologies is deployed within enterprises, by cloud providers, or in a combination (multi-cloud and
hybrid cloud being the most prominent settings). Needless to state that the challenge of data protection
becomes more complex as the specific architectures evolve. Furthermore, recent evolutions stress the
importance and relative appreciation of peer-to-peer, fully decentralized architectures in specific applications.
This is typically the case for distributed ledgers and blockchain.
Cybersecurity research to address industry demand. The Cybersecurity Research Program will address the
cybersecurity challenges for data-centric applications starting from the early phases of the software
engineering process, for instance via next-generation (RA 1.1.2) Cybersecurity-by-Design Approaches and (RA
1.1.3) Security Analysis for Existing Applications (see also Figure 6.3). These analysis and design approaches
will be complemented with essential security services for data-centric application development, such as
T2/Privacy-preserving Identity & Authentication, (RA 2.3.3) Data Access Middleware, (RA 2.3.1) Secure
Outsourced Data Processing and (RA 2.3.2) Secure Collaborative Data Processing. These services will support
application; platform and infrastructure providers to comply with (inter)national cybersecurity and -crime
laws and regulations. The (RA 2.4.1) Legal Compliance Analysis activities will take into account laws that apply
horizontally (i.e. across all sectors, such as GDPR) as well as sector-specific rules (e.g., the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) security and privacy rules). At network and hardware level, The
Cybersecurity Research Strategic Programme will provide solutions for (RA 3.2.2) Secure Communication
Protocols for the IoT, (RA 4.3.3) Cryptographic Protocols for Blockchain, and (RA 4.3.5) Security Analysis of
Cryptographic Protocols.

Mobile Payments – Supported by Cloud Platforms
Problem context for cloud/web platform providers. Imagine a payment card financial transaction whereby a
cardholder leverages a digital container accessed by a mobile device; a smartphone, for instance, stores wallet
applications, payment credentials and loyalty cards that can be used to make proximity and remote mobile
payments. Tokenized payment credentials are either stored securely in the mobile phone (if NFC) or in the
cloud. Wallet transactions may be completed using, for instance, near field communication (NFC) “Pay wallets
(e.g., Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, and Android Pay) or cloud-based card-on-file wallets (e.g., PayPal, Pay, and
Amazon). These transactions may also support biometrics, pin and signature for consumer authentication.
In addition, online payment services can support short-term B2B loans to bridge the waiting time between
issuing a bill to a customer and the eventual payment by the customer. Using the unpaid bill as a pledge (or
security), such online loan services help to improve the cash flow and liquidity of the company, which is crucial
for business continuity and operations.
The focus of cloud, web and mobile services is on outsourcing towards third parties; trust plays a key role
here. Blockchains offer novel trade-offs between distributed and centralized trust, and result in novel
combinations of increased transparency with resilience and security but often at a very high cost in terms of
resources.
Demands for cybersecurity. Strict security policies must be enforced, for instance to control that a customer
has not yet paid the bill to the company (in this case it cannot be used as a pledge or security), the customer
has not used the unpaid bill as a pledge for another loan at another bank (i.e. the well-known “double
spending” problem), or to prevent a bank from excluding or blocking other banks to offer loans by formulating
false claims (e.g., that the bill is already paid, that the bill is already used for another loan).
This requires that transaction state information must be maintained persistently, while being able to trace
changes back to the multiple interacting parties who will change this state. For example, a simple money
transfer from party A to party B results in a withdrawal from the balance of party A and a deposit on the
account of party B. A next transaction by party A is dependent on the new balance of the account of party A,
as the first transaction might have reduced the balance below a certain threshold. In case of the running
example described before, if Bank A provides a loan to a company C based on a bill B, then company C cannot
request a loan at another bank. If Bank A’ registers a bill B’ as paid, then company C’ can also not request a
loan at any bank based on that bill B’. The interacting parties in this running example are clearly the banks,
and the shared state is a register with paid bills and provided loans based on specific bills.
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Such shared state could be maintained by a centralized authority (e.g., the national bank) or a decentralized
blockchain. One of the main challenges for the latter is to make blockchain technology scalable and reconcile
it with confidentiality requirements.

Figure 6-4: Relevant Cybersecurity Solutions for Cloud/Mobile Based e-Finance Services.

Synergetic cybersecurity research to address industry demand. The Cybersecurity Research Programme will
diversify and focus on various types of cloud, web and mobile deployment contexts (see Figure 5.4). For
example, client-side system security mechanisms such as (RA 3.1.4) Diversity-based Multi-Variant Execution
Mitigation Techniques for System Defense and (RA 3.3.1) Intelligence Gathering & Identification of Security
State will be tackled for a diverse range of platforms in web and mobile.
For cloud application and platform developers, dedicated efforts are planned to investigate security services
for (RA 2.1.3) Privacy-preserving Identity & Authentication, and (RA 2.2.3) Synergy between Audit &
Authorization in support of isolation and virtualization, containerization and orchestration, multi-cloud and
hybrid cloud settings, storage and business continuity. In general, the Consortium will actively engage in (RA
2.4.2) Policy Analysis activities to identify regulatory hurdles, assessing implications of recent and upcoming
policy initiatives, and influence ongoing policy discussions in relation to cybersecurity and cybercrime.
Special focus will be put on enabling technologies that increase trust in the cloud operator based on
technologies such as secure processors (e.g., in line with technologies such as Intel SGX), (RA 4.3.3)
Cryptographic Protocols for Blockchain and (RA 4.1.2) True Random Number Generators.
In support of SaaS-based architectures, storage centric-cloud applications, architectures for workflow and
business processes, additional strategic research themes include the Secure Software Development Life-Cycle
(SDLC) for cloud-based solutions (process) and especially (RA 1.2.1) Formal Program Verification, (RA 1.2.2)
Incremental Static Application Security Testing for Distributed Applications, and (RA 1.3.2) Specifying & Proving
Security Properties of Side-effecting Programs.

Summary
Multiple research results, emerging from each of the Tracks of the Programme, can contribute to deliver and
enhance the cybersecurity posture of a modern ICT platform (IoT-based, cloud-based etc.). While the Strategic
Research Programme aims to deliver top class results that each have a stand-alone scientific and technical
value, the Consortium also aims for combinations of results that can pave the way for robustly securing key
business applications. This section has sketched opportunities by looking into three examples, yet the
Programme will dynamically target such application cases by proactively defining and analyzing opportunities
in dialogue with industry.
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Delivery & Validation of Technology Assets that Emerge from Research
This section briefly sketches the approach to maintain a synergetic collaboration between the academia and
industry (by the cybersecurity Consortium and beyond) and to transfer emerging know how and technology
to enable practical use by industry and by other actors in society.

From the Perspective of the Strategic Research Programme
The Consortium will pro-actively identify mature, high-potential research results from the four Research
Tracks and prioritize these results to provide some strong and robust prototypes that can be validated and
demonstrated. These will be strong candidates (future assets) for further use in industrial applications.
This strategy to deliver and validate concrete technology assets will drive three types of activities:
• [Validation of mature research prototypes] The Strategic research program will engage with industry from
the early Proof-of-Concept phase onwards in order to validate the value and feasibility of specific results
in the context of applications.
• [Consolidation of results into solutions: platforms and tools that enable cybersecurity] The Strategic
Research Programme will integrate related security building blocks (resulting from the Programme or
available as state-of-the-art assets) into solutions (platforms, tools, tool chains etc.) for industry.
• [Instantiation of cybersecurity solutions into industrial pilot applications] High-potential research results,
typically platforms and tools as sketched above will be demonstrated in a realistic business context.

From the Perspective of the Flemish Cybersecurity Programme as a Whole
The Strategic Research Programme will deliver prototypes, integrated solutions (tools and platforms that may
combine multiple results) and demonstrations that show the application of the former. An important goal of
the Cybersecurity programme is to enable industry implementation of these cybersecurity solutions.
Such implementations will emerge from various types of activities, supported by the strategic research
Consortium.
These activities include
• Industrial pilot studies. Pilot studies evaluate the potential and benefits of resulting hardware and software
technologies and keep industrial partners abreast of relevant emerging cybersecurity technologies. (Some
of these studies fit with the Flemish COOCK program.)
• Cybersecurity technology assessments. A technology assessment will study and position the added value
of the cybersecurity technologies, for instance by means of a technology gap analysis, the assessment of
third-party products, or a survey of emerging technologies in a specific domain or context
• Follow-up applied research in collaboration with industry. The Consortium will actively engage in
opportunities for follow-up applied research projects, which are ideal to analyze domain-specific
requirements and evaluate promising research results with one or more industrial partners. These projects
target industrial proof-of-concept prototypes that integrate cybersecurity technologies with hardware and
software used and provided by the industrial partner(s). (Some of these research activities can operate as
ICON projects, or other government supported projects for industry.)
The overall Cybersecurity programme creates various opportunities for industry implementation. Funding
opportunities are available through VLAIO: e.g., O&O projects, ICON and TETRA projects, and COOCK. These
instruments are specific for Flanders.
The European level offers additional possibilities for academia and industry (e.g., Horizon Europe, ECSEL,
ITEA3, PENTA, CelticPlus, EIT Innovation projects). The upcoming Horizon Europe program, for example, will
include a strong focus on next-generation Internet and Cybersecurity. The ECSEL Joint Undertaking added in
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their latest multi-annual strategy plan24 a specific chapter on safety, security and reliability, and confirms that
“Safety, security and reliability are fundamental components of any innovation in the digital economy.” In
their Vision 203025 report, the two leading industry associations in the domains software-intensive systems &
services and embedded & Cyber-Physical Systems (ITEA and the ARTEMIS Industry Association) confirm the
need for next-generation cybersecurity solutions and request a doubling of the investment in software
innovation to keep Europe on par with the rest of the world in sustaining the benefits of Digital Technology
for European economy and society.

24

ECSEL Multi-Annual Strategic Plan 2018, http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/jtis/h2020-wp18ecsel_en.pdf
25

ITEA ARTEMIS-IA High-level Vision VISION 2030: 'opportunities for Europe', https://itea3.org/news/itea-artemis-ia-high-level-vision2030-opportunities-for-europe-officially-launched.html
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7. Conclusion
Summary of the Programme
The proposed Research Programme strengthens the existing, core competences, while reaching out to
industry (1) to ensure applicability of knowledge and technology, and (2) to operate with an up-to-date
prioritization of topics in cybersecurity. At the same time, collaboration and synchronization with other
leading labs in Europe will ensure that Flanders further invests in its research strengths in cybersecurity, while
creating synergy and collaboration with other leading centers in Europe – thus avoiding duplication of efforts.
This document presents at a high-level, the Strategic Programme for Cybersecurity Research in Flanders. This
programme has to deliver impactful solutions to real-world challenges, while starting from and building upon
academic excellence. The execution of the Programme has to strengthen existing core competences in
cybersecurity research, while delivering building blocks and solutions that will benefit cybersecurity in
industry.
The latter is reflected in Figure 7-1. The core of the Research Programme covers four Tracks, as explained
before.
• Track 1 addresses Application and Software Security and aims to support all stakeholders that analyze,
develop and deploy new application software, while using an evolving set of technologies in the context
of secure software development.
• Track 2 includes Strategic Security Services, such as authentication, authorization and services for data
protection. The overall idea is that many security specific building blocks (reusable components or
services that are typically offered as security middleware) will not be built from scratch in new
applications, and should be evolving with new demands and expectations – typically reaching beyond the
state-of-practice in industry offerings.
• Track 3 covers System and Infrastructure Security. Here one expects stable, secured technology that is
packaged as a black box in an operating system or in network layers. Software and service developers
rely on the robustness of these lower layers – yet we all know that additional research is essential to meet
the promise.
• Track 4 covers the basic Technology Building Blocks for Security: secure hardware, cryptography and
secure cryptographic implementations.
The Consortium gathers research groups with a strong and proven base and history, residing in KU Leuven,
UGent, VUB and the strategic research center imec. The programme will strengthen existing teams, groups
and activities and make research progress as fast as possible. The Research Tracks have been identified and
confirmed in dialogue with industry and the relevance of each of the proposed research themes has been
confirmed by many industry stakeholders. The Consortium will develop prototype platforms that apply
research results in the context of important technology platforms such as IoT environments, cloud platform
and platforms for data sharing.
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Figure 7-1: A Strategic Program with Four Research Tracks

Refinement and Operational Plan of the Research Program
The Research Programme will start on September 1, 2019. The ambition of the Consortium is to aggressively
hire research staff and grow the planned research activities at maximal speed. Part of the recruitment
challenge will be shared amongst the partners by jointly developing a communication plan. This plan is part
of the Outreach Programme of the Flemish Cybersecurity Initiative. Formally, the Outreach Programme will
service many objectives – and not recruitment as such – but strong communication and outreach obviously
will contribute the visibility of the research program and the recruitment opportunities of all research partners
in the Consortium .
The Programme is expected to run at full force by the end of 2020. In the meantime, the timing of starting
specific research activities will depend on the recruitment process. The potential progress and intensity of
the research activities will be monitored and scheduled as a function of the teams that have effectively been
assembled. This will demand for dynamic management in year 1 and 2 of the programme (estimating 4 to 6
quarters).
Each of the Research Tracks is coordinated by one principal faculty member:
•
•
•
•

Track 1 will be coordinated by Prof. Bart Jacobs (DistriNet). The Track as a whole will be delivered in
close collaboration between DistriNet and VUB.
Track 2 will be coordinated by Prof. Frederik Vercauteren (COSIC). The Track as a whole will be
delivered in close collaboration between COSIC, CiTiP and DistriNet (all KU Leuven).
Track 3 will be coordinated by Prof. Frank Piessens (DistriNet). The Track as a whole will be delivered
in close collaboration between COSIC, DistriNet and UGent.
Track 4 will be coordinated by Prof. Ingrid Verbauwhede (COSIC). The Track as a whole will be
delivered in close collaboration between COSIC and imec.

Figure 7-2: One Principal Faculty Member per Research Track
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The sub-consortia per Research Track are relatively compact and all partners have a successful history of
collaboration. This factor minimizes risk. From a management perspective, we plan for quarterly progress
meetings per Research Track, and for a quarterly meeting to manage the overall programme at the Consortium
level. The latter forum will also monitor the interaction with industry and the development of prototypes and
platforms that facilitate technology validation and transfer of knowledge, as introduced and articulated in
Chapter 6. It should be noticed that the development of such platforms will be managed at the Consortium
level by Prof. Wouter Joosen and Prof. Bart Preneel, with the support of the three valorization managers that
are currently present in the Consortium .
Coordination at the Consortium level will also organize interaction with and feedback from industry. Even
though this is largely a continuous and informal process, the Consortium will organize a plenary event twice a
year, once in spring and once in the fall.
The Consortium will implement a relatively lightweight management approach; it must be stressed that strong
results are expected from collaboration within small teams of focused researchers, and/or collaborations
between a small number of these teams. Hence new concepts, techniques and results should be created,
refined and evaluated without the governance or strong presence from a central body. In that sense, the
cybersecurity research programme embeds a lot of decentralization and bottom-up research dynamics. The
Consortium expects a high level of productivity and creativity from this model, yielding a substantial
improvement in key indicators such as top publications, PhD dissertations, research prototypes, etc.

Evaluation and Kick-off
The Cybersecurity Research Programme will be evaluated annually. The process will occur in close
collaboration with an International Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB). This board gathers for the first time in July
2019, and will meet at least annually.
Research Tracks, Themes and Activities will be reported upon and results will be summarized. The details of
this process will be articulated at the first meeting of the ISAB (July 4-5, 2019). Subject to a positive evaluation
of the initial Programme description (presented in this document), the strategic research activities can kick off
on September 1, 2019.
Soon thereafter, by the end of the first quarter, the Consortium will organize an industry briefing and collect
additional feedback.
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8. Annexes
Consortium
This Annex describes the Consortium in detail by sketching each of the research groups involved (Section 2),
including the Faculty Members and Permanent Research Staff who work on Cybersecurity (Section 3).

Budget Headlines
The administration has required to provision for an allocation of the full budget as of year 1. It is obvious that
this budget will not be fully consumed in the first and second year of the programme, as aggressive
recruitment will be ongoing for quite a while. In practice, the research groups plan to build up the capacity
that will require the entire budget by Q4 2021. The total budget of the basic research program amounts to
8M€ on an annual basis.
The presented budget allocation is proportional to the critical mass of the research groups involved (the
number of faculty members and the number of permanent staff in academic research in cybersecurity). In this
respect, the consortium description in Annex I clarifies the group-level proportion of the budget.
In addition, it should be noticed that the levels of Track 3 (2.385 M€) and Track 4 (2.252 M€) are substantially
larger compared to Track 1 (1.325 M€) and Track 2 (1,457 m€).

COSIC
TRACK 1

-

DistriNet

VUB

795,0

530,0

CiTiP
-

imec

TOTAL (€ K)

-

-

1.325,0

-

-

1.457,5

-

2.385,0

TRACK 2

530,0

530,0

-

TRACK 3

530,0

1.457,5

-

-

TRACK 4

1.722,5

-

-

Total Budget Basic Research (€ K)

2.782,5

2.782,5

75,0

75,0

-

-

-

-

150,0

TRACK 1 Management

-

45,0

30,0

-

-

-

75,0

TRACK 2 Management

30,0

30,0

-

22,5

-

-

82,5

TRACK 3 Management

30,0

82,5

-

-

22,5

-

135,0

TRACK 4 Management

97,5

-

-

-

-

30,0

127,5

Programme Coordination

Total Budget Management &
Coordination (€ K)
Grand Total (€ K)

-

530,0

397,5

Ugent

397,5

397,5
397,5

530,0

2.252,5

530,0

7.420,0

232,5

232,5

30,0

22,5

22,5

30,0

570,0

3.015,0

3.015,0

560,0

420,0

420,0

560,0

7.990,0
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Overview Research Activities
Research Track 1: Application and Software Security
Theme 1. Secure SDLC – Secure Software Development Life Cycle
(RA 1.1.1) Cybersecurity Requirements
(RA 1.1.2) Cybersecurity-by-Design Solutions
(RA 1.1.3) Security Analysis for Existing Applications

Theme 2. Program Verification
(RA 1.2.1) Formal Program Verification
(RA 1.2.2) Incremental Static Application Security Testing (SAST) for Distributed Applications
(RA 1.2.3) Efficient Runtime Application Security Protection (RASP) for Distributed Applications

Theme 3. Secure Programming Languages and Secure Compilation
(RA 1.3.1) Mechanically-verified Security Proofs for Capability Machine Programs
(RA 1.3.2) Specifying and Proving Security Properties of Side-Effecting Programs
(RA 1.3.3) Language-embedded Security Policies for Distributed Micro-services.

Research Track 2: Strategic Security Services
Theme 1. Identity Management and Authentication
(RA 2.1.1) Identity
(RA 2.1.2) Frictionless Authentication: Collaborative and Continuous
(RA 2.1.3) Privacy-preserving Identity and Authentication

Theme 2. Authorization and Audit
(RA 2.2.1) Enhancing Authorization Capabilities
(RA 2.2.2) Intelligent Audit
(RA 2.2.3) Synergy between Audit and Authorization

Theme 3. Advanced Encryption Techniques and Data Access Middleware
(RA 2.3.1) Secure Outsourced Data Processing
(RA 2.3.2) Secure Collaborative Data Processing
(RA 2.3.3) Data Access Middleware

Theme 4. Policy and Regulation
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(RA 2.4.1) Legal Compliance Analysis
(RA 2.4.2) Policy Analysis
(RA 2.4.3) Legal Engineering Analysis

Research Track 3: System and Infrastructure Security
Theme 1. System Security
(RA 3.1.1) Protection Against Software-Controlled Side-Channel Attacks (on general purpose hardware)
(RA 3.1.2) Processor Extension to Support New System Security Models
(RA 3.1.3) Security and Safety In Mixed Criticality Systems
(RA 3.1.4) Diversity-based Multi-Variant Execution Mitigation Techniques for System Defense

Theme 2. Network Security
(RA 3.2.1) Study of Critical Internet Components and Protocols
(RA 3.2.2) Secure Communication Protocols for the IoT
(RA 3.2.3) Analysis of Protocol Implementations

Theme 3. Security Monitoring and Management
(RA 3.3.1) Intelligence Gathering and Identification of Security State
(RA 3.3.2) Methods and Tools for Secure Deployment
(RA 3.3.3) Detection and Response for IoT and Industrial Control Systems

Research Track 4: Technology Building Blocks: Secure Hardware, Cryptography and
Secure Implementations
Theme 1. Secure Hardware: Roots of Trust Anchored Into Technology Foundations
(RA 4.1.1) Developing PUFs
(RA 4.1.2) True Random Number Generators
(RA 4.1.3) Technology Solutions to Secure Circular Economy

Theme 2. Cryptographic algorithms
(RA 4.2.1) Symmetric-key Algoritms
(RA 4.2.2) Public-key Algorithms
(RA 4.2.3) Proofs and Validation

Theme 3. Cryptographic Protocols
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(RA 4.3.1) Cryptographic Protocols for Distance Bounding
(RA 4.3.2) Cryptographic Protocols Design for MPC Applications
(RA 4.3.3) Cryptographic Protocols for Blockchain
(RA 4.3.4) Cryptographic Protocols for Mix Networks
(RA 4.3.5) Security Analysis of Cryptographic Protocols

Theme 4. Secure and Efficient Cryptographic Implementations
(RA 4.4.1) Implementation Challenges of Post-quantum, FHE, Lightweight Crypto on Novel Compute Platforms
(RA 4.4.2) Side-Channel and Fault Attacks
(RA 4.4.3) White-Box Cryptography
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